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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Incremental computation 

Optimization techniques allow the efficient implementation of a large set of software 
applications for which computers would otherwise be too slow. Incremental methods 
are a significant class of optimization techniques, which are used in a wide variety 
of applications. An incremental computation stores the results of subcomputations, 
and reuses the results rather than recomputing them again. The following examples 
illustrate how this idea is applied in practice. 

1. 1.1 E x amples 

Incremental computation is especially effective when a complex computation is per
formed repeatedly on slightly different inputs, or when computations are performed 
over large data structures, to which relatively small modifications are made frequently. 

Spreadsheets A standard example of a program based on incremental computation 
is a spreadsheet program. A spreadsheet is a rectangular array of cells containing 
values. A spreadsheet program specifies the formulas to compute the value of cells from 
values of other cells. Some cells have input values , values that do not depend on values 
in other cells . If such an input value is changed, in a straightforward implementation all 
values would be computed anew in a non-incremental computation. If computation 
is incremental, only the value of cells depending on the modified initial value are 
recomputed. 

Text form atting Incremental text formatting is used in so-called WYSIWYG 1 ed
itors. In these editors the text is displayed according to the layout information added 
by the user . During editing the text is constantly being reformatted. For large texts 
this is only feasible if formatting is performed incrementally. For instance, after a line 
has been added to a paragraph, there is often no need to redo the formatting of other 
paragraphs. 

1 What You See Is What You Get 

1 
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Recursive functions Recursively defined functions may cause the same calculation 
to be repeated many times over. A classical example of a recursively defined function 
is the Fibbonnacci function. 

fib(n) = if x '.S 2 t hen 1 else fib(n - 1) + fib(n - 2) 
In a straightforward implementation, computation of the Fibonnaci value of an integer 
n requires two separate evaluations of fib(n - 2) , three evaluations of fib(n - 3) and so 
on. Hence the cost of the computation is exponential in n. When the results for each 
fib(n) are stored so that they can be retrieved easily, computation of fib(n) is linear 
inn. 

Programming environments Another example in which incremental computation 
is mandatory can be found in interactive programming environments. A simple pro
gramming environment may consist of a syntax-directed editor and a compiler. More 
sophisticated environments provide various tools for, for instance, type checking, pretty 
printing, program analysis, translation and evaluation. 

A syntax-directed editor checks whether a text in an editor is correct w.r.t. the 
syntax of a language. Incremental syntax checking permits fast checks while the text 
is being modified , as in general only changed parts need to be checked. When a tool 
is applied incrementally, the results of intermediate computations are stored, so that 
when the program is edited and the tool is applied to the modified program these 
results can be used to avoid performing the same computations again. 

1.1.2 Discu ssion 

The performance improvements which can be gained by applying incremental tech
niques come at a price. Specifically, additional memory is required to store the results 
of subcomputations. Furthermore, the development and implementation of incremen
tal algorithms is more complex than that of their non-incremental counterparts. Since 
the overall speed of computers has increased steadily due to consistent hardware im
provements, the question may arise as to whether the use of incremental techniques is 
justified. 

Indeed , when computer speed has increased sufficiently, some applications may no 
longer require optimization. However, regardless of the speed of computers, there will 
always be applications for which their performance is insufficient. This is because 
the increase in computing speed has continually inspired the development of more 
computationally intensive applications. 

The overall increase in processor speed will , therefore, not obviate the need for 
incremental methods to improve the performance of many applications. 

1.2 Incremental methods 

Many techniques for incremental computation have been developed. Some are incre
mental algorithms for specific problems, others are of a general nature. An overview 
is given by Ramalingam and Reps in [RR93]. General techniques differ in the way 
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they store information and maintain the storage, and in the granularity of incremental 
computation. Another important distinction is between methods based on selective 
recomputation and those based on finite differencing. 

When results of computations are stored for incremental computation, the stored 
information must be structured such that it permits fast retrieval of information dur
ing subsequent computations. Related to this is that the amount of stored information 
must be kept within limits. Many techniques, but not all, only remember the infor
mation applicable to the last computation. 

We call an incremental method coarse-grain if a subclass of computations exists 
that are inherently not incremental. For example, in spreadsheets incrcmentality is 
based on identifying exactly those cells of which the value has to be recomputed. The 
method is coarse-grain because computation of the new value itself is not incremental. 
Fine-grain methods on the other hand, have no principle limitations for the class of 
computations that are performed incrementally. 

In order to explain the difference between selective recomputation and finite dif
ferencing we consider J(input), an incremental operation on input. When !(input) 
is computed intermediate results are stored . Assume that subsequently the result of 
the same operation is requested but for a slightly different input: input + !:,.input. 
In methods based on selective recomputation, the intermediate results for comput
ing J(input) are used to avoid common subcomputations for J(input + /:,.input). In 
approaches based on finite differencing, the existence of a difference function, Jc.. is 
presumed. Jc.. is used in computing the output for input+ !:,.input by updating the 
previous output: 

f(input +!:,.input)= J(input) EB fc..(6input) 

We first discuss some general methods for incremental computation, then we focus 
on incremental computation in generated programming environments. 

1.2. 1 General incremental methods 

Finite differenc ing The term finite differencing has been coined by Paige and 
Koenig in [PK82]. Their ideas have been applied by Paige in his paper on programming 
with invariants [Pai86]. In programming with invariants, programs are transformed 
into incremental programs by replacing functions by an incremental counterpart taken 
from a library. For each incremental function f, a so-called invariant, i.e. a value 
E = f(x 1 , . . . , xn), is maintained during execution of the program. Whenever the 
value of one of the arguments, x; changes, the value for E is updated by means of a 
difference function dxJ. 

The amount of stored information is limited as only the last value for Eis preserved. 
The method is fine-grain, because it deals with incrementality of a single function. 

INC INC is a language for incremental computation, designed by Yellin and Strom 
[YS91], and based on finite differencing. The language INC consists of a number of 
predefined functions for which difference functions exist. An INC program is a network 
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of predefined functions in which the output of one function serves as the input for the 
next one. When an INC program is executed with a certain input input, both the 
input and the output values of each function application in the program are preserved. 
When subsequently the program is executed with new input input+ /).input, the first 
function f of the program uses Jc,. to compute both the new output and the difference 
with the previous output. The output difference is passed on to the next function. 

Only information for the last computation is preserved. The authors refer to this 
method as fine-grain, since each evaluation step is performed incrementally. 

Function caching Function caching or memoizing, introduced by Michie in [Mic68], 
is a technique for storing results of function applications, and re-using them when a 
function is invoked a second time with the same arguments. 

The technique is often used to improve the performance of recursive functions. An 
overview of various memoizing methods for recursive functions is given by Bird in 
[Bir80] . 

Pugh and Teitelbaum [PT89] have described how to use function caching for in
cremental evaluation for data structures like sequences and sets. In order to obtain 
efficient incremental algorithms the data structures must be designed in a special way 
so that computations over similar instances of the data type share many subcompu
tations. 

Function caching is conceptually simple but difficult to implement efficiently. One 
difficulty is to find ways for fast searching through the cache. When functions arc 
invoked with large arguments, it tends to be very expensive to compare arguments of 
the pending function call with the entries in the cache. Another difficulty is to keep the 
size of the cache within limits. Purging techniques are needed that retain the results 
that are likely to be reused in later computations, and remove other information. 

The method is fine-grain , since the results of any function can be cached. 

Incremental rewriting In the technique for incremental rewriting as proposed re
cently by Field in [Fie93] , replaceable subterms are designated before a term T is 
rewritten. When the term is rewritten, the context terms in T of the designated sub
terms are rewritten simultaneously. The result of incremental rewriting is the normal 
form of the term as well as the normal forms of all context terms. They are grouped 
together in a term, from which each individual normal form is easily retrieved. 

When a second term T' is to be reduced, and T' differs from T in one or more 
designated subterms, the normal form of the common context term is used as a starting 
point for incremental reduction of T'. The resulting term will then be added to the 
existing storage. 

This technique for incremental rewriting is fine-grain , because there are no restric
tions on the kind of functions that can be rewritten incrementally. 
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1.2.2 Incremental methods in generated programming envi-
ronments 

The following incremental methods are especially used in programming environment 
generators. A programming environment generator is a program which derives a pro
gramming environment for a language from the specification of the syntax and seman
tics of that language. 

As incremental implementations in generated programming environments are to 
be deduced for user-defined operations, methods based on selective recomputation 
are better suited than methods based on finite differencing, which would require the 
definition of additional difference operations for each user defined operation. 

Attribute grammars An attribute grammar is a context-free grammar extended 
with attributes for each non-terminal that describe the semantic features of symbols 
in the grammar. Attribution rules define the value of attributes in a production as 
a function of the values of other attributes. It is the most well-known manner of 
specifying static semantics of a language. 

We classify methods for incremental attribute evaluation according to their way 
of storing information. Some techniques make use of the relation between attribute 
grammars and functional languages by implementing an attribute grammar as a func
tional program and use sophisticated transformation techniques for incremental evalu
ation. See for instance work by Pennings, Swierstra, Vogt and Kuiper [PSV92, VSK90, 
Vog93]. 

In most programming environments derived from attribute grammars, however, 
incremental attribute evaluation is based on annotating the abstract syntax tree of a 
program with attributes in which semantic values can be stored. When the program 
is edited, subtrees in the abstract syntax tree are replaced, hence information relevant 
only to the old parts is automatically removed. Attributes in the new subtrees must 
be evaluated, as well as the attributes whose value depends on the values of the new 
attributes. 

This method is coarse-grain because the re-computation of an individual attribute 
value is not incremental. 

Reps et al. [Rep82, RTD83] describe incremental attribute update algorithms based 
on this way of storing and updating intermediate results. The strategy is implemented 
in the Synthesizer Generator [RT89a, RT89b]. 

Extended Affix Grammars Extended affix grammars [Kos91] are a language spec
ification formalism closely related to attribute grammars. Incremental evaluation of 
extended affix grammars is used in the environment generator Pregmatic described 
by van den Brand in [Bra90, Bra92]. A special feature in his implementation is that 
attribute values are evaluated (incrementally) during parsing rather than afterwards. 
Attribute values are used to direct parsing, to solve ambiguities, and to stop parsing 
when an error is found. 
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Context relations Context relations, developed by Snelting and Henhapl [Sne91 , 
HS84] are another formalism for specifying static semantics of languages. They are 
used in the PSG system, described by Bahlke and Snelting in [BS86] . Context relations 
have been developed as an alternative to attribute grammars with the aim to be able 
to check arbitrarily incomplete programs. 

A specification of a type checker describes for each abstract syntax constructor 
the relation between the type of the constructor and those of its subtrees. When a 
program in an editor is checked, a data-base, context relation, is maintained which 
contains for each node the list of all the types it may have in the given context . A 
program is incorrect if the entry for a certain node is empty. When the program is 
edited the data-base is updated incrementally by unifying it with the context relations 
for the new subtree. 

Typol Typo! is a specification formalism used in the Centaur system [Des88, DT89, 
BCD+89]. It is based on natural semantics [CDD+s5, Kah87] and is closely related to 
PROLOG. 

Evaluation in the Typo! setting means building a proof tree. In [ACG92], Attali , 
Chazarain and Gillette indicate a class of Typo! specifications for which incremental 
functional evaluators can be generated, which decorate the proof tree with attributes. 
In this particular class of Typo! specifications, a natural relation exists between parts 
of the abstract syntax tree of the program in the editor and parts of the proof tree. 
When the program is edited, the corresponding parts of the proof tree are replaced, 
and subsequently the attributes of the new parts of the proof tree and of all attributes 
that depend on them are evaluated. 

1.3 Incremental type checking 

Because incremental type checking will be used as an example throughout the thesis, 
we consider it in a little more depth. 

A standard way of type checking a program consists of two parts. First, collect all 
declaration information by traversing the declarations one by one. Then, visit each 
statement and verify that the variables that occur in it have been declared and are 
being used in a type correct manner. 

Incremental type checking is intended for the situation that a program is to be 
type checked after a modification has been made to it . How can the results of type 
checking the original program be used for the incremental type checking of the modified 
program? Figure 1.1 shows two examples of program modifications. 

When I Z := Z + 1 I is a modified statement, it is clear that only this statement has 
to be rechecked. For this check we can use the previously saved declaration informa
tion. 

However, when I Y: natural I is a modified declaration, potentially all statements 
in the program will have to be checked. One of the challenges of incremental type 
checking is to find general methods that limit the recomputation to essential parts , 
e.g, in this example, the statements in which Y actually occurs. 
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begin 
X: natural, 
Y: natural , 
Z: natural ; 

read X; 
y := l; 

Z := l; 
if (X # 0) 

then 

fi; 

while (Z =J X) do 

1z z + 1 I; 
y := y * z 

end 

write Y 
end 

begin 
X: natural, 

J Y: natural J, 

Z: natural; 
read X; 
y := l; 

Z := l ; 

if(X # 0) 
then 

fi; 

while (Z f. X) do 

Z Z + l; 
y := y * z 

end 

write Y 
end 

Figure 1.1: A program for computing the factorial of a number 

1.4 This thesis 

1.4.1 Context 

7 

The AsF+SDF Meta-environment [Kli91] is a programming environment generator 
based on the algebraic formalism AsF+SDF [BHK89b] . From a language specification 
in AsF+SDF an environment is generated consisting of a syntax-directed editor for 
the language in question, as well as a collection of tools that have been specified. 
Typically, these tools include type checkers, pretty printers, compilers and evaluators. 

An algebraic specification consists of a signature and a set of equations. The 
signature introduces sorts and functions over these sorts and thus defines a set of 
terms. The equations specify equivalences between the terms of the signature. Many 
algebraic specifications can be made executable by interpreting the equations as a term 
rewriting system. The equations are then oriented from left to right. 

From the definition of the syntax of a language a syntax directed editor is generated. 
Such an editor checks whether a text is a syntactically correct program. If this is the 
case an abstract syntax term Program of the text is created and updated during later 
editing. 

Tools for a language are specified by means of functions over programs and their 
substructures. Equations define the behaviour of these functions. If a tool specified 
by means of the function tool is to be applied to a program in an editor a term 
tool(Program) is created and reduced according to the generated rewrite system. 

The prime motivation for the research described in this thesis is the desire to have 
incremental tools in the generated environments. When a program is edited and a 
tool is applied again to the modified program Program' reduction of tool(Program') 
must make use of intermediate results of the previous reduction of tool (Prog ram ). We 
therefore need a technique for incremental rewriting. 
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1.4.2 Method 

A naive approach to incremental rewriting is to store all terms that occur in a reduction 
together with their normal forms. Clearly, as with naive function caching, this will 
result in a large, ill-structured cache, and requires additional methods for efficient 
comparison of stored information and terms to be reduced, as well as techniques for 
selecting the information that can be removed. 

We have found a relatively simple solut ion for these problems by restricting our
selves to a subclass of algebraic specifications, namely the class of primitive recursive 
schemes. These are equivalent to attribute grammars. Primitive recursive schemes are 
well-suited for specifying tools like type checkers, pretty printers and compilers. We 
use the equivalence between algebraic specifications and attribute grammars to select 
functions which can be implemented incrementally. These functions typically apply 
to a program or a substructure of a program, and we can therefore store the results of 
applying them in attributes of the parse tree of the program. 

Due to t he structure of the specifications, the cache (parse tree) can be traversed 
during incremental rewriting , so that relevant information is retrieved efficiently. Ob
solete information is automatically discarded when the program is edited. 

Like other attribute-grammar-based methods, our basic method is coarse-grain. 
This is known to be inefficient when an attribute which contains a large aggregate 
value, like a set or a table, is altered. We exploit the uniform nature of algebraic 
specifications by extending the technique for incremental rewriting to functions over 
auxiliary data types used by incremental functions. In particular functions over these 
aggregate values can be made incremental. This extension yields a fine-grain incre
mental rewriting technique , that solves for instance the problem of incremental type 
checking sketched in Section 1.3. 

1.4.3 Achievements 

The main contribution of this thesis are the design and implementation of algorithms 
for coarse-grain and fine-grain incremental rewriting. 

1.4.4 Overview 

In Chapter 2 we develop a technique for incremental rewriting for primitive recursive 
schemes, based on storing normal forms in attributes of a parse tree. The technique 
is capable of dealing with multiple subtree replacements. 

A specification in AsF+SoF may contain conditional equations. Although the 
presence of conditions does not add to the formal power of the formalism, it certainly 
adds flexibility and user-friendliness. One could apply the technique for incremental 
rewriting to a specification with conditional equations by transforming it into a spec
ification with non-conditional equations, and then apply the technique described in 
Chapter 2. This transformation would lead to a less efficient rewrite system. Instead, 
we discuss in Chapter 3 efficient algorithms for conditional incremental rewriting, 
based on dynamic updating of the attribute dependency graph. 
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Lists frequently occur in the description of the syntax of programming languages. 
In Chapter 4 we study incremental implementation of functions on lists. Earlier re
search has addressed the problem with finite differencing methods. 

We describe a class of list functions, as well as a method for efficient incremental 
evaluation by selective recomputation. 

In Chapter 5, we introduce the class of layered primitive recursive schemes and 
describe a fine-grain incremental implementation for specifications in this class. 

The techniques developed in Chapters 2~5 have been implemented as an extension 
of the rewrite system of the AsF+SoF meta-environment. In Chapter 6 we describe 
the implementation of incremental rewriting, as well as the interfaces with the standard 
term rewriting machine and the editors. The performance of this implementation has 
been evaluated and the results are reported in Chapter 7. 

In Chapter 8 we conclude with a summary, an account of various experiences with 
the implementation, a discussion of limitations and suggestions for further research. 
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Chapter 2 

Incremental rewriting for algebraic 
specifications 

We present a technique for deriving incremental implementations for a subclass 
of algebraic specifications, namely, well-presented primitive recursive schemes 
with parameters. We introduce a concept adapted from the translation of well
presented primitive recursive schemes to strongly non-circular attribute gram
mars. We store results of function applications and their parameters as at
tributes in an abstract syntax tree of the first argument of the function in ques
tion. An attribute dependency graph is used to guide incremental evaluation . 
The evaluation technique is based on a leftmost innermost rewrite strategy. The 
class of well-presented primitive recursive schemes is a very natural one for spec
ifying the static semantics of languages. 

2.1 Introduction 

In our quest for methods for deriving incremental implementations from algebraic 
specifications we inevitably came across incremental evaluators for attribute grammars. 
Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci proved that any well-presented primitive recursive 
scheme with parameters is equivalent to a strongly non-circular attribute grammar 
[CFZ82]. The result of each function is interpreted as a synthesized attribute of the 
first argument of this function and the parameters of this function are interpreted as 
the inherited attributes of this sort. Primitive recursive schemes, in turn, are a subset 
of algebraic specifications. Following this route we can transfer techniques developed 
for attribute grammars to algebraic specifications. In particular we can use attributed 
trees for storing normal forms for incremental evaluation of terms. 

Our strategy is to be implemented as part of the term rewriting engine of the 
AsF+SoF ~eta-environment [Kli93b], a programming environment generator. From 
a language definition written in the algebraic specification formalism AsF+SoF, a 
programming environment is generated . The main component of a generated environ
ment is a syntax-directed editor connected to a term rewriting system for evaluating 
terms in the editor. 

Incremental evaluation in this context concerns the application of functions cp to 

11 
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the abstract syntax tree T of a text in an editor. During reduction of the term </>(T) 
normal forms are stored in attributes of T. When the text is edited subtrees are 
replaced in the abstract syntax tree T. After each subtree replacement attributes 
whose value depend on the replaced subtree are marked as "unreliable". Let T' be 
the result of subtree replacements in T. If subsequently the term </>(T') is reduced 
the values of reliable attributes can be used to avoid reduction steps, whereas other 
attributes obtain a new type check value. 

Because we do not wish to intrude on the user while editing we aim at keeping 
the process of marking attributes as simple and as efficient as possible. For the same 
reason re-evaluation of the ¢> value of the modified text takes place only on explicit 
request by the user . This is possible because our algorithms for incremental evaluation 
support multiple subtree replacements. 

Our strategy for incremental evaluation can be thought of as leftmost innermost 
rewriting with short cuts and side effects for updating attributes. This makes it easy 
to combine incremental evaluation and non-incremental evaluation. 

Overview of this chapter 

In Section 2.2 we give definitions and examples for algebraic specifications and at
tribute grammars, and we explain the basic steps of incremental attribute evalua
tion strategies. Section 2.3 defines a subclass of algebraic specifications called well
presented primitive recursive schemes and explains the construction of an attribute 
grammar from a well-presented primitive recursive scheme. Sections 2.4 to 2.7 con
stitute the heart of the chapter. Section 2.4 presents a description of the storage for 
incremental evaluation. In Section 2.5 we describe our method for incremental evalua
tion of terms with respect to a primitive recursive scheme. In Section 2.6 we prove the 
correctness of this method. Section 2. 7 discusses various properties of the approach. 
Sections 2.8 and Section 2.9 present related work and conclusions. 

2.2 Preliminaries 

2 .2.1 Algebraic sp e cifications 

Definit ion 2 .1 An algebraic specification (E, E) consists of a signature I: in which 
sorts are defined as well as functions over these sorts, and a set of equations E over 
terms defined by the signature. D 

The equations in an algebraic specification define equivalence classes of the terms 
that can be constructed from the signature. Algebraic specifications can be given for 
any abstract data type , and can be used to describe the abstract syntax as well as the 
static and dynamic semantics of languages. 

Example 2 .1 Figure 2.1 presents part of the type checker of a simple programming 
language in the algebraic specification formalism ASF [BHK89a]. It will serve as 
our running example. Each program consists of a (possibly empty) series of variable 
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sorts: PROGRAM DECLS DECL STMS STM BOOL TENV 

functions: 
program 
empty-decls : 
decls 

DECLS x STMS -, PROGRAM 
-, DECLS 

DECL x DECLS -, DECLS 
stms : STM x STMS -, STMS 

tcp PROGRAM 
tcdecls : DECLS 
tcdecl : DECL 
tcstms : STMS 
tcstm : STM 

variables: 
Deels :-> DECLS 
Stms :-> STMS 
Env :-> TENV 

equations: 

-, BOOL 
x TENV -, TENV 
x TENV -, TENV 
x TENV -, BOOL 
x TENV -, BOOL 

Deel :-> DECL 
Stm :-> STM 

(Tel] tcp(program(Deels,Stms)) = tcstms(Stms,tcdecls(Deels,empty-env)) 
(Tc2] tcdecls( empty-decls, Tenv) = Tenv 
(T c3] tcdecls( decls( Deel,Deels ), Tenv) = tcdecls( Decls, tcdecl( Deel, Tenv)) 
[Tc4] tcstms(stms(Stm,Stms), Tenv) = and(tcstm(Stm, Tenv),tcstms( Stms, Tenv)) 

Figure 2.1: Part of the algebraic specification of a type checker 

13 
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declarations followed by a series of statements. The functions tcp , tcdecls, tcdecl , 
tcstms and tcstm are introduced to specify the type checking of, respectively, programs, 
declarations and statements. The equations describe how a program is type checked. 
According to equation [T cl] the result of type checking a program equals the type 
checking of its statements given the result of type checking the declarations. Type 
checking the declarations yields a type-environment, a table of variables and types , 
indicated by the sort TENV. Equation [T c2] formalizes that type checking the empty 
declaration in the presence of a type-environment returns that same type-environment. 
[T c3] describes the type checking of a list of declarations. The result of type checking 
the first declaration is used to type check the remaining declarations. The result of 
type checking a list of statements is a Boolean value: the conjunction of type checking 
its first statement and type checking the rest of the remaining statements ([Tc4]). D 

Incremental evaluation 

Many algebraic specifications can be implemented as term rewriting systems. Equa
tions are considered as rewrite rules with an orientation from left to right. Evaluating 
a term means reducing it as far as possible. The result of such a reduction is a normal 
form of the term . 

The idea of incremental evaluation of terms is that while evaluating a term we make 
use of the normal forms of terms that have been stored during a previous reduction of 
a slightly different term. The naive way of doing this is to store all terms that occur 
during the reduction process together with their normal form . This would, obviously, 
take too much storage, and require long searches to determine whether a term has 
been reduced before. 

We are looking for a structure in which normal forms can be stored so that they 
can easily be retrieved and updated. We turn to attribute grammars because at
tribute grammars do provide such a structure and Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci 
have proved a correspondence between attribute grammars and a subclass of algebraic 
specifications [ CFZ82]. 

2.2.2 Attribute grammars 

Definition 2.2 An attribute grammar r = (G, ATT, R , I) consists of a signature G, 
defining sorts and abstract t ree constructors, extended with an attribute system. For 
each sort X of G two disjoint sets of attributes are defined: the inherited attributes , 
INH(X) , and the synthesized attributes, SYN(X). ATT is the union of all inherited 
and synthesized attributes: ATT = Ux INH(X) U SYN(X). To each abstract tree 
constructor p : X 1 x ... x Xn -> X 0 of G, attribute definition rules RP are added for 
specifying the values of the synthesized attributes of the parent X 0 and the values of 
the inherited attributes of the children X;, i :S 1 :S n. R = UpEG RP . The interpretation 
I indicates the domain of attribute values. □ 

Example 2.2 Figure 2.2 shows the same type checker as Figure 2.1 but now writ
ten as an attribute grammar. Attributes and semantic rules are added to the four 
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sorts: PROGRAM DECLS DECL STMS STM 

attributes: 
INH(PROGRAM) = 0 SYN(PROGRAM) = {tcp} 
INH(DECLS) = {TenvoECLS} SYN(DECLS) = { tcdecls} 
INH(DECL) = {TenvoEcd SYN(DECL) = {tcdecl} 
INH(STMS) = {TenvsTMS} SYN(STMS) = {tcstms} 
INH(STM) = {TenvsTM} SYN(STM) = {tcstm} 

constructors and semantic rules: 

prngrnm DECLS x STMS - PROGRAM { 

tcp = tcstms 
TenvoECLS = empty-env 
TenvsTMS = tcdecls 

empty-decls : ---t DECLS 

decls DECL x DECLS2 ---t DECLS 

stms : STM x STMS2 ---t STMS 

{ tcdecls = TenvoECLS 

{ 

tcdecls = tcdecls2 
TenvoECL = TenvoECLS 
TenvoECLs2 = tcdecl 

{ 

tcstms = and(tcstm, tcstms2) 
TenvsTM = TenvsTMS 
TenvsTMS2 = TenvsTMS 

Figure 2.2: Part of a type checker in an attribute grammar formalism 
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empty
decls 
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program 
.. ·. 

Figure 2.3: Part of an attributed tree of a program 

constructors program , empty-decls, decls and stms. We assume that the synthesized 
attributes tcp , tcstms and tcstm are of type Boolean and that all inherited attributes 
as well as tcdecls and tcdecl are type-environments. The interpretation I has been 
omitted: it would provide the semantics of Boolean functions and type-environments. 

The attribute rules describe the type checking of a program and its substructures. 
For the constructor program it states that the type check value, tcp, of a program 
equals the type check value of the statements, tcstms. The value of the inherited 
attribute of the declarations in this constructor, TenvoECLS , is the constant describing 
the empty type-environment. The value of the inherited attribute for the statements, 
TenvsTMS , equals the type check value of the declarations, tcdecls. □ 

Attributes can be thought of as labels attached to nodes in the abstract syntax 
tree and their definition rules as a mechanism for transferring information through 
the tree. Roughly speaking, inherited attributes are used for transferring information 
down the tree, while synthesized attributes are used for transferring information up 
the tree. 

Example 2.3 Figure 2.3 shows part of the abstract syntax tree of a program, deco
rated with attributes. Synthesized attributes are displayed on the right-hand side of 
a tree node , inherited attributes are on the left. The attributes are connected by a 
dependency graph as explained below. □ 

An attribute pair ( a, b) belongs to the attribute dependencies DP of a constructor 
p : X 1 x ... x Xn --, X 0 if and only if a is used in the definition of bin the attribute 
definition rules RP. To obtain a dependency graph Dr of the attributes of a tree T we 
take the union of all instances of DP of constructors p in the tree. 

Incremental attribute evaluation 

Many algorithms for evaluating attribute values in a tree exist and many of them are 
incremental. The basis of incremental attribute updating is the attribute dependency 
graph of an abstract syntax tree. The tree represents, for instance, a program in 
an editor. When the program is edited, a subtree is replaced in the attributed tree . 
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s e 

y z 

f 

b = c 
p: S _, X a= d 

e=d 

q: X _, Y b = a 

r: X---, Z { d = b 

Figure 2.4: A non-circular attribute grammar which is not strongly non-circular 
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Attributes of the new subtree must be re-evaluated and also attributes whose values 
depend directly or indirectly on them. The value of attributes that are not affected by 
the subtree replacement can be re-used. For instance, when a statement in Figure 2.3 
changes, attributes in the declarations and in other statements are not affected. 

An attribute grammar is well-formed or non-circular if for each tree the attribute 
dependency graph Dr is cycle-free. In that case an evaluation order for attributes 
of each abstract syntax tree exists. The attribute grammar is called strongly non
circular if for each node in each tree an evaluation order of attributes exists that does 
not depend on the particular subtree rooted at that node. In Figure 2.4 part of an 
attribute grammar is shown that is not strongly non-circular. The evaluation order of 
the attributes a,b,c and d at X is determined by the constructor applied at X. 

An overview of attribute grammars is given in by Deransart , Jourdan and Lorho 
in [DJL88]. Attribute grammars are widely used for defining the static semantics of 
programming languages, e.g, in the Cornell Synthesizer Generator [RT89a, RT89b], 
the FNC-2 system [JP88], the GAG-system [Kas84], the TOOLS system [KP90] and 
the Mj0lner/ORM Environment [MBD+9o]. 

2.3 Primitive recursive schemes with parameters 

Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci [CFZ82] have defined a subclass of algebraic speci
fications, well-presented primitive recursive schemes with parameters (PRSs), that are 
equivalent to strongly non-circular attribute grammars. We will use this equivalence 
to implement incremental rewriting for PRSs. 

We first give the definition of the class of primitive recursive schemes as described 
by Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci. In Section 2.3.2 we show the basics of the 
construction of an attribute grammar from a PRS. This construction is valid only if 
the PRS is well-presented. In Section 2.3 .3 we explain why we need well-presentedness 
and we define this notion. 

2.3.1 Definition 

In the definition below we define a primitive recursive scheme as a 5-tuple (G, S,
<I> , Eq, Eq,p). Intuitively, G is a grammar which consists of a set of free constructor 
functions, describing, for instance, the abstract syntax of a programming language. 
<I> is a set of functions over this abstract syntax, like functions for type checking and 
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compilation of programs. The equations Eq,p specify the behavior of these <Ii-functions. 
The specification formed by the remaining signature and equations (S, Eq) specifies 
auxiliary data types for the <Ii-functions. 

Definition 2.3 (PRS) An algebraic specification is a primitive recursive scheme with 
parameters if it has the following properties 

(i) It can be described by a 5-tuple (G, S, <I>, Eq, Eq,p) such that the signature of 
the specification is formed by the union of G,S and <I> , and the equations of the 
specification are the union Eq U Eq,p. G and Sare two disjoint signatures , and 
<I> is a set of functions. Equations over terms of G do not exist in Eq U Eq,p. 

For functions in <I> properties (ii) and (iii) hold. 

(ii) The type of the first argument of each ¢> in <I> is a sort in G and the types of all 
other arguments, called the parameters of¢>, and the type of the output sort are 
sorts of S. <I> x indicates the set of all functions of <I> that have the sort X as the 
type of their first argument. 

(iii) For each abstract tree constructor p: X 1 x ... x Xn ---+ X 0 in G and each function 
¢> in <I> Xo exactly one defining equation eq<P,P E Eq,p exists: 

□ 

(2.1) 

where Tis a SU <I> U {xi, ... , xn} U {y1, ... , Ym}-term. 

( a) All X; and Yi in the left-hand side of equation (2.1) are different variables. 
Hence, this equation is left-linear. 

(b) In equation (2 .1 ) the first argument of any <I>-subterm in Tis an x;, l ::::; i ::::; n 
Hence, this equation is strictly decreasing in G. 

We will use G-term to refer to a term of a sort X E G, and S-term for a term of 
sort S E S. On the other hand, we use <I>-term to indicate a term of which the head 
symbol is a function of <I>, and parameter-term for the j-th subterm of a <I>-term, j > l. 
Note that all <I>-terms and parameter terms are S-terms. 

The k-th parameter of a function¢> E <I> is indicated as par(¢>, k). 

Example 2.4 The specification in Figure 2.1 is a part of a PRS. The functions pro
gram, empty-decls, decls and stms are abstract tree constructors in G. <I> is the set of 
type check functions { tcp , tcdecls, tcdecl , tcstms , tcstm} . Equations [T cl HT c4] are <I>
defining equations. (S, Eq) is formed by the specifications of the Booleans and the 
Type-environments. They are not shown in the figure. □ 
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2.3.2 PRS -+ attribute grammar 

In the translation from a PRS (G, S , <I>, Eq, Eqq,) to an attribute grammar r = (G, 
ATT, R, I), the signature G of the PRS will be identified with the signature G of r. 
The set of attributes ATT will be derived from the set of functions <I> and the attribute 
definition rules R will be derived from the <I>-defining equations Eqq,. Finally, (S, Eq) 
is translated into I, the domain of the attribute values. 

When-eonstructing the set of attributes we construct SY 1(X) for each X in G by 
adding a synthesized attribute for each function ¢ in <I> x- INH(X) is constructed by 
associating an inherited attribute with each parameter par(¢, k) of each function¢ in 
<I>x. In some cases one inherited attribute is associated with different parameters. We 
discuss this in Section 2.3.3. 

Example 2.5 We translate the specification in Figure 2.1 into the attribute gram
mar of Figure 2.2. Synthesized attributes are created for each type check function. 
Inherited attributes TenvoECLS, TenvoECL, TenvsTMS and TenvsTM are created for the 
parameters of tcdecls, tcdecl, tcstms and tcstm respectively. D 

For each constructor p : X 1 x ... x Xn ----> X 0 in G, each <I>-defining equation 
eq<l>,P yields attribute definition rules Rp for the synthesized attribute ¢ at X 0 and the 
inherited attributes of children X1 ... Xn. 

To find the rule for the synthesized attribute ¢ at the top node X 0 of constructor p, 
we replace in a top-down traversal of the right-hand side of eq<l>,P all <I>-terms by their 
associated synthesized attribute, and replace the variables that occur as parameters 
in the left-hand side by the inherited attributes associated with these parameters. 

Example 2.6 From equations [Tcl]- [Tc4] we derive attribution rules for the synthe
sized attributes tcp , tcdecls and tcstms. 

(T cl] tcp(progra m ( Decls, Stms)) = test ms( Stms, tcdecls( Decls,em pty-env)) 
(Tc2] tcdecls( empty-decls, Tenv) = Tenv 
(Tc3] tcdecls(decls(Decl,Decls}, Tenv) = tcdecls(Decls, tcdecl(Decl,Tenv)) 
(Tc4] tcstms(stms(Stm,Stms), Tenv) = and(tcstm(Stm, Tenv), tcstms(Stms, Tenv)) 

From equation [T cl] we derive the rule for the, synthesized, tcp attribute of PRO
GRAM in the constructor program: tcp = tcstms. 

Equation [Tc2] yields the rule tcdecls = TenvoECLS , with TenvoECLS the inherited 
attribute for the parameter of tcdecls. 

From equation [Tc3] we derive that tcdecls = tcdecls2 , meaning that the tcdecls 
attribute of DECLS equals the tcdecls attribute of its second child. 

Finally, equation [Tc4] yields tcstms = and(tcstm , tcstms2). D 

The attribution rules for inherited attributes are derived from the parameter terms 
in the right-hand sides of <I>-defining equations. In the subterm 'lj; (xi, v1 , ... , v1, ... , vk) , 
of the right-hand side of a defining equation eq</>,p, v1 is the parameter term for the 
I-th parameter of 'lj;, at the i-th child of constructor p. The procedure to find the 
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attribution rule for the inherited attribute associated with this parameter is similar 
to the one for synthesized attributes: Replace in a top-down traversal of vi, all <!>
terms by their associated synthesized attributes, and replace the variables that occur 
as parameter terms in the left-hand side by the inherited attributes associated with 
these parameters. 

Example 2. 7 The first parameter of the function tcstms is its second argument, 
TENV. The associated inherited attribute of STMS is indicated as TenvsTMS · The in
herited attribute associated with the first parameter of tcdecls is indicated as TenvoECLS · 
From the right-hand side of equation [Tel] we derive the attribution rules for these 
inherited attributes in constructor program: TenvsTMS = tcdecls and TenvoECLS = 
empty-env. □ 

2.3.3 Well-presentedness 

When translating a PRS into an attribute grammar, it is important that a unique 
rule is created for each attribute. The attribution rule for a synthesized attribute 
of a constructor is always uniquely determined by the right-hand side of the one 
defining equation for the associated <!>-function, cf. (iii) in Definition 2.3. For inherited 
attributes , however, different attribution rules can be derived from the parameters 
terms in the right-hand sides of <!>-defining equations. We have to define an additional 
property for primitive recursive schemes which guarantees that in the corresponding 
attribute grammar inherited attributes are uniquely defined. This property is called 
well-presentedness. The example below shows part of a PRS that is not well-presented. 

Example 2.8 Equations (2.2) and (2.3) below apply to the same constructor p : 
X1 x X2-+ Xo. 

¢(p(x1,x2),y) 
'lf; (p(x1, x2), z) 

x(xi, J(y)) 
x(x1,g) 

(2.2) 

(2 .3) 

Let inh(¢,1) , inh( 'lf; ,1) and inh(x, 1) be the inherited attributes associated with the 
first parameter ( the second argument) of¢, 'If; and x. The equations yield two different 
rules for inh(x.l) at the first child of constructor p, namely: inh(x, 1) = J(inh(¢ , 1)) 
and inh(x, 1) = g. □ 

The definition of well-presentedness given below, is such that for a well-presented 
PRS a one-to-one mapping exists between inherited attributes and variable names for 
parameter terms in the left-hand side of defining equations. According to property 
(iv) in Definition 2.4 each parameter term is represented by exactly one variable. 
Under this condition an inherited attribute associated with a parameter has a unique 
definition if all the terms for that same parameter in the right-hand sides of defining 
equations are identical (v). Property (vi) states that two different parameters with 
identical definitions must be represented by the same variable in the left-hand side 
as well. The following example illustrates the case in which two parameter terms are 
represented by one variable, hence are associated with one inherited attribute. 
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Example 2.9 Consider a PRS with constructors p X 1 ---> X 0 , q X 2 ---> X 1 and 
equations 

¢(p(x1), y) = J( 'l/J(x1, y), x(x1, y)) 

'l/J(q(x2),z) = ((x2,z) 
x(q(x2),z) = ((x2,z) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

Equation 2.4 defines the parameters par('l/J, 1) and par(x, 1) to be equal for the 
first child of constructor p. Therefore, we must use one variable, z, to represent both 
parameters in the left-hand sides of the other equations. As a consequence, the two 
occurrences in equations 2.5 and 2.6, of the parameter term for ( at the first child of 
constructor q, are identical. □ 

Definition 2.4 (Well-presented) A primitive recursive scheme with parameters is 
well-presented if it has the following properties. 

(iv) For any two equations concerning the same function¢ 

¢(p(x1, · · ·, Xn), Yl , · · ·, Ym) = T 
¢(q(u1,••·,un,),z1,••·,zm) =r' 

the parameters yj and Zj are identical for 1 :::; j :::; m 

(2.7) 
(2.8) 

(v) In right-hand sides of defining equations {eq4>,Pl<P E <])x0 } for the same abstract 
tree constructor p: X 1 x ... x Xn ---> X 0 , all subterms with the same <]:,-function 
and over the same X; 

are identical. Hence parameters Vj and v; are identical for 1 :::; j :::; k 

( vi) Two different parameters, say the j-th parameter of 'l/J, denoted par('¢, j), and the 
l-th parameter, par((, l) , of(, are represented by the same variable in left-hand 
sides of defining equations, if and only if for each constructor p: X 1 , ... , Xn ---> 

X 0 it holds that in right-hand sides of defining equations {eq4>,PI¢ E <])x0 } the 
parameter terms Vj and w1 are identical in all occurrences 

Note that these <]:>-terms have the same first argument x;. 

□ 
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D efinition 2.5 (We ll-presentable ) A primitive recursive scheme with parameters 
is well-presentable if it can be made well-presented by a suitable renaming of variables. 

□ 

In their paper, Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci give an algorithm for deciding 
whether a PRS is well-presentable. The algorithm transforms a well-presentable PRS 
into a well-presented one. 

In the sequel we assume that every PRS is well-presented . 

2.4 Storage for incremental evaluation 

Now that we know that a well-presented primitive recursive scheme is equivalent to 
a strongly non-circular attribute grammar, we can use an attributed tree for storing 
normal forms during incremental evaluation of terms in a PRS (G, S, <I>, Eq, Eq,p). 

We assume that G describes the abstract syntax of some programming language, 
and that a syntax directed editor for G exists. If a text in this editor is a G-term 
(a program) an abstract syntax tree T of this text is maintained. When a function 
¢ E <I> is applied to the program in the editor (¢ could be a type check function or 
a compilation function) the term ¢(T) is reduced. We want to store normal forms of 
<I>-terms and parameter terms that occur in this reduction in attributes of the abstract 
syntax tree T. 

In this section we describe the kind of attributes and attribute dependencies that 
we need for storing information. In Section 2.5 we describe incremental reduction and 
the updating of the attributes in the stored tree. 

2.4.1 Attributes 

Attributes in a tree have a name, a value and a status. The name is derived from 
the <1>-function they belong to. We usually take the function name ¢ as the name of a 
synthesized attribute. An inherited attribute is named inh (¢,k) when it is associated 
with the k-th parameter par(¢, k) of¢ 1 . 

If an attribute has a non-empty value this value is always a normal form. 
The status of an attribute indicates if the attribute contains a correct value or 

not . If it docs not , the status is "Initial" (IN) or "TobeEvaluated" (TE). Otherwise 
it either has status "Unchanged" (UC) or "Changed" (C). For efficiency reasons that 
are explained in Section 2.5.2 we need four different status indications rather than just 
"unreliable" and "reliable" . 

2.4.2 Attribute dependencies 

Attribute dependencies for a PRS are equal to the ones derived from the equivalent 
attribute grammar. We derive attribute dependencies directly from <I>-defining equa
tions rather than constructing the attribution rules first , as in Section 2.3.2, and then 

1 If one inherited attribute is associated with several parameters like par( ,/;, 1) a nd par(x, 1), in 
equations (2.4)- (2.6) in example 2.9, then its name is a list, e.g. (inh (,p, 1), inh(x, 1)). 
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MAKEDEP-EQ( eq¢,P) 
let eq,p,p = a defining equation 

in 

ni 

T = the right-hand side of eq,t,,p 
</> = the synthesized attribute associated function </> at X 0 

D,t,,p = a set of dependencies 

D,p,p := MAKEDEP(r,</>,eq,p,p) 
return D,p,p 

MAKEDEP(term,att,eq,t,,p) 
let eq,p,p = </>(p(x1, ... , Xn), Y1, ... , Ym) = T 

term = a subterm of T 

in 

ni 

att = an attribute in the constructor p: X 1 , ... , Xn -> Xo, 
either the synthesized attribute </> of X 0 , 

or an inherited attribute of X; (1 S i S n) 
D,t,,p = a set of dependencies 

case 
•term= ,p(x;,v1, . . . ,vk), ,p E <I> 

let ,p; be the synthesized attribute of function ,jJ at X; in 
add (,p;,att) to D,t,,p 

ni 

# make dependencies for inherited attributes 
for j = l to k 
do 

let inh(,p,j) be the attribute of the j-th parameter of ,jJ at X; 
in 

D¢,P := D,t,,p U MAKEDEP(v1 , inh{,p,j), eq,t,,p) 
niod 

•term= y1, j E {1, ... ,m} 
let inh(</>,j) be the attribute of the j-th parameter of</> at X 0 in 

add (inh(</>,j),att) to D,t,,p 
ni 

•term= f(s1,- .. , sk), f rf_ <I> 
for j = l to k do 

D,t,,p := D,p,p u MAKEDEP(s1 ,att,eq¢,p) 
od 

esac 

return D,t,,p 

Figure 2.5: Algorithms for deducing a dependency graph from an equation 
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deriving the attribute dependencies . Figure 2.5 presents the algorithms for deriving 
attribute dependencies D<l>,P from an equation eq</>,p· If (att 1 , att2 ) is a pair in D <l>,P then 
att1 is a predecessor of att2 and att2 is a successor of att1 . 

MAKE-DEP computes from a term term in the right hand side of an equation 
eq</>,p, the predecessors for the synthesized attribute ¢ at the top of p. For all <I>-terms 
'lj; (x;, .. . ) in term, that are not subterms of another <I>-term, a dependency ('lj;;, ¢) is 
added to D,:, ,p- For all Yk that are not subterms of a <I>-term, a dependency (i nh (¢, k), ¢) 
is added to D,:,,p- In a similar fashion it derives predecessors of inherited attributes of 
each subtree x; of p from parameter terms v1 of 'lj;(x;, v1 , ... , vk)-

In addition to dependencies derived from equations, we use transitive dependencies 
between inherited attributes and their corresponding synthesized attributes. The cor
responding attribute of inh (¢,k) is the synthesized attribute¢ at the same tree node2

. 

These dependencies reflect that the normal form of a <I>-term depends on the value of 
its parameter terms. We will use them as short cuts in the dependency graph during 
status updating of attributes. 

An immediate consequence of the equivalence proved by Courcelle and Franchi
Zannettacci is that the dependency graph Dr is non-circular for all trees T. In their 
proof they assume a dependency path from each inherited attribute to its correspond
ing synthesized attributes. Hence, adding the transitive dependencies between corre
sponding attributes does not change the non-circularity property. 

Example 2 .10 Figure 2.3 shows the top of the attributed tree we can use when some 
term tcp(P rogram ) is reduced. In Figure 2.9 the same attributed tree is depicted , 
but it indicates dependencies between corresponding attributes as well. Moreover, 
we omitted the names of the attributes and indicated the status instead. A further 
explanation of this figure will follow in Section 2.5.2. □ 

In an attributed tree T we distinguish upward, horizontal and downward depen
dencies. Upward dependencies run from a synthesized attribute of a subtree T' of T 
to a synthesized at the parent of T'. Horizontal dependencies run from a synthesized 
attribute of a subtree T' to an inherited attribute of a sibling of T' or of T' itself. 
Also the dependency between an inherited attribute and a corresponding synthesized 
attribute is horizontal. Downward dependencies run from an inherited attribute to an 
inherited attribute at a lower node. 

2.5 Incremental evaluation 

Assume T is the attributed abstract syntax tree of a program in an editor. During 
incremental reduction of a <I>-term ¢(T) we store the normal forms of <I>-terms and 
parameter terms in attributes of T. After this the text in the editor can be edited 
again. As a result of editing subtrees are replaced in T, and attributes that have 
become unreliable are marked. Let us say that the new abstract syntax tree is T' . 

2 If the name of an inherited attribute is a list (inh(,P, 1) , inh(x, 1)) then its corresponding attributes 
are,/.• and X-
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When subsequently the user wants the know the </J value of the modified program, 
the term </J(T') is to be reduced. During reduction of this term, reduction of terms 
of which the associated attribute value is unaffected is not necessary, since the term 
can be replaced by- the stored attribute value. Also the status of attributes is updated 
during reduction 

Figure 2.6 presents an overview of the algorithms we use for incremental rewriting. 
The REDUCE algorithms specify incremental reduction of a term </J(T) in the presence 
of an abstract syntax tree T with an attribute dependency graph Dr. They make 
use of algorithms for storing a normal form in an attribute. These algorithms in turn 
make use of propagation algorithms for updating the status of the successors of the 
attribute in the dependency graph Dr. 

In Section 2.5.1 we first describe incremental reduction as specified by the REDUCE 
algorithms. In Section 2.5.2 we describe the updating of the attributes in the stored 
tree at different stages: before reduction (during editing) when PROPAGATE-TE-UP is 
applied, during reduction as specified by the STORE algorithms and the PROPAGATE 
algorithms, and after reduction, when the algorithm RESET-CHANGED is applied. 

2.5 .1 Reduction 

The reduction strategy we use is the leftmost innermost strategy, that is, when a term 
is to be reduced we first reduce all its subterms recursively, starting with the leftmost 
one. 

The algorithms in Figure 2.7 and Figure 2.8 describe incremental reduction. We 
first explain the reduction steps, then we explain how we keep track of the proper 
subtree in the attributed tree. 

When REDUCE-START and REDUCE are applied to a <I>-term the associated syn
thesized attribute is inspected first. If the attribute has a correct value, that is, the 
status of this attribute is not "TobeEvaluated" and not "Initial" , we can skip further 
reduction and replace the term by the normal form in the attribute value. Otherwise 
we have to reduce the term. Since we use innermost reduction the parameter terms are 
reduced first by applying REDUCE-PARS, the result is then reduced by REDUCE-RHS. 

When a parameter term is to be reduced (REDUCE-PARS, REDUCE-PAR), its 
associated inherited attribute is inspected. If it has a correct value the parameter term 
is replaced by the attribute value. Otherwise, the term is reduced and the resulting 
normal form is stored in the attribute. 

After this, in REDUCE-RHS, we check again the status of the synthesized attribute, 
as it may occur that none of the values of the inherited attributes have changed 
and that as a consequence the synthesized attribute need not be re-evaluated (Sec
tion 2.5.2). If the attribute status is still "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial", the term 
is reduced further by selecting the one equation with a matching left-hand side, in
stantiating its right-hand side, and REDUCE this term. The result is stored in the 
synthesized attribute. 

When REDUCE is applied to a non-incremental term, the subterms are reduced 
first by a recursive call to REDUCE. Then the term is reduced in a standard, non
incremental fashion by NON-INC-REDUCE. 
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# In all algorithms Tis an abstract syntax tree 
# Tis decorated with an attribute dependency graph Dr. 
# Equations are considered global information . 

REDUCE-START( top term, T) 
let topterm = ¢,(p(S1, ... , Sn) , t1, ... , tm) 

in 

ni 

s.t . p(S1, . .. , Sn) equals the attributed term T 
¢, = synthesized attribute for function ¢, at the root of T 
reduced-topterm = a term 

if status</> i- "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" 
then reduced-topterm := value,t, 
e lse reduced-topterm := REDUCE-PARS(topterm,T,T) 

reduced-top term := REDUCE-RHS( reduced-top term, T,¢,) 
fl 
return reduced-topterm 

REDUCE(term,T) 
let T; = the i-th subtree of T 

S; = a term p(S;, . .. , S~) which equals T; 
reduced-term= a term 

in case 
• term= ¢,(S;, v1, ... , vk), ¢, E <I> 

let ¢,; be the synthesized attribute for function ¢, at T; 
in if status</>, c/- "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" 

then reduced-term := value</>, 
e lse reduced-term:= REDUCE-PARS(term,T,T;) 

reduced-term : = RED U CE-RHS( reduced-term,T; ,¢,;) 
fl ni 

• term= f(s1, ... ,sk), f 1 <I> 
for j = 1 to k do 

reduced-si := REDUCE(si,T) ad 
reduced-term:= NON-INC-REDUCE(J(reduced-s1, ... , reduced-sk)) 

esac 
return reduced-term 

ni 

REDUCE-RHS(term, T,¢,) 
let reduced-term = a term, inst-r = a term 
in 

if status</> i- "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" 
then reduced-term := value</> 
e lse term matches equation eq,t,,p with right hand side r 

inst-r := instantiated r 

fl 

reduced-term := REDUCE( inst-r,T) 
STORE-SYN-ATT( reduced-term, ¢,) 

return reduced-term 
ni 

Figure 2.7: Algorithms for incremental reduction of a <I>-term 
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# In all algorithms Tis an abstract syntax tree 
# Tis decorated with an attribute dependency graph Dr. 
# T, is the i-th subtree of T, 

REDUCE-PARS(term,T,T,) 
let term= </>(S,, t1, ... , tm) s.t. S, equals T, 

reduced-term, reduced-ti = terms 
in for j = 1 to m 

ni 

do 
let inh(</>,j) be the attribute for the j-th parameter of</> at T, 
in 

ni 
od 

reduced-ti := REDUCE-PAR(ti,inh(</>,j),T) 

reduced-term := </>(T,, reduced-t1, ... , reduced-tm) 
return reduced-term 

REDUCE-PAR(parameter-term,att, T) 
let parameter-term, reduced-parameter = terms 

att is an inherited attribute. 
in 

ni 

if statusatt c/ "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" 
then 

reduced-parameter-term := valueatt 
else 

fl 

reduced-parameter-term := REDUCE(parameter-term, T) 
STORE-INH-ATT( reduced-parameter-term, att) 

return reduced-parameter-term 

Figure 2.8: Algorithms for incremental reduction of a parameter term 
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Keeping track of the subtrees in the attributed tree 

In all reduce algorithms we keep track of subtrees T and T; in the attributed tree . 
Thus we know where to look for associated attributes. Initially, in REDUCE-START, 
the attributed tree equals the first subterm of the <I>-term to be reduced. When we 
proceed with the reduction of the right-hand side of the equation that matches the 
<I>-term, we keep track of this same tree: REDUCE(r, T). The "strictly decreasing" 
property of defining equations guarantees that the first subterm of each <I>-term in T 

equals a subtree T; of T . In REDUCE-PAR we need a reference to the subtree T; of 
T, that equals the first subterm of the <I>-term, as well as a reference to T. This is 
necessary for further reduction of parameter terms. 

Example 2.11 When the term tcp(program(Decls ,Stms)) is being reduced , it matches 
the left-hand side of [Tel] . REDUCE proceeds with the term tcstms(Stms,tcdecls( 
Decls ,empty-env)) and a reference to the attributed tree Program . REDUCE-PARS is 
applied with references to Program and its subtree Stms. Stms is needed because it 
has the attributes for the parameters of tcstms. REDUCE-PAR applies REDUCE with 
the parameter term tcdecls(Decls ,empty-env) and the pointer to Program, so that we 
can find the subtree Decls for further reduction. □ 

2.5.2 Updating the attributed tree 

Crucial in incremental evaluation is the status of the attributes. Figure 2.6 presents 
the relation between the REDUCE algorithms, the STORE algorithms for storing values 
in attributes, and the PROPAGATE algorithms for resetting the status of attributes . 
In this section we explain in more detail when and how the status of attributes is 
updated. 

Initially, before a function ¢ E <I> has been applied to an edit term T attributes in 
T have an empty value and status "Initial". During reduction of </>(T), the attribute 
¢ of T as well as all its predecessors in the attribute dependency graph of T obtain 
a (new) value. Their status is then set to "Changed". After reduction all "Changed" 
attributes are reset to "Unchanged". 

Example 2.12 The first tree in Figure 2.9 shows the status of the attributes in a tree 
after initial reduction of some term tcp(Program) . □ 

After this initial reduction the storage is updated at four different stages: during 
editing, right before reduction, during reduction when an attributed gets a new value, 
and after reduction to reset the status of all "Changed" attributes to "Unchanged" . 

Status indications 

We first give a description of the differences between the several status indications. 
Both status "Changed" and status "Unchanged" indicate that an attribute value 

is reliable. During reduction, attributes obtain status "Changed" when they have 
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obtained a new (correct) value. Status "Unchanged" is used for attributes that have 
a correct value that has not been changed during reduction. 

\Ve use status "Initial" and "TobeEvaluated" for attributes of which the value is 
not necessarily correct in the attributed tree. The difference between the two is that 
the value of a "TobeEvaluated" attribute is consistent with the value of its predecessors 
with status "Unchanged", "TobeEvaluated" and "Initial" . This need not be the case 
for "Initial" attributes. When during reduction the values of the predecessors of a 
"TobeEvaluated" attribute remain the same, the "TobeEvaluated" attribute need not 
be re-evaluated and its status can be reset to "Unchanged". In contrast, the value of 
an "Initial" attribute must always be re-computed. 

Attribute updating during editing; multiple subtree replacements 

Assume that T is an attributed abstract syntax tree of a program in an editor and 
that attributes in T have obtained a value when ¢ or any other <I>-function was applied 
to T. 

After a modification in a part of the text in the editor the modified part is re
parsed and a subtree Oldsub in T is replaced by Newsub. Newsub is decorated with 
attributes with an empty value and status "Initial". The top node of Newsub gets 
the attributes of the top node of Oldsub. The synthesized attributes at the top still 
contain the normal forms of terms x( Oldsub, ... ) , x E <I>. They are no longer reliable 
and their value is not consistent with the value of their predecessors. Their status is 
therefore set to "Initial" . 

As a result of a subtree replacement, the value of attributes that depend on synthe
sized attributes at the replacement node ( affected attributes) have become unreliable. 
We do not mark all affected attributes as unreliable before reduction starts. It suffices 
to do so only for those that are on a path of horizontal and upward dependencies 
from a synthesized attribute of a replacement node to an attribute at the top, be
cause other affected attributes can be marked during reduction. After the algorithm 
PROPAGATE-TE-UP in Figure 2.11 has been applied to a synthesized attribute at the 
top of Newsub, all its horizontal and upward successors have status "TobeEvaluated" 
or "Initial". 

Example 2.13 The second tree in Figure 2.9 shows the effect of updating an at
tributed tree in which the declarations have been replaced. D 

Editing may proceed and other subtrees will then be replaced in the abstract 
syntax tree. After each subtree replacement the same procedure is applied. Note 
that PROPAGATE-TE-UP does not continue if the status of an attribute is already 
"TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" . 

Attribute updating before reduction 

In case the user of the editor wants to apply a function 7/; E <I> to the program T', and 7/; 
is a function with parameters, then some term 'I/J(T' , t~, ... , t;,,) is to be reduced. The 
parameter terms tj can differ from the values of the inherited attributes inh( 'l/;, j). We 
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STORE-SYN-ATT( term,</>) 
let term= the normal form of a <1>-term 

</> is a synthesized attribute 
in 

ni 

if value,t, f term 
then value,t, := term 

status</> := "Changed" 
else status</> := "Unchanged" 

PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED(</>) 
fi 

STORE-INH-ATT(term,att) 
let term = the normal form of a parameter term 

att is an inherited attribute 
in 

ni 

if valueatt f term 
then valueatt := term 

statusatt := "Changed" 
PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN(att) 

else statusatt := "Unchanged" 
PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED(att) 

fi 

Figure 2.10: Algorithms for storing normal forms in attributes and propagate infor
mation to successor attributes 
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therefore mark the associated inherited attributes of the parameters of VJ as "Initial", 
and apply PROPAGATE-TE-UP from there on. As a result , the synthesized attribute 
VJ of T either has status "Initial" or status "TobeEvaluated". 

Attribute updating during reduction 

The term ef>(T') ( or VJ (T', t; , ... , t~)) is reduced incrementally in the presence of the 
attributed tree T' exactly as has been described in the algorithms of Figure 2. 7 and 2.8. 

The algorithms STORE-SYNATT and STORE-INHATT in Figure 2.10 are applied 
when a normal form must be stored in a synthesized attribute or an inherited attribute. 
The new attribute value is compared to the old value, if they are different the status 
of the attributed is set to "Changed", otherwise it becomes "Unchanged". 

A changed inherited attribute of a tree T' can have successor attributes of subtrees 
of T' (via a downward dependency) that are not yet marked as unreliable. After 
application of PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN all direct and transitive successors at the top 

nodes of the subtrees of T are marked as "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" . 

Example 2.14 The third tree in Figure 2.9 shows the effect of applying PROPAGATE
TE-DOWN after the inherited attribute of stms has obtained a new value. □ 

When an attribute has been re-evaluated, and its value is found not to have changed 
after all there is a chance that its successors do not have to be re-evaluated. If the 
status of a successor is "TobeEvaluated" and it has only "Unchanged" predecessors , 
its status can be reset to "Unchanged" as well. PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED takes 
care of this. 

This algorithm is the reason why we need two status indications for attributes with 
a reliable value and two for attributes with an unreliable value: Only "TobeEvaluated" 
attributes are reset to "Unchanged", not "Initial" attributes. Moreover , the status of a 
"TobeEvaluated" attribute is reset only if all its predecessors has status "Unchanged" . 
Successors of a "Changed" attribute must always be re-evaluated. 

Attribute updating after reduction 

When the reduction process has ended, RESET-CHANGED is applied to reset the 
status of all "Changed" attributes to "Unchanged" , and the status of their direct 
"TobeEvaluated" successors as well their corresponding attributes to "Initial" .3 

Example 2.15 The last tree in Figure 2.9 shows the attributed tree after reduction 
has ended , and before RESET-CHANGED is applied. Replacing declarations is a good 
example to illustrate the propagation algorithms, on the other hand it is unfortunate 
that all attributes had to be re-evaluated because of this modification. Note that after 
a statement replacement more attribute values can be re-used . In Section 2.9 we come 
back to the consequences of modifying declarations. □ 

3For efficiency reasons , "Changed" att ributes must be added to a list during reduction. This 
avoids a search through the whole tree. We have omitted this aspect from the algorithms. 
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PROPAGATE-TE-UP(¢,) 
let ¢,, 'If;, successor= attributes in a dependency graph Dr 
in for all direct successor attributes successor of¢, 

ni 

do when statussuccessor f= "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" 
do 

statussuccessor := "TobeEvaluated" 
if successor is a synthesized attribute 
then 

PROPAGATE-TE-UP ( successor) 
else 

successor is an inherited attribute 
for all its corresponding synthesized attributes 'If; 
do status,i, := "TobeEvaluated" 

PROPAGATE-TE-UP('lf;) 
od 

fl 
od od 

Figure 2.11 : Algorithm for upward propagation of the status "TobeEvaluated", start
ing at a synthesized attribute. 

PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN( inhatt) 
let inhatt = an inherited attribute 

'If; , successor= attributes 
in for all direct successor attributes successor in Dr of inhatt 

do when successor is an inherited attribute 

od 
ni 

and statussuccessor f= "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" 
do 

od 

statussuccessor := "TobeEvaluated" 
for all corresponding synthesized attributes 'If; of successor 
do status,i, := "TobeEvaluated" 

PROPAGATE-TE-UP('lf;) 
od 

Figure 2.12: Algorithm for downward propagation of status "TobeEvaluated" , starting 
at an inherited attribute. 
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# att is an attribute with status "Unchanged" in a dependency graph Dy 

PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED(att) 
let att = an attribute with status "Unchanged" in a dependency graph Dy 

successor = an attribute 
in 

ni 

for all direct successor attributes successor in Dy of att 
do 
when status successor is "TobeEvaluated" 
do 

when the status of all direct predecessors of successor in Dy is "Unchanged" 
do 

statussuccessor := "Unchanged" 
PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED(successor) 

od 
od od 

Figure 2.13: Algorithm for propagating status "Unchanged". 

RESET-CHANGED( att) 
let att = an attribute with status "Changed" in a dependency graph Dy 
in 

ni 

statusatt := "Unchanged" 
for all direct successor attributes in Dy of att 
do 

statussuccessor := "Initial" 
od 
when att is an inherited attribute 
do 

od 

for all corresponding synthesized attributes in Dy of att 
do 

statussuccessor := "Initial" 
od 

Figure 2.14: Algorithm for resetting the status of a "Changed" attribute. 
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We explain why RESET-CHANGED also resets the status of the "TobeEvaluated" 
successors of "Changed" attributes. In our running example no "TobeEvaluated" at
tributes appear when reduction is finished. If a PRS contains two or more groups of 
<!>-functions, for instance, functions for type checking and for compilation, and the two 
groups have some functions in common, then a tree is decorated with a dependency 
graph for each group of functions, and these graphs have common subgraphs. When 
one group of functions has been evaluated, the attributes for these functions all have 
status "Unchanged" or "Changed". Attributes associated with other functions can 
have status "TobeEvaluated", while having a predecessor (in the common subgraph) 
with status "Changed" . The value of these "TobeEvaluated" attributes is not consis
tent with the value of its "Changed" predecessor. So when the status of a "Changed" 
attribute is reset to "Unchanged" the status of these "TobeEvaluated" successors must 
be changed to "Initial" . 

2.6 Correctness 

A detailed correctness proof of the presented algorithms is given in Appendix A. Here 
we present an overview of the proof. 

As mentioned before, a tree can be decorated with dependency graphs for several 
groups of functions , and during reduction of a term cp(T, t1 , ... , Tm) only attributes 
associated with functions that occur in this reduction are re-evaluated. So we cannot 
prove that after reduction a tree is correctly attributed. Therefore, we introduce the 
notion of a safely attributed tree, and demonstrate that given a safely attributed tree, 
T, incremental reduction of cp(T, t1 , . .. , tm) returns a correct normal form and again 
a safely attributed tree T. Application of RESET-CHANGED also preserves the safety 
of T. Preprocessing steps in a safely attributed tree preserve safety as well. Finally, 
before any incremental reduction has taken place, the tree is safely attributed. 

The definitions of safe attributes and a safely attributed tree are as follows . 

D efin ition 2.6 Let T be an attributed tree. An attribute Att in T is safe if it has 
one of the following properties. 

D 

• Its status is "Initial". 

• Its status is "TobeEvaluated", and its value is correct w.r.t its direct predecessors 
with status "Initial", "TobeEvaluated" or "Unchanged". 

• Its status is "Unchanged" or "Changed" and its value is correct w.r.t. its direct 
predecessors, and its value is correct w.r.t. T 

• Its status is "Unchanged" or "Changed" and its value is correct w.r.t . its direct 
predecessors, and it has an (indirect) inherited predecessor with status "Initial" 
or "TobeEvaluated" , at an ancestor node of TAtt· 
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Definition 2. 7 An attributed tree T is safely attributed if each attribute is safe in 
Dr , and moreover, all upward and horizontal successors of an attribute with status 
"Initial" or "TobeEvaluated" have either status "Initial" or status "TobeEvaluated". 

□ 

2. 7 Discussion 

The design of our algorithms has been influenced by our wish to be both efficient and 
to remain as close as possible to a standard rewrite strategy. 

The strategy for incremental rewriting can be thought of as leftmost-innermost 
rewriting with short cuts and side effects. 

The choice for an innermost strategy has been fortunate , an outermost strategy 
would not provide such a clear visiting order for attributes. In an outermost strategy it 
would be more complicated to keep track of the proper subtree in the attributed tree 
during reduction , and the propagation of status "TobeEvaluated" would have been 
more greedy. 

Our algorithms can handle multiple subtree replacements. This is relevant because 
the method is to be implemented as part of the rewrite system of the AsF+SoF Meta
environment [Kli93b]. We wanted it to be such that a user can freely edit a program 
without being hindered by more or less expensive intermediate rewriting. Evaluation 
of functions applied to the program, is to take place only on explicit request by the 
user. 

Related to the previous point is that the algorithm has a data driven part and 
a demand driven part. In this it resembles the approach for lazy and incremental 
attribute updating as proposed by Hudson [Hud91]. The data driven part is the 
status updating performed by PROPAGATE-TE-UP and is called after each edit action 
that causes a subtree replacement in the (attributed) abstract syntax tree of the text 
in the editor. Status propagation is expected to be a very fast operation. The re
evaluation of attributes is demand driven, because only attributes that are visited 
during rewriting of, for instance, a type check term are updated. A tree may be 
decorated with attributes for type checking and attributes for compilation, and the 
user only wants to know the new type check value. Attributes for compilation are then 
not re-evaluated. 

The price we pay for remaining close to a standard rewrite strategy is that the al
gorithm is not optimal. An algorithm is called optimal if the number of attributes that 
are re-evaluated after one ore more subtree replacements is O(IA.ffectedl), with Affected 
the attributes that get a new value during re-evaluation. Let paths_to_root be the set 
of attributes on the dependency path from a new subtree to the top. These attributes 
are always visited before reduction by PROPAGATE-TE-UP, and during reduction. As 
a result , the number of re-evaluated attributes is O(IA.ffectedl + lpaths_to_rootl). 
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A previous approach 

Reps , Teitelbaum and Demers have described an optimal time algorithm for updating 
attribute values in_ the context of attribute grammars [RTD83]. An earlier approach 
for incremental rewriting [Meu92] was patterned after this algorithm. 

In short: after each edit action , re-evaluation starts at the point of subtree replace
ment. When a synthesized attribute at the top of the new subtree has corresponding 
inherited attributes, that could not be affected by the subtree replacement , a term 
is constructed for the synthesized attribute and (incrementally) rewritten. When the 
normal form of this term differs from the attribute value, the status is set to "Chang
ed", and successor attributes up to the parent node of the new subtree are marked as 
"TobeEvaluated". The same procedure is applied to this parent tree. Re-evaluation 
stops when no "TobeEvaluated" attributes are left. 

The advantage of this algorithm is that attributes are re-evaluated if and only if a 
predecessor has changed value. 

Disadvantages are that the algorithm is difficult to adapt to handle multiple subtree 
replacements and is less efficient in practice because it is completely data driven. The 
construction of terms makes the algorithm more complicated than the one presented 
in this chapter. 

2 .8 Relat ed work 

The only other work dealing with incremental rewriting we know of, is a recent article 
by Field [Fie93]. His method applies to arbitrary left-linear term rewriting systems. In 
a term T to be rewritten, subterms can be designated as substituends. Complementary 
to the set of substituends in a term T is the set of context terms for all possible 
combinations of substituends. When T is rewritten all context terms are rewritten 
simultaneously. When subterms in substituends positions in Tare replaced, the normal 
form of the related context term is used as a starting point for subsequent reduction 
of the altered term. In order to obtain simultaneous rewriting of a term and the 
context terms, both the rewrite system itself and the rewrite strategy are adapted. 
The method relies on graph rewriting to prevent the introduction of extra rewrite 
steps for reducing the context terms. Whereas this method is elegant and applicable 
to general rewrite systems, we expect that our method is more efficient for the specific 
class of specifications we are interested in . It is not well understood how the two 
methods could be compared in a more formal manner. 

There are many papers dealing with the relation between attribute grammars and 
other formalisms . The results of Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci are used in papers 
by Attali and Franchi-Zannettacci and Jourdan [AFZ88, Att88, Jou84]. 

Jourdan starts with a strongly non-circular attribute grammar and compiles it to 
a primitive recursive scheme. One of his objectives is to solve the space problem that 
usually arises with attribute grammars. He does not store inherited attributes, thus 
trading time for space. 

Attali and Franchi-Zannettacci translate Typol programs to attribute grammars. 
Typo! is a formalism for specifying the semantics of programming languages [DT89, 
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CDD+85], and is closely related to PROLOG. The first implementation of Typo! 
was therefore based on PROLOG. In order to avoid the unification of PROLOG 
and make incremental and partial evaluation of Typo! programs possible, Typo! pro
grams that are pseudo-circular and strictly decreasing are translated to strongly non
circular attribute grammars, in either the Synthesizer Specification Language, SSL 
[RT89a, RT89b] or Olga, the input formalism for the FNC-2 system [JBP90, JP88]. 
In later papers [AC90, ACG92], Attali and Chazarain use the relation between at
tribute grammars and Typo! programs to determine a class of Typo! programs for 
which functional evaluators based on pattern matching can be generated. An incre
mental implementation of these evaluators is based on an attribution of the proof tree. 
In this particular class of Typo! specifications a natural relation exists between parts 
of the abstract syntax tree of the program in the editor and parts of the proof tree. 
When the program is edited, the corresponding parts of the proof tree are replaced, 
subsequent evaluation computes the values of the attributes of the new parts of the 
proof tree and of all attributes that depend on them. 

Katayama [Kat84] describes how strongly non-circular attribute grammars can be 
translated to procedures, by considering non-terminals as functions that map inherited 
attributes to synthesized attributes. He extends his method to general non-circular 
attribute grammars. 

Pugh and Teitelbaum discuss in [PT89] how function caching can be used for in
cremental evaluation of attribute grammars that have been translated according to 
Katayama's scheme. In the resulting procedure, like in ours, the number of attributes 
that are re-evaluated after a subtree replacement is O(IA.ffectedl + jpath_to_rootl). 
This suggests that we could just as well have applied function caching directly to 
our class of algebraic specifications. However, for efficient implementation of function 
caching two additional problems have to be solved. Firstly, a way of storing function 
calls must be found , so that pending calls can be compared with entries in the cache 
in constant time, even when the function calls have large arguments. Secondly, tech
niques for purging the cache must be developed, so that it will not be filled up with 
old and useless information. 

In [PSV92, VSK89, Vog93] Vogt et al. develop an incremental method for ordered 
attribute grammars, a subclass of strongly non-circular attribute grammars , based on 
function caching. In their approach multiple instances of the same tree are shared by 
means of memoed tree constructors. In this way, comparing function calls with entries 
in the cache reduces to simple pointer comparison. However, they do not address the 
question for a satisfying purging method. 

2.9 Conclusions 

We developed a technique for incremental rewriting for primitive recursive schemes. It 
is based on storing normal forms in attributes of a parse tree, and is capable of dealing 
with multiple subtree replacements. 

It is not surprising that the class of well-presented primitive recursive schemes, like 
attribute grammars, is a very natural one for specifying the static semantics of Ian-
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guages. Many specifications written in AsF+SoF have the flavor of a PRS, and could 
easily be transformed into one. Examples are the type checking of Asple, Pascal and 
mini-ML as described in [Meu88, Deu91, Hen89b] . Two principal non-PRS features 
of AsF+SoF are used in these specifications, namely conditional equations and list 
sorts [Hen91]. In the next chapter we extend our method to PRSs with conditional 
equations. In Chapter 4 we describe an incremental implementation of functions over 
lists. 

We already pointed out at the end of Section 2.5 .2 that a change in the declarations 
which results in a new type check value, forces an inefficient re-type check of the 
complete statement section. In Chapter 5 we remedy this shortcoming by extending 
the incremental strategy to auxiliary data types. 



Chapter 3 

Conditional incremental rewriting 

In the previous chapter we have presented a technique for deriving incremen
tal implementations for a subclass of algebraic specifications, namely, well
presented primitive recursive schemes. We used concepts of the translation 
of well-presented primitive recursive schemes to strongly non-circular attribute 
grammars, storing results of function applications and their parameters as at
tributes in an abstract syntax tree of the first argument of the function in ques
tion. An attribute dependency graph is used to guide incremental evaluation. 

In this chapter the technique is extended to primitive recursive schemes with 
conditional equations. 

The main extension in the algorithm is the dynamic adaptation of the at
tribute dependency graph of a tree during evaluation. This is done for efficiency 
reasons, so that useless recomputation, are avoided. 

A simple adaptation of the derivation of dependencies from equations is 
needed in order to deal with the use of new variables in conditions. 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter we have described a technique for incremental reduction of 
terms in a well-presented primitive recursive scheme with parameters (PRSs). 

Such a scheme is equivalent to a strongly non-circular attribute grammar. There
fore we are able to store normal forms of functions over a G-term -typically the abstract 
syntax tree of a program in an editor- in synthesized attributes of that G-term. Pa
rameters of these function applications are stored in inherited attributes. Attributes 
are connected by means of a dependency graph so that after a modification in the 
G-term unreliable attribute values can be detected. Upon a subsequent application of 
functions to a similar G-term, reliable attribute values can be used to skip reduction 
steps, unreliable attribute values are re-computed. 

In this chapter we extend our technique to conditional PRSs. Many algebraic spec
ifications of static semantics of languages meet the requirements of a well-presented 
primitive recursive scheme. Conditional well-presented primitive recursive schemes , 
however, provide more flexibility. We could of course transform a conditional speci
fication into one without conditions, and apply the incremental evaluation technique 
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described in the previous chapter to the resulting specification. However, for inner
most rewriting strategies, it is known that the resulting non-conditional specification 
is less efficient than the original one, because it may happen that terms are rewritten 
that would have been excluded by the conditions, and the result of which does not 
contribute to the final result. 

Therefore, we present a method for conditional incremental rewriting that can 
be directly applied to conditional primitive recursive schemes. Moreover, we update 
attribute dependencies during reduction by removing dependencies derived from equa
tions that were not used in the reduction. 

Conditions may introduce new variables that were not introduced in the left-hand 
side of an equation. We adapt the derivation of attribute dependencies to handle this. 

Although the principle of dynamic updating of attribute dependencies, as described 
in this chapter, is applicable to incremental implementation of conditional attribute 
grammars, we have found no account of such work. 

Overview of t his chapter 

In Section 3.2 we list the properties of simple conditional PRSs. In Section 3.3 we 
discuss incremental evaluation with dynamic updating of the dependency graph. Sec
tion 3.4 discusses the restrictions on the use of new variables and the derivation of 
attribute dependencies. Section 3.5 presents some conclusions. 

3.2 Conditional primitive recursive schemes 

Conditional primitive recursive schemes constitute a superclass of primitive recursive 
schemes as defined in Definition 2.3 and provide more flexibility for writing specifica
tions. 

In a PRS (G, S, q> , Eq, Eq4,) with conditional equations several defining equations 
for each pair ( ¢, p) may exist in Eq4,. 

(3.1) 

¢(p(x1, . .. , Xn), Yi, ... , Ym) = T is the conclusion of the equation, >.i = Pi are the 
conditions. 

EQ¢,P indicates the list of equations with left-hand side ¢(p( .. . ), ... ); eq4,,p,j is the 
j-th equation in this list . 

Initially, we assume that the restrictions formulated in (ii) and (iii) of Definition 2.3 
that apply to the term on the right-hand side r also apply to the terms appearing in 
the conditions. Namely, that the terms >.i and Pi are of type S E S, and that they are 
terms over the signature SLJq>U{x1 , . . . , Xn}U{y1, ... , Ym}- Also the well-presentedness 
property (Definition 2.4) for parameter terms in the right-hand side should apply to 
>.; and p;. 

In Section 3.4 we lift one restriction by allowing new variables in conditions. This 
extension does not affect the incremental algorithm discussed in the next section. 
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Example 3.1 Equations [Evifl] and [Evif2] below describe the dynamic semantics of 
an if-statement. The evaluation functions evs,eve,evss are <I>-functions. The variable 
Env represents a value-environment, a table with identifiers and their values, which 
is updated during evaluation. The first argument of the if-constructor is an integer 
expression that evaluates to O or 1. 

[Evifl] 

[Evif2] 

□ 

eve(Exp, Env) = 0 

evs(if (Exp , Stms 1, Stms 2 ), Env) = evss(Stms 1 , Env) 

eve(Exp, Env) = 1 

evs(if(Exp , Stms 1, Stms 2 ), Env) = evss(Stms 2 , Env) 

3.3 Incremental evaluation with conditional equa
tions 

Incremental rewriting for conditional PRSs is almost the same as for non-conditional 
PRSs, except that for efficiency reasons dependencies are updated dynamically. We 
briefly mention the construction of attribute dependencies, we then explain incremental 
rewriting, and finally we explain the optimization by adding and removing attribute 
dependencies dynamically. 

3.3.1 Attribute dependencies 

Assume Tis the abstract syntax tree of a text in an editor. If no <I>-function has been 
applied to T , T is fully attributed. 

The attribute dependencies for each abstract tree constructor p in T are obtained 
by taking the union of the dependencies of all equations that apply to that constructor: 
Dp = U ¢,j D ¢,p ,J· 

Figure 3.1 presents the algorithm for deriving dependencies D¢,p,j from the condi
tions and the right-hand side of the conclusion of equation eq¢,p ,j· It uses the algorithm 
MAKEDEP in Figure 2.5 . 

MAKEDEP computes from a term term in a condition or in the right hand side 
of an equation eq¢,p,j the predecessors for the synthesized attribute ¢ at the top of 
p. For all <I>-subterms 'lj; (x;, . . . ) of term that are not subterms of another <I>-term , a 
dependency (7/J , ¢) is added to D¢,p,j· For ally; that are not subterms of a <I>-tcrm, a 
dependency (inh(¢, i), ¢) is added to Dcp,p,j· In a similar fashion it derives predecessors 
of inherited attributes of each subtree x; of p from parameters v1 of 'lj;(x;, v1 , ... , vk)-

Example 3.2 Figure 3.2 shows dependencies that have been derived from equations 
[Evifl] and [Evif2] in Example 3.1. The dashed arrows are additional dependencies 
that connect inherited attributes and their corresponding synthesized attributes. □ 
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# MAKEDEP is the algorithm for deriving depedencies from a 
subterm of the right hand side or condition. It is shown in Figure 2.5 on page 23. 

MAKEDEP-CONDEQ(eq¢,p,;) 

let eq • = -', - e, •···,-'•-e• 
¢,P,J ,p(p(x,, ... ,x.),y,, ...• Y=)=T 

¢ = the attribute of function ¢ at X 0 

D¢ ,P,i := a set of attribute dependencies 
in 

for i = 1 to k 
do 

D¢,P,i := D¢ ,P,i u MAKEDEP(.\;, ¢, eq¢,p,;) 
D¢ ,P,i := D¢ ,P,i u MAKEDEP(p; ,¢,eq¢,p,;) 

od 
D¢ ,P,i := D¢,P,i u MAKEDEP(-r,¢,eq¢,P,i) 

ni 
return D¢,P,i 

Figure 3.1: Algorithms for deducing attribute dependencies from a conditional equa
tion 

Figure 3.2: Attribute dependencies for an if-statement 
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3.3.2 Incremental reduction 

When the user of the editor wants to know the ¢-value of T , the term ¢(T) is reduced 
incrementally. The incremental reduction algori thm we apply is based on a leftmost 
innermost strategy. Conditions are evaluated by reducing both sides and comparing 
the normal forms. A condition succeeds if these normal forms are equal. 

Recall from the previous chapter the algorithm REDUCE-START (Figure 2.7) for 
incremental reduction in the non-conditional case. When a <I>-term or a parameter 
term is to be reduced we first check the associated attribute. If it contains a value and 
its status is not "unreliable", then we can skip reduction and replace the term by the 
stored attribute value. Otherwise, the term is reduced and the result ing normal form 
is stored in the attribute. 

So after a term ¢(T) has been reduced normal forms are stored in attributes of T. 
When subsequently the text in the editor is modified subtrees are replaced in T yielding 
T'. The algorithm PROPAGATE-TE-UP is applied to all synthesized attribu tes at the 
top of the new subtrees. It marks all their successors on dependency paths to the top 
of T' as "unreliable" . 

During rewriting of ¢(T') unreliable attributes may get a new value. When an 
inherited attribute obtains a new value the algorithm PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN marks 
all successors at the top nodes of underlying trees as "unreliable" . 

3.3.3 Dynamically updating dependencies 

In a non-conditional PRS all attributes in T that are predecessors of a synthesized 
attribute ¢ at the top of T obtain a correct value during reduction of ¢(T). This 
is not necessarily the case in a conditional PRS. A synthesized attributes may have 
predecessors that do not affect its value. We optimize our algorithm by removing these 
dependencies dynamically. 

Example 3.3 When reducing the term evs(if(a ,assign(c ,5),assign(c,7)),env(a :0, b:1 ,c: 
3)) the condition in equation [Evifl] succeeds. Hence the attributes in Stms2 arc not 
visited and do not obtain a value. As long as the value of the eve attribute remains 0, 
the attribute evss2 is of no importance to evs. Nevertheless , a modification of Stms2 

will cause the evss2 and its successor evs to be marked as "unreliable". Removing the 
edge between the evss2 and evs will prevent needless re-evaluation. Figure 3.4 shows 
the resulting dependencies. □ 

The algorithm SELECT-EQ in Figure 3.3 is used by REDUCE for the selection of 
a matching equation. During this selection the dependency graph is updated dynam
ically. 

Before a <I>-term is reduced, the incoming edges of the associated attribute are 
removed from the dependency graph Dr. When one of the sides of the condition is 
to be reduced, the dependencies that can be derived from this term are added to Dr. 
This effectively means that only incoming edges for the synthesized attribute at hand 
are being added. If all conditions succeed, the equation is to be applied for further 
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# In this algorithm equations are considered global information. 
# REDUCE is the is shown in Figure?? on page??. 

SELECT-EQ( term,T) 
let T = an attributed tree 

in 

ni 

T; = the i-th subterm of T 
term= q,(S;, Y1, .. . , Ym) s.t. S; equals T; 
4> = the synthesized attribute at the top of T; 
Dr = the dependency graph of T 
matching-equation = an equation 

Remove incoming edges of ¢, 
matching-equation := none 
until a matching-equation is found 
do 

od 

select an equation eq,i,,p,j E EQ,i,,p : 

let eq • = ~,=e, ,---,~•=e• 
ef>,P,J ef,(p(z 1 , ••• ,z.),y, , ... ,y~)=r 

in 

ni 

condcheck, i = variables 

condcheck := succeeded 
i := 1 
until condcheck = failed or i > k 
do 

let inst->.;, reduced->.; , inst-p;, reduced-p; = terms 
in 

ni 
od 

add dependencies for A; to Dr 
inst->.; := instantiate A; 
reduced->.; := REDUCE( inst->.;, T) 
add dependencies for p; to Dr 
inst-p; :=instantiate p; 
reduced-p; := REDUCE(inst-p;,T) 
if reduced->.; f= reduced-p; 
then condcheck := failed 
else i := i + 1 
fi 

when i > k # a ll conditions succeeded 
do 

matching-equation := eq,i,,p,j 
add dependencies for r to Dr 

od 

return matching-equation 

Figure 3.3: Algorithms for selecting an equation to reduce a <I>-term 
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Figure 3.4: Attribute dependencies after evaluation of an if-statement, the value of 
evss2 is irrelevant for evs. 

reduction. Hence the dependencies derived from the right-hand side are added to Dr 
as well. 

SELECT-EQ only updates the incoming edges of the synthesized attributes . In
coming edges of inherited attributes cannot be removed, nor do they cause useless 
computations. For instance, in Figure 3.4 the incoming edges for the inherited at
tributes Env at Stms2 have not been removed. When the Env attribute of the if-node 
somehow gets a new value its successors at underlying nodes are marked as "unreli
able", including Env and evss2 at Stms2 . This is the only extra work caused by this 
dependency and it suffices. Leftmost innermost reduction induces a visiting order in 
which successor attributes of Env in stms2 are visited only after Env has been com
puted. If its new value differs from the old value, successor attributes in Stms2 are 
marked as "unreliable". 

3.4 New variables in conditions 

Thus far we assumed that the terms A; and p; in conditions of a <!>-defining equation 

are S U <I> U { x 1 , . .. , Xn} U {y1 , ... , Ym}-terms. We now look at the case where new 
variables can be introduced in conditions, i.e, variable that do not occur in the left
hand side of the conclusion of an equation. 

Since we have implemented our incremental strategy as part of the term rewriting 
engine in the AsF+SDF-system, we look at the restrictions for new variables imposed 
by this system [Hen88]. 

New variables may be introduced in one side of a condition only. When the con
dition is evaluated all known variables are instantiated . Hence a closed term and an 
open term are obtained. The condition succeeds if the open term matches the normal 
form of the closed term. This yields instantiations of the new variables and the new 
variables are added to the list of known variables. 

Open terms are not reduced. Therefore, the term containing new variables must 
be composed of free constructors, variables over sorts for which no equations exists, 
and new variables. 
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Figure 3.5: Attribute dependencies for equations with new variables 

The algorithm MAKEDEP for deducing a dependency graph from an equation is 
adapted as follows. When a new variable is introduced no dependencies can be derived 
from it. When a variable that has been introduced in a condition is used in a later 
condition or in the right-hand side, we replace this occurrence by the other side of the 
condition in which it has been introduced. Then derivation of dependencies proceeds 
by the algorithm MAKEDEP as described before. 

Example 3.4 In the following two equations Newvaris a variable different from x1 , x 2 

or y. Both equations yield the dependency graph shown in Figure 3.5 

1j;(x1) = constr(Newvar) 

□ 

It is clear that substituting Newvar is valid for new variables that are introduced 
as the complete term on one side of the condition. If Newvar is a subterm, like 
in the second equation, we should replace it in the right-hand side by something 
like x(x2 ,proj(1j;(x1 ), 1)), with proj() a projection function. We can safely omit this 
projection because it is not a function in <I> and is therefore ignored in the construction 
of attribute dependencies. 

3.5 Conclusions 

We have described how incremental evaluation of terms can be extended efficiently to 
the larger class of conditional well-presented primitive recursive schemes. The method 
is based on dynamic updating of the dependencies, so that the only predecessors of an 
attribute at the top of a tree are those associated with equations that have been used 
to compute the normal form in that attribute. 



Chapter 4 

Incremental rewriting for list 
functions 

We describe a method for incremental rewriting of functions over lists. The list 
functions belong to the class of so-called regular list functions. The method is 
a natural extension of the technique for incremental rewriting described in the 
previous chapters. 

4.1 Introduction 

The use of list sorts to specify linear lists improves the readability of a specification 
and has an intuitive appeal when specifying programming language constructs. We 
formulate properties of regular functions over lists so that these list functions can be 
viewed as a natural extension of primitive recursive schemes. Regular list functions 
give rise to regular attribute dependencies, so that the attribute dependency graph 
can be reconstructed efficiently after an insertion or deletion of elements in a list. 

Overview of this chapter 

In Section 4.2 we introduce and illustrate the usage of lists sorts in the AsF+SDF meta
environment. Section 4.3 introduces the basics of incremental rewriting for functions 
over lists sorts in such a way that it fits smoothly in our framework for incremental 
rewriting and that efficient insertion and deletion of list elements can be supported. In 
Section 4.4 we introduce the notion of regular list functions. Section 4.5 describes the 
incremental rewriting technique for regular list functions. In Section 4.6 we address the 
combination of list functions and conditional equations. Section 4. 7 discusses related 
work. Conclusions are presented in Section 4.8. 

4 .2 Algebraic specifications with list sorts 

The algebraic formalism AsF+SoF [BHK87, Kli93a] supports the use of list sorts 
[Hen89a], to define linear or associative lists. If the sort S has been declared in the 
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signature of a specification, list sorts S* or S+, describing an iteration of respectively 
zero or more, or one or more elements of sort S, can be used as arguments in a function 
declaration. Variables over list sorts can be used in equations. 

One advantage of list sorts is that it permits more natural specifications. Fig
ure 4.1 and 4.3 both present a specification of a non-empty list of ELEMENTs with a 
concatenation function. The first one uses a binary operator to describe a list. The 
other one makes use of lists sorts and is shorter and more natural. In Figure 4.2 the 
abstract syntax trees for the concatenation of two lists are shown. One tree is for 
right-recursive lists, and the other one for linear lists. 

Another advantage of the use of list sorts in a specification is that syntax-directed 
editors can give additional support for the editing of lists. Whereas the basic edit 
step on trees is replacement of a subtree by another subtree, edit actions on lists also 
include insertion or deletion of an element or a sublist. 

4.3 PRSs with list sorts 

We want to apply the technique for incremental rewriting as presented in the previous 
chapters, to primitive recursive schemes (G, S, <I> , Eq, Eq<t>) with functions <I> over list 
sorts in G. 

Example 4.1 Figure 4.5 presents part of a specification of a type checker for a simple 
language. List sorts are used to specify declarations and statements. Figure 4.6 shows 
the attributes and attribute dependencies used for an incremental implementation of 
these type check functions. Attributes and dependencies in the top constructor of the 
tree are derived from equation [T cl] in Figure 4.5. Other attribute dependencies will 
be discussed later. □ 

We give an intuitive description of incremental reduction of functions over lists . 
The resulting strategy should support the efficient behaviour of a syntax directed 
editor for G for insertion and deletion of list elements and sublists. 

The basic model is that when a term </>(List, t1 , ... , tm) is reduced, the normal 
forms of t 1 , ... , tm are stored in inherited attributes of the abstract syntax tree of 
List . The normal form of the whole term is stored in a synthesized attribute at List. 
In the same way, normal forms for functions applied to a list element can be stored in 
attributes of that element. 

Attributes are connected by a dependency graph, so that after a modification in 
the list affected attribute values can be marked as "unreliable". The dependencies 
between attributes must be "simple" in order to allow fast reconstruction of the list 
after insertion and deletion of elements. Therefore, we are interested in functions over 
lists that give rise to attributes and dependencies with the following properties: 

• Only local attribute dependencies occur, that is, the value of an attribute of a list 
element depends only on attributes of neighbouring list elements and attributes 
of the whole list . 
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sorts: ELEMENT LIST 
functions: 

ELEMENT -, LIST single 
list 
cone 

variables: 

ELEMENT x LIST -, LIST 
LIST x LIST -, LIST 

Ell, E/2 :-> ELEMENT Listl, List2 :-> LIST 
equations: 
[l)conc(single(E/1), list(E/2,List2)) = list(E/1, list(E/2,List2)) 
[2]conc(list(Ell,Listl) , list(El2 ,List2)) = list(EIJ,conc(Listl, list (El2,List2))) 

Figure 4.1: Lists with concatenation, using right-recursive lists 

co.nc 

Eli 

El2 li~t 

El2 single EIS single El3 li~t 

El3 El6 El4 li~t 

EIS single 

Figure 4.2: Abstract syntax trees for right-recursive lists. 

sorts: ELEMENT LIST 
functions: 

list+ : ELEMENT+ -, LIST 
cone : LIST x LIST -, LIST 

variables: 
Listl,List2 :-> ELEMENT+ 

equations: 
[l)conc(list+(Listl), list+(List2)) = list+(L istl ,List2) 

Figure 4.3: Lists with concatenation, using list sorts 

co.nc lisJ+ 
:•·· .. . 

_ .. -·· 

El6 

lis~.+ lis~.+ Elf El2 El3 El4 Els ... El6 

Eil Ei2 El3 Ei4 Eis E16 

Figure 4.4: Abstract syntax trees for linear lists. 
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constructors: 
prog 
decls 
stms 

DECLS x STMS ---, PROGRAM 

<[,-functions: 
tcp 

DECL* 
: STM+ 

PROGRAM 
tcdecls : DECLS 
tcdecl DECL 
tcstms : STMS 
tcstm STM 

variables: 
Decls :---> DECLS 
Stms :---> STMS 
Tenv :---> TENV 

Equations: 

_, DECLS 
---, STMS 

_, BOOL 
x TENV---, TENV 
x TENV ---, TENV 
x TENV---> BOOL 
x TENV---, BOOL 

Deel* :---> DECL * 
Stm+:---> STM+ 

4. Incremental rewriting for list fun ctions 

Deel :---> DECL 
Stm :---> STM 

(T cl] tcp( prog( Decls, Stms)) = tcstms ( Stms, tcdecls( Decls,em pty-env)) 
(Tc2] tcdecls(decls(), Tenv) = Tenv 
[Tc3] tcdecls( decls( Decl,Decl*), Tenv) = tcdecls( decls( Decl*),tcdecl( Deel, Tenv)) 
(Tc4] tcstms(stms(Stm,Stm+) , Tenv) = 

and(tcstm(Stm, Tenv),tcstms(stms(Stm+ ), Tenv)) 
(Tc5] tcstms(stms(Stm),Tenv) = tcstm(Stm,Tenv) 

Figure 4.5 : Part of a specification of a type checker. The specification has list sorts 
for declarations and statements. 

Tenv decls 

. ' 

Tenv d~d~decl ~d~cl 

Figure 4.6: Part of an attributed tree with list nodes , some attribute names have been 
abbreviated: tcd= tcdecl , tcs=tcstm etc. 
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• The ( top nodes of all) elements in the list except the first one and the last one 
have the same attribute dependencies, 

• Dependencies of an element do not depend on the length of the list. 

• The value of the inherited attributes of an element, or the value of the parameter 
terms of a function applied to an element , may not directly depend on the rank 
of that element, i.e, the ordinal position of the element. 

Example 4.2 tcstms with equations [Tc4] and [Tc5] in Figure 4.5 is an example of a 
map-like function with desired dependencies. The dependencies that we will eventually 
derive for this function are depicted in Figure 4.6. When a statement is inserted, at
tribute dependencies for the new element can simply be added, the successor attribute 
tcst ms of the new attribute tcstm is marked as "unreliable". D 

Example 4.3 Equation [T c3] in Figure 4.5 , expresses that the value of the TENV 
parameter for a declaration depends on the result of applying the tcdecl-function to 
the previous declaration. One may argue that this reflects a dependency on the rank of 
a declaration. We do want to allow such dependencies because they can be expressed 
in the attribute dependencies, as is shown in Figure 4.6. When a declaration is inserted 
attribute dependencies between the neighbours must be removed and new attribute 
dependencies must be created. All direct and transitive successor attributes of the 
new attribute tcdecl are marked as "unreliable" . D 

Example 4.4 The list function x and the element function ~ in the following equa
tions exhibit an undesired behaviour. 

x(list(El), y) = ~(El, y) 

x(list(El , List), y) = f(~(El, y), x(list(List), y + 1)) 

( 4.1) 

(4.2) 

When a term x(list(Ell , EL2 , EL3) , 10) is reduced according to this equation the 
result is !(~(Ell, 10) , J(~(El2 , 11) , ~(El3, 12))). The value of the parameter terms of 
the element function ~ is Value-of-y + ( rank-of-element- 1 ) , hence it depends directly 
on the rank of that element . We want to exclude this kind of behaviour because when 
an element is inserted attributes of all elements to the right become unreliable. This 
dependency, however , is not expressed in the attribute dependencies , which means that 
the method for incremental rewriting for functions over trees as described in Chapter 2 
can not be adapted directly to this situation. D 

4.4 Regular functions over lists 

In this section we formulate properties of equations defining functions over lists such 
that these functions "process elements in a regular way" . We will call these functions 
regular list functions. 
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We assume that the list functions are members of 1> in a PRS (G, S, 1>, Eq, Eq,p) 
with list constructors in G. Property (iii-list) given in Definition 4.1 below is the 
counterpart of (iii) formulated for equations over incremental functions over trees in 
Definition 2.3 in Chapter 2. Differences are that for a list function ¢ there are two 
defining equations in (iii-list) (rather than one equation), and that the decreasing 
property (iii-b) , stating that the G-terms in the right-hand side are subterms of the 
G-term in the left hand side, is replaced by the list-decreasing property. 

Due to (iii-list) the functions on elements in a list of length N (N, M > 1) are 
invoked in the same way, namely via the right-hand side of the same equation as 
functions on elements in a list of length M (N, M > 1). 

Extra restrictions (list-a)- (list-c) are formulated in Definition 4.1 so that the func
tions over lists give rise to the desired regular attribute dependencies. Property (list-a) 
guarantees that a regular list function visits all elements of the list , and applies the 
same element function(s) to each element. Property (list-b) excludes list functions 
that mutually call each other, and thus may give rise to complicated attribute de
pendencies. Property (list-c) imposes restrictions on the parameters terms v 1 , ... , Vm 

in the term ¢( list( Listx), Vi, ... , vm) in T/ist• and T/ist+ to ensure that the rank of an 
element does not directly influence the values of the parameters of the function applied 
to that element. 

The requirements for the well-presentedness property are equal to those defined in 
Definition 2.4 in Chapter 2. 

The equations have no conditions. In Section 4.6 we discuss the properties of 
conditional equations specifying regular list functions . 

We use the constructor list. for a list with zero or more elements, list+ for a list 
with one or more elements, and list to indicate either list. or list+ if it is clear from 
the context what kind of list is used. 

Definition 4.1 (Regular list functions) Let (G, S, 1>, Eq, Eq,p) be a well-presented 
primitive recursive scheme with parameters with lists sorts in G. A function ¢ over a 
list sort X 0 in G is regular if properties (iii-list), (list-a), (Iist-b) and (list-c) are met: 

(iii-list) If ¢ is a function over the list sort X 0 and list. is a list constructor list. : 
X * ---> X 0 in G, then two defining equations eqq,,list exists. One handling the 
empty list, the other one for lists of at least one element. In the latter equation, 
the list is represented by one variable over the list element X and one list variable. 

¢(list.(), Yi, ... , Ym) = T0 

¢( list. ( Elx, Listx), Yi, ... , Ym) = Ttist• 

With Elx an X variable and Listx an X* variable. 

(4.3) 
( 4.4) 

If list+ is a list constructor list+ : X + ---. X 0 in G the definition is similar: 
There is one equation defining ¢ over one element, and one for lists of at least 
two elements. 
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cp(list+(Elx), Y1, ... , Ym) = T1 

cp(list+(Elx, Listx), Yi, ... , Ym) = Ttist+ 

With Elx an X variable and Listx an X+ variable. 

(a) Equations (4.3), (4.4) , (4.5) and (4.6) are left linear. 
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(4.5) 

(4 .6) 

(b) The first argument of a <I>-subterm in a right-hand side is Elx or list*(Listx) 
( 4.4) or list+(Listx) ( 4.6) . We say that they are list-decreasing in their first 
argument. 

(list-a) In Ttist. and Ttist+ the term cp(list(Listx), v1 , .. . , vm) occurs at least once. 

When both cp(list(Listx ), v1 , . . . , vm) and cp(list(Listx ), v;, . . . , v;,,) occur in Ttist. 
or Ttist+ then Vi = v;, 1 :S i :S m. 

(list-b) There are no occurrences of <!>-terms over list(Listx) other than cp(list(Listx) , 
V1, ... , Vm) in Ttist. and T[ist+. 

(list-c) A parameter term Vj , 1 :S i :S: m, in the right-hand side of Ttist• or Ttist+ is 
either 

• Yi, i.e, equal to the parameter in the same position on the left hand side. 
(See [T c4] in Figure 4.5) 

□ 

• or a term composed of function symbols, constants, and <!>-terms over the 
element Elx, cp(Elx, w1 , ... , wk) terms. (See [Tc3] in Figure 4.5) 

4.5 Incremental implementation of list functions 

For incremental rewriting of terms with list terms, we store information in attributes 
at nodes in the list. With each function ¢ that applies to the list term, a synthesized 
attribute is associated as well as an inherited attribute for each parameter of ¢ . In 
the same way attributes are associated with the functions on elements of the list. As 
before attributes have a value and a status. The status indicates if the value can safely 
be used or not. 

Assume that Listx is an abstract syntax tree of a list with attributes for the list 
function ¢ and for functions over the elements. When the term cp(Listx, t1 , ... , tm) 
is to be reduced, we first inspect the attribute for ¢. If the status indicates that the 
attribute value is reliable, the value can be used to avoid reduction. Otherwise, the 
term is reduced and its normal form is stored in the attribute. The status is then 
reset to "reliable". The same procedure is applied for incremental reduction of the 
parameter terms t; , and for incremental reduction of the <I>-terms and parameter terms 
for element functions 'ljJ (El, s1 , ... , sk)-
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4.5.1 Attribute dependencies 

Attributes are connected by means of attribute dependencies , so that status informa
tion can be propagated. We derive attribute dependencies for a regular list function 
<p from its defining equations. When deriving attribute dependencies we make use of 
imaginary attributes for sublists . An imaginary attribute is never a predecessor of 
another attribute Att. Instead, the predecessors of the imaginary attribute become 
the predecessors of this attribute Att. 

The incoming edges for the synthesized attribute </> of a list , i.e , attribute </> of 
the complete list or the imaginary attribute ¢ of its sublists, are derived from the 
right-hand sides T of its defining equations. 

• Let Yi be a parameter of the left-hand side of the defining equations. If Yi is 
a subterm of T and Yi is not a subterm of a <I>-term, then <p directly depends 
directly on the inherited attribute, inh(</>, i) for the i-th parameter of¢. 

• If 1/J(El , w1, ... , wk) is a subterm of the right-hand side and it is not a subterm 
of another <I>-term, then ¢ directly depends directly on the synthesized attribute 
1/J of the first element. 

• If </>( list (List),v1 , ... ,vm) is a subterm of the right-hand side and it is not a 
subterm of another <I>-term, then the predecessors of</> at the top of the list are 
the predecessors of the (imaginary) ¢ attribute for the sublist . 

Let 1/J (El , w1, . . . , wk) be a subterm of the right-hand side of a defining equation. 
The incoming edges for the inherited attribute inh (1/;,j) associated with the j-th pa
rameter of the function 1/; over list elements, are derived from the subterm Wj. 

• Let Yi be a parameter of the left-hand side of the defining equations. If Yi is a 
subterm of Wj and Yi is not a subterm of a <I>-term, then inh ('I/J,j) of the first list 
element depends on the inherited attribute, inh (</>, i) for the i-th parameter of¢. 

inh( 1/;, j) of any other elements depends on the predecessors of imaginary in
herited attribute, inh (</>, i) of the sublist. Because of property (list-c) in Defini
tion 4.1 inh (</>, i) of the sublist either has one predecessor, namely inh(</>, i) of the 
complete list, or its predecessor is the 1/J attribute of the left neighbour. 

• If <f>( list (List), v1 , .. . , vm) is a subterm of Wj and it is not a subterm of another 
<I>-term, then inh ('I/J, j) depends on the predecessors of the imaginary synthesized 
attribute 1> of the sublist. 

Example 4.5 From equation [Tc5] in Figure 4.5 we derive that the tcstms of the list 
of statements depends on the tcstm attribute of each element. The inherited attribute 
TENV for tcstm of each element depends on the inherited attribute TENV of the list of 
statements, because the imaginary inherited attribute TENV of each sublist depends 
on the inherited attribute TENV of the complete list . □ 
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Example 4.6 From equations [T c2] and [T c3] in Figure 4.5 we derive that the tcdecls 
of the list of declarations depends on the tcdecl attribute of the last element . The 
TENV attribute of the first element depends on the TENV attribute of the whole list . 
The TENV attribute of any other element depends on the tcdecl attribute of its left 
neighbour, because the imaginary synthesized attribute tcdecls of each sublist depends 
on the synthesized attribute tcdecl of its left neighbour. □ 

4.5.2 Attribute updating 

When a list element is modified , its top attributes are marked as "unreliable" and so 
are its direct and transitive successor attributes. 

When an element has been inserted in or deleted from a list, all relevant attribute 
dependencies of the new element and/or its neighbouring elements must be restored. 
If an attribute is new or a new incoming edge is added to an attribute , or an incoming 
edge is removed from an attribute, this attribute is marked as "unreliable" , and so 
again this is propagated to all its successors. 

When after one or more modifications in Listx, ¢(Listx', t1, . .. , tm) is to be reduced , 
the values of reliable attributes can be used to avoid reduction steps. 

4.6 Conditional equations 

In Chapter 3 we introduced conditional incremental rewriting for functions over trees. 
For conditional equations for list functions Definition 4.1 is adapted as follows. In 
property (iii-list) more than two equations can be given for a list function ¢. Prop
erties (list-a)- (list-c) must be valid for the union UEq, (U; A; Up;) U TList, with A; and 
p; conditional terms and Ttist the right-hand sides of equations with left hand side 
¢(list(Elx, Listx) , Yi, ... , Ym)-

4. 7 Related Work 

In [Jeu91] and [YS91] incremental implementations for list functions are described 
based on finite differencing. In both papers the point of departure is different from 
ours. We describe the incremental implementation for a user-defined list function 
whereas they assume that for any list function additional functions are given that help 
incremental evaluation. 

Jeuring [Jeu91] proposes a method for description and derivation of algorithms 
in interactive systems (editors) for incremental computation of functions over lists . 
In his edit model the result of the function application J(list) of a list in the editor 
is recomputed after each edit action. To this purpose , the results !(left-sublist) and 
!(right-sublist) for the sublists on both sides of the cursor, are updated after each cursor 
replacement and after each edit action. He assumes the existence of an operator 0 such 
that for the concatenation # of two lists holds f ( left-list # right-list) = f ( left-list) 0 
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f(right-list). The function 0 is used to incrementally compute the new value of f(left
sublist) after an element has been added or deleted, and to compute !(list) from the 
sublist results. 

INC [YS91] is a language for incremental computation designed by Yellin and 
Strom and based on finite differencing. In an INC program a function over lists is 
the composition of predefined functions. An incremental behaviour for functions over 
lists or other data-types is automatically available since for each predefined function 
f, functions f-add and !-delete exist. After an element has been added or deleted from 
a list these functions are used to incrementally compute the new f value. 

The Synthesizer Generator is a programming environment generator based on at
tribute grammars [RT89a, RT89b]. In its specification language SSL, phyla (sorts) can 
be declared as list phyla. The effect of this declaration is an adaptation in the editor 
for insertion and deletion of list elements, so that it looks as if list phyla are linear lists . 
Restrictions in SSL for a list phylum are that two production rules must be given, one 
nullary production to specify the empty list and one binary production specifying a 
right-recursive list. This coincides with (iii-list) in Definition 4.1. The main difference 
with our approach is that lists in the Synthesizer Generator are internally represented 
as right-recursive lists, which means that the standard rules for attribute dependencies 
and attribute updating in trees need not be adapted for lists, hence no special require
ments for attribute definition rules over lists have to be formulated, like (list-a)-(list-c) 
in Definition 4.1. 

4.8 Conclusions 

We have described a technique for incremental evaluation of functions over list sorts. 
The method is a straightforward adaptation of the technique for incremental reduction 
of functions over trees, as defined in the previous chapters. Restriction on the defining 
equations for list functions are formulated so that functions over lists sorts are a natural 
extension to PRSs, and that the derivation of attribute dependencies in lists is simple 
and yields regular dependencies in a list. 

In an AsF+SoF specification one can of course choose between specifying lists as 
linear lists by means of a list sort, or as right-( or left-) recursive lists by means of a 
binary constructor. 

In general, we find that with respect to incremental implementation, linear lists 
are to be preferred over right-recursive list. Occasionally, however , right-recursive lists 
lead to more efficient incremental performance. 

Linear lists offer efficient incremental computation after insertion or deletion of 
elements, because the abstract syntax tree for the tail of the list is preserved and so 
is all attribute information in elements in the tail of the list. For right-recursive lists 
more information is stored : namely in attributes of the sublists . When attributes 
values of an element do not affect attribute values in elements to the right (in the 
tail of the list) , right-recursive lists may offer more efficient incremental computation 
after an element is modified, because the attribute values at the tail of the list can 
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be re-used. The effect depends on the position of the element and the costs of the 
computation of sublist results. 

The class of regular functions is smaller than the class of functions for right
recursive lists with an incremental operator. We are sure, however, that these limita
tion cause very little problems in practice. 
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Chapter 5 

Fine-grain incremental rewriting 

In the previous chapters we have described how an incremental implemen
tation can be derived from algebraic specifications belonging to the subclass of 
well-presented primitive recursive schemes. We combined term rewriting with 
techniques for storage and re-use borrowed from attribute grammars. The uni
formity of algebraic specifications allows us to generalize our incremental al
gorithms to functions on values of auxi liary data types, without extending or 
modifying the specification language. Thus, we can obtain fine-grain incremental 
implementations. 

This fine-grain incrementality can be derived from a subclass of algebraic 
specifications that we will call layered primitive recursive schemes. 

A fine-grain incremental implementation of a table data type can, for in
stance, solve the problem caused by aggregated attribute values like symbol 
tables. (A change in an aggregated value causes a re-evaluation of all attributes 
that depend on this table , even if they do not depend on the modified part.) 
When a lookup function in a table data type is declared to be incremental, 
a function cache for the lookup function is automatically generated. Direct 
definition-use dependencies are established from entries in the function cache to 
attributes in the edit-tree that functionally depend on these entries. Moreover, 
after each modification in the table the cache is updated incrementally. 

5.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 2 we have described how an incremental implementation can be derived 
from algebraic specifications belonging to the subclass of conditional well-presented 
primitive recursive schemes with parameters (PRS for short). The algorithm is based 
on the equivalence between such PRSs and strongly non-circular attribute grammars 
[CFZ82]. For each incremental function, attributes are associated with the sort of 
its first argument: an inherited attribute for each of the other arguments , plus one 
synthesized attribute for the result of the function. 

For example, the type checking of a program and its substructures can often be im
plemented by means of incremental functions. The program is stored as an attributed 
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term. While the term typecheck(Program) is being reduced, normal forms of inter
mediate type check terms are stored in attributes attached to subterms of Program. 
Editing the program corresponds to one or more subterm replacements and is followed 
by an updating ofthe status of attributes to indicate which attributes have become 
unreliable. In a subsequent reduction the values of reliable attributes can be used to 
avoid reduction steps, whereas other attributes obtain a new type check value. 

A first implementation of this method in a programming environment generator 
based on algebraic specifications shows that incremental evaluation is often advanta
geous, but that attributes containing aggregated values, like symbol tables, give rise 
to very inefficient incremental evaluation. 

Typically, a symbol table is used to gather information from places in a program 
where variables are defined, and this information is propagated through the program 
to all attributes at places where variables are used. A modification of a part of the 
symbol table causes all these use-attributes to be re-evaluated, rather than just the 
ones depending on the modified component. In this chapter we present a solution 
based on a fine-grain incremental implementation of algebraic specifications. 

Algebraic specifications offer a uniform way of describing data types, and the ab
stract syntax and semantics of a language are just examples of such data types. So, 
in principle an incremental implementation can be generated for each data type as 
long as its specification is a PRS. We use this idea to refine our incremental algorithm. 
The main thing we need to do is find out how attributed terms of auxiliary data types 
can be connected to the attribute graph of a tree of the main PRS, and how their 
incremental implementation can be used efficiently. 

The fine-grain incremental implementation method can typically be applied to a 
type check specification with a table data type with an incremental lookup function. 
In such a case, a function cache for lookups in this particular table is generated. Direct 
definition-use dependencies are established from entries in this function cache to func
tionally dependent attributes in a program tree. The cache is updated incrementally 
when a modification in the symbol table has been detected during attribute evaluation. 

The approach we present is general in the sense that it can be applied to any 
specification in the class of layered primitive recursive schemes, without extending the 
specification formalism or adding predefined data types. This distinguishes it from 
techniques in the field of attribute grammars. In attempts to solve the problem of 
aggregate values in attribute grammars, either a predefined data type is added to the 
specification formalism or the attribute grammar formalism is extended or combined 
with another formalism . 

Overview of this chapter 

Section 5.2 briefly explains and illustrates primitive recursive schemes (G, S, <I>, Eq,
Eq<1>) with non-disjoint G and S. Our technique for fine grain incremental evaluation 
makes use of copy dependencies. Section 5.3 repeats the basic steps of incremental 
evaluation, and explains incremental evaluation in the presence of copy dependencies. 
Sections 5.4 to 5.6 constitute the heart of this chapter. In Section 5.4 we show how 
incremental reduction can be applied to the lookup function of a table data type. 
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Section 5.5 presents the definition of layered primitive recursive schemes and describes 
how fine-grain incremental evaluators are derived from specifications belonging to this 
class. In Section 5.6 we describe the resulting incremental rewriting strategy. Both 
the basic incremental technique and the fine-grain extension have been implemented 
as part of the term rewriting engine of a programming environment generator. In 
Section 5.8 we discuss related work. Finally, Section 5.9 contains some conclusions. 

5.2 Primitive recursive schemes with non-disjoint 
G and S 

We briefly recall the notion of primitive recursive schemes as introduced in Chapter 2. 

A primitive recursive scheme with parameters (PRS) is an algebraic specification 
that can be described by a 5-tuple (G, S , ii>, Eq, Eq$), The signature of the specification 
is formed by the union of G, Sand ii>. Eq U Eq$ are the equations of the specification. 
All functions in G are free constructors, that is, no equations over G-terms exist in 
Eq U Eq$, For each function ¢ E ii> the type of its first argument is a sort of G, and 
the types of the other arguments, called the parameters of ¢, as well as the output 
sort are sorts of the signature S of the auxiliary data types . 

Example 5.1 Figure 5.1 presents part of an algebraic specification of the type checker 
of a simple programming language. This specification is a PRS (G, S, ii>, Eq, Eq$), G 
consists of the sorts PROGRAM , DEC LS , DEC L. STMS, STM and the functions program, 
decls, stms, stm, assign. Not shown here are the functions of sorts BOO L,T ENV and 
TYPE that form S, nor the associated equations, which are elements of Eq. The type 
check functions, tc p, tcdecls, tcdecl, tcst ms and tcstm are the il>-functions or incremental 
functions. [T cl ]- [T c6] are the il>-defining equations. 

When declarations are type checked a type-environment is constructed. This is a 
symbol table with identifiers and their associated types. A type-environment is used 
as a second argument for type checking both declarations and statements. Hence, 
T ENV is a parameter of these functions. The signature of the type-environments will 
be presented in Section 5.4. □ 

In Definition 2.3 of a PRS the sorts of S and G are assumed to be disjoint . Yet, 
in existing type check specifications many sorts used in the specification of the syntax 
of a language are also used in the description of its semantics, especially trivial sorts 
like Booleans, natural numbers and identifiers. For instance, in equation [Tc6] in 
Figure 5.1 the variable Id appears in the G-term assign (Id,Exp), but also in the S
term compatible( Tenv,Id) in the right-hand side. 

In this chapter, we allow an overlap of G and S under the restriction that no 
equations exist for the shared sorts. Chapter 6 discusses technical aspects of non
disjoint G and S in a PRS. 
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sorts: PROGRAM DECLS DECL STMS STM EXP BOOL TENV 

constructors: 
program 
empty-decls : 
decls 

DECLS x STMS -, PROGRAM 
_, DECLS 

DECL x DECLS -, DECLS 
stms STM x STMS -, STMS 
stm STM -, STMS 
assign ID x EXP -, STM 

<l'>-functions or incremental functions: 
tcp PROGRAM -, BOOL 
tcdecls : DECLS x TENV -, TENV 
tcdecl DECL x TENV -, TENV 
tcstms : STMS x TENV -, BOOL 
tcstm STM x TENV -, BOOL 

variables: 
Decls :_, DECLS Deel :-, DECL Stms 
Stm :-; STM Exp :-> EXP Id 
Tenv :_, TENV 

<l'>-defining equations: 

:-, STMS 
:-> ID 

(Tel] tcp(program(Decls, Stms)) = tcstms(Stms,tcdecls(Decls,empty-env)) 
(Tc2] tcdecls( empty-decls, Tenv) = Tenv 
[Tc3] tcdecls(decls(Decl,Decls), Tenv) = tcdecls(Decls,tcdecl(Decl, Tenv)) 
(Tc4] tcstms(stms(Stm,Stms) , Tenv) = and(tcstm(Stm, Tenv),tcstms(Stms, Tenv)) 
(TcS] tcstms(stm(Stm),Tenv) = tcstm(Stm, Tenv) 
[Tc6] tcstm(assign(Jd,Exp), Tenv) = compatible(lookup( Tenv,Id),tcexp(Exp, Tenv)) 

Figure 5. 1: Part of an algebraic specification of a type checker 

Id Type Id 

Figure 5.2: Top of an attributed term 
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5 .3 Increme ntal rewriting with copy dependen-. 
cies 

For fine-grain incremental evaluation we will make use of copy dependencies between 
attributes in a decorated tree. First, we briefly recall our standard technique for 
incremental rewriting as described in Section 2.5.2. Then we introduce copy attributes 
and copy dependencies. Finally, we discuss the adaptation needed for incremental 
rewriting in the presence of copy dependencies. 

5 .3.1 Incremental rewriting 

Assume that (G, S, <I> , Eq , Eq<1>) is a PRS. Assume furthermore that Tis a G-term and 
the attributed abstract syntax tree of a text in an editor. When the user of the editor 
wants to know the ¢ value of T, the term cp(T) is reduced. All attributes that are 
visited during reduction of cp(T) obtain a value. 

During subsequent editing subtrees are replaced in T. After each subtree replace
ment the synthesized attributes at the replacement node are marked as "Initial" and 
for each synthesized attribute the algorithm PROPAGATE-TE-UP of Figure 2.11 is 
invoked to reset the status of its successors along a upward and horizontal dependency 
path to the root of T to "TobeEvaluated". 

When the user of the editor wants to know the new ¢ value after several edit 
steps (i.e. after several subtree replacements) the term cp(T') is reduced incrementally. 
Rewriting of a <I>-term or a parameter term is preceded by a check on the associated 
attribute. If the status of the attribute indicates that the attribute contains a reliable 
value, reduction can be avoided and the attribute value can serve as the normal form 
of the term to be reduced . If the attribute does not contain a reliable value, the term 
is reduced and its normal form is stored in the attribute. The new attribute value 
is then compared with the previous one. If both values are the same the status of 
the attribute is set to "Unchanged", and its successors are inspected by the algorithm 
PROPAGATE-UC of Figure 2.13: If a successor has status "TobeEvaluated" and it has 
only "Unchanged" predecessors its status becomes "Unchanged" as well. 

If the new value differs from the previous one, the status of the attribute is set 
to "Changed", and PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN of Figure 2.12 is invoked to mark all 
downward successors in the underlying production as "TobeEvaluated". 

5.3. 2 C opy depende ncies 

Often the value of an attribute B is the copy of the value of its predecessor A. In that 
case we will call B a copy attribute. If during incremental reduction an attribute gets 
a new value the new value is compared to the previous one. This may be an expensive 
operation . The efficiency of incremental evaluation is improved when copy attributes 
share a value with their predecessors, because the old value and the new value has to 
be compared only once for all copies. 
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D eriv ing copy dependen cies 

Attribute dependencies are derived from <I>-defining equations. It is simple to derive 
copy dependencies as well. Consider the constructor p : X 1 x ... x Xn --+ X 0 and 
the equation ¢(p(x1, ... ,xn),y1, . .. ,Ym) = T, with '¢(x;,v1, ... ,vk) a subterm of the 
right-hand side T. 

If the head symbol of T is a <I>-function, i. e, T equals 'tj;(x;, . . . ), then the value of 
the synthesized attribute for ¢ is a copy of the value of the synthesized attribute for 
7/J of x, . 

Let inh ('l/J, I) (1 :::; l :::; k) be the inherited attribute of X; associated with the I-th 
parameter of'¢. Copy predecessors are derived for inh ('¢, I) by analysing v1 as follows. 
If v1 = YJ (l :::; j :::; m) inh ('tj;, 1) is a copy of inh (¢,j) of X 0 the inherited attribute 
associated with the j-th parameter of¢. If v1 = ((xJ , .. . ) (1 :::; j :::; n) in h('l/J ,I) is a 
copy of the synthesized attribute ( of XJ-

Example 5.2 From equations [Tel] in the type check example of Figure 5.1 we derive 
that the tcp attribute of a program is a copy of the tcst ms attribute of its statements, 
and that the type-environment attribute of the statements subtree of a program, is a 
copy of the tcdecls attribute of the declarations. From equations [Tc4]- [Tc6] it can be 
concluded that all type-environment attributes of a tree in the statements section are 
copies of the type-environment attributes at the ancestor of that tree. □ 

5.3.3 R ewriting w ith copy dependencies 

When a tree is decorated with attributes chains of copy attributes can appear. The 
head of a copy chain in an attribute graph is a non-copy attribute with copy successors. 
We refer to the direct non-copy successors of the copy attributes as use attributes. 

If an attribute in a tree is a copy of its predecessor they share the same value and 
the same status. This means that when a copy-head attribute obtains a new value, 
copies automatically obtain the same new value and the same new status. The non
copy successors of these copies however have to be marked as "TobeEvaluated" as well. 
This requires dependencies between a copy-head and its use attributes, as well as an 
additional algorithm for remote status propagation. 

We use an approach inspired by Hoover [Hoo86] for creating remote dependencies 
between a copy-head and its use attributes. When a tree is decorated each copy 
attribute obtains information about the copy-head and the path from the copy-head to 
itself. The copy-head keeps a so called copy bypass tree of all copies that have non-copy 
successors They are ordered according to their paths. 

A direct, non-local , dependency is established from the copy-head to its use at
tributes. 

Example 5. 3 In Figure 5.2 the lower tcdecls attribute is a copy-head. Its use at
tributes are the syn· hesized attributes tcstm at the assign nodes, because they are 
non-copy successors of the in h(tcstm ,1) attributes. 
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PROPAGATE-TE-REMOTE( copy-head) 
let copy-head= a copy-head attribute with status "Changed" in a dependency graph Dy 

use, 'I/; = attributes 
in 

ni 

for all use attributes of copy-head # non-copy successors of a copy of copy-head 
do when statususe # "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" 

od 

do statususe := "TobeEvaluated" 

od 

if use is a synthesized attribute 
then 

else 

fl 

PROPAGATE-TE-UP( use) 

use is an inherited attribute 
for all its corresponding synthesized attributes 'I/; 
do status,i, := "TobeEvaluated" 

PROPAGATE-TE-UP('I/;) 
od 
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Figure 5.3: Algorithm for propagation "TobeEvaluated" for the non-copy successors 
of the copies of a Changed copy-head. 

Let (1 ,2) denote a path indicating: down to the first subtree, then down to the 
second subtree. Let inh(tcstm , l )assign denote the inherited attribute for the first pa
rameter of the function tcstm at the node assign , etc. The lower tcdecls attribute in 
Figure 5.2, maintains the following copy bypass tree 

(1) 
(2) (2,1) (2,1,1)-i nh (tcstm , l)assign 

(2,1 ,2) 

□ 

The algorithm PROPAGATE-TE-REMOTE presented in Figure 5.3 marks each use 
attributes of a copy-head as "TobeEvaluated" and invokes PROPAGATE-TE-UP for 
these use attributes. 

5.3.4 Keeping non-local dependencies consistent 

During editing subtrees are replaced in the abstract syntax tree T, and attributes as 
well as their incoming and outgoing edges are removed from the attribute dependency 
graph Dr. After a replacement of a subtree Oldsub with a copy-head attribu te or with 
use attributes, some care must be taken in removing the old non-local dependencies. 
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When a subtree has been removed and one of nodes contains a copy-head attribute 
there are two possibilities: If all its use attributes are inside Oldsub these use attributes 
are automatically removed together with the non-local dependencies. If, on the other 
hand, a use attribute exists outside Oldsub, a copy attribute at the top node of the 
Oldsub exists that passes on information from the copy-head to this use attribute. Let 
us call this attribute replacement-copy. The replacement-copy contains a reference to 
the copy-head with the copy bypass tree. First, the copy bypass tree is pruned at the 
copy path of the replacement-copy. We then use the copy attributes in this pruned 
subtree to find the use attributes of copy-head outside Oldsub and remove their remote 
incoming edges. 

When a subtree Oldsub has been removed and some node inside this subtree con
tains a use attribute, there are again two possibilities: If the related copy-head is inside 
the old subtree as well it is removed together with its non-local dependencies. If, on 
the other hand, the related copy-head is not inside Oldsub again a replacement-copy 
exists at at the top node of Oldsub. The replacement-copy contains a pointer to the 
copy-head. First, the copy bypass tree is pruned at the copy path of the replacement
copy. We then use the copy attributes in this pruned subtree to find the use attributes 
in Oldsub and remove their remote incoming edges. 

New non-local dependencies can be created when Newsub is decorated with at
tributes. 

5.4 Table + lookup as PRS 

We now return to the main theme of this chapter. For most specifications of type 
checkers incremental reduction with or without copy-dependencies is inefficient after 
a modification in the declaration section. Figure 5.2 shows that when the declarations 
are modified , a component in the table in the top tcdecls-attribute is likely to have 
changed. All attributes in the statement section are successors of this aggregate at
tribute, hence they all become unreliable and no type check results of the statements 
can be reused. 

We will solve the inefficiency caused by multiple dependencies of an aggregate value 
by extending the incremental technique to functions like the lookup function of the 
type-environment. 

Example 5.4 In Figure 5.4 part of the specification of a type-environment is pre
sented. This algebraic specification is a PRS (G, S, 'P , Eq, Eq,p). G is formed by the 
sorts TENV, PAIR , TYPE and ID , and the constructors pair, empty-env and tenv. The 
constructors for TYPE have been omitted. lookup, id-of and type-of are the elements 
of 'P. Equations [Tenvl]- [Tenv5] are the 'P-defining equations ID and TYPE also serve 
as the auxiliary data types S, that are used as the output sorts and the parameters of 
the 'P-functions. Eq is empty. D 

For incremental evaluation of lookup(Tenv,ld) we can store the type-environment 
and decorate it with Id and lookup attributes, as shown in Figure 5.5. After chang-
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ing Tenv to Tenv' , affected attributes are marked as unreliable. When reducing 
looku p(Tenv' ,Id) , the normal forms in reliable attributes can be reused . 

5.5 Layered PRSs and auxiliary attributed terms 

In this section we define the class of layered primitive recursive schemes. We explain 
in two steps how attributed terms of auxiliary data types like the type-environment 
can be connected to the attribute graph of the abstract syntax tree of the text in 
an editor , like Program. First, we introduce so-called auxiliary attributed terms, and 
explain how they are used for a fine-grain incremental implementation of layered PRSs. 
We will show that this technique efficient mainly when used in combination with copy 
attributes in the abstract syntax tree of the text in an editor. This leads us to the 
definition of multiply attributed (auxiliary) terms with function cache. 

5.5. 1 Layered primitiv e re cursive schemes 

Informally speaking, a layered PRS is a PRS which contains another PRS. This sub
PRS in turn can be layered as well. More formally: 

Definition 5.1 (Layered PRS) An algebraic specification is a layered PRS if it is 
a PRS, (G 1,S1 ,if>1 ,Eq1,Eq<t> ,) for which holds that 

D 

• The specification of the auxiliary data types (S1 , Eq1 ) is also a (possibly layered) 
PRS (G2, S2, if>2, Eq2, Eq<t>J-

• If a if>rsubterm occurs in the right-hand side T of a if> 1-defining equation 

then the first argument of this if>rsubterm is not x; (1 ::::; i::::; n) . 

Note that in a layered PRS S1 = G2 u S2 u if>2 and Eq 1 = Eq2 u Eq<t>,· 
The second requirement is needed because we allow a limited overlap between Sand 

G (Section 5.2). A consequence of this requirement is that , when during reduction of a 
if> 1-term with a first argument T , a function ¢2(U, . .. ) of a different layer is introduced, 
recursion will shift from T to the new structure U. 

A layered PRS is well-presented if both (G 1 , S 1 , if> 1 ,Eq1 , Eq<t> ,) and (G2,S2, if>2,
Eq2 , Eq<l>,) are well-presented . 

E x ample 5.5 The specification formed by the union of the type checker in Figure 5.1 
and the type-environment in Figure 5.4 is a well-presented layered P RS, with G 1 

formed by the sorts PROGRAM,DECLS,DECL,STMS,STM etc. and the related con
structor functions. if> 1 are the functions tcp, tcdecls , tcdecl , tcstms and tcstm. G2 
is formed by the sorts TENV, PAIR, TYPE, ID and the constructors pair, tenv and 
empty-env and the if>rfunctions are lookup, id-of, and type-of. D 
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sorts: TENV PAIR TYPE ID 

constructors: 
pair 
empty-env 
tenv 

ID x TYPE --> PAIR 
_. TENV 

PAIR x TENV --> TENV 

<I>-functions or incremental functions 
lookup TENV x ID --> TYPE 
id-of PAIR --> ID 
type-of PAIR --> TYPE 

<I>-defining equations: 

[ l 
id-of( Pair ) = Id 

Tenvl lookup(tenv( Pair , Tenv ),Id )=type-of( Pair ) 

[ l 
id-of( Pair ) op Id 

Tenv2 lookup(tenv(Pair, Tenv ),Id )dookup( Tenv,Id ) 

[Tenv3] lookup( empty-env,Jd) = error-type 
[Tenv4] id-of(r,air(Jd, Type)) = Id 
[Tenv5] type-of(pair(Jd, Type)) = Type 

5. Fine-grain incremental rewriting 

Figure 5.4: Part of an algebraic specification of a type-environment 

pair 

Id 

C Type 

Figure 5.5: An attributed type-environment 
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p 

Xt 

. AUXq> . 

a . ¢,(p(x1 , x2) , . . . ) = J(6(Aux , .. . )) 

Figure 5.6: Auxiliary attributed terms 

5.5 .2 Auxiliary attributed terms 

We will use the properties of a layered PRS to get incremental evaluation of the value 
within <I> 1-attributes, by storing <I> 2-terms that occur in the reduction of a <I> 1-term as 
auxiliary attributed terms: G2-terms decorated with <I> 2-attributes. 

Auxiliary attributed terms can be related to both inherited and synthesized at
tributes. 

Let ¢ (p(x 1, ... , Xn) , Yi , . .. , Ym) = r be a <Pi-defining equation with <I>rterms in its 
right-hand side -r. 

• If the <I>rterm is not a subterm of a <I> 1-term, an auxiliary term is related to the 
synthesized attribute of function ¢ (Figure 5.6a). 

• If the <I> 2-term is a subterm of a <I> 1-term, 'lf;(x;, w1 , ... , wm) it can only be the 
subterm of a parameter term, say wk . An auxiliary term is then associated with 
the inherited attribute of the k-th parameter of 'If; (Figure 5.6b). 

The basic idea of incremental reduction with auxiliary attribute terms is now as 
follows. Auxiliary terms obtain their initial value and are attributed upon reduction 
of the related <I> 1-term. If the auxiliary term already exists, the differences between 
the old value and the new value must be computed and subtrees in the old value are 
replaced to obtain the new value. Next, affected attributes of the auxiliary term are 
marked as unreliable and so are their direct and transitive successors in the edit tree. 

Hence, reduction of a <I>rterm is replaced by a tree difference calculation followed 
by an updating of the status of attributes. 

Clearly, incremental reduction with auxiliary attribute terms can only be profitable 
if the tree difference calculation is very cheap or if many <Pi-attributes share one 
auxiliary term, so that this calculation has to be performed only once. We, therefore, 
focus on layered PRSs in which auxiliary terms are the values of copy attributes. 

Example 5.6 In equation [Tc6] in Figure 5.1 the function lookup is applied to Tenv. If 
this equation is applied during reduction of some term tcp( Program), a type-environment 
will appear as an auxiliary term for the attribute tcstm of an assign tree. Moreover, this 
type-environment is the value of the inherited attribute inh (tcstm ,1). This attribute 
is a copy attribute. □ 
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5.5.3 Multiply attributed term with function cache 

Let the <I>rterm 6(Aux, t 1 , ... , tm) occur in the reduction of ef>(T), then Aux is dec
orated with an attribute graph for 6 - If Aux is the value of a copy attribute, it 
is possible that during the same reduction (of ef>(T)) also a term ~2(Aux, t;, . .. , t~) 
(ti -I= t1) occurs. The attributes for 6 of Aux already contain a value, however these 
values are based on the previous parameters t 1 , .. . , tm. Therefore we decorate Aux 
with an extra attribute graph for fr During reduction of 6(Aux, t~, .. . , t~) values are 
stored in attributes of this new graph. The result is that Aux is a multiply attributed 
term. 

A multiply attributed term is a term which may have any number of attribute 
graphs for the same incremental function. The values of the inherited attributes at 
the beginning of each graph, that is, at the top node of the term, differ. To distinguish 
attributes of different graphs we label them with the values of the inherited attributes 
at the top. 

Synthesized attributes without corresponding inherited attributes are not dupli
cated for multiple attribute graphs. They can safely be used in all graphs because the 
values of these attributes is not determined by the value of inherited attributes at the 
top. 

A hash table is connected to a multiply attributed tree to allow for fast searching 
in the list of synthesized attributes at the top. The hash keys are calculated from 
the name of a function and the values of its parameters. The entries are (pointers to) 
the corresponding synthesized attributes. In this way we create a function cache for 
operations on the auxiliary term. 

Exam ple 5. 7 In a program with several identifiers in the statements the one auxiliary 
term type-environment is used for the lookup of all these identifiers. So, this type
environment is decorated with a different Id-lookup graph for each identifier looked 
for . 

Figure 5.7 shows a multiply attributed type-environment connected to a program 
term with type check attributes. The multiply attributed type-environment is the 
value shared by the tcdec ls attribute and its copy successors. It is also the auxiliary 
tree for both the synthesized attribute tcstm at the tree assign(X, Expl) and the tcstm 
attribute at the tree assign(Y, Exp2). The type-environment is attributed with two 
lookup-graphs. The function cache for Tenv has entries for the results of looku p X 
and lookup Y. The functions id-of and type-of have no parameters, so their associated 
attributes arc shared by the two attribute graphs. □ 

5.6 Fine-grain incremental evaluation 

We are now ready to explain fine-grain incremental evaluation, with multiply at
tributed terms connected to an attributed term. Function caches and definition-use 
dependencies are maintained and updated dynamically. 
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Figure 5.7: Attributed abstract syntax tree of a program. The value of the tcdecls 
attribute is a multiply attributed term 
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5.6.1 Initial reduction 

Let T be a G 1 term and the attributed abstract syntax tree of a text in an editor . An 
operation ¢ on T is performed so the term ¢(T) is reduced. 

Assume that during the reduction of ¢(T) a term ¢2(Aux,par 1 , ... ,parm) occurs 
and Aux is the value of an attribute. We check the function cache related to this 
attribute value. 

If an entry for ¢>2 with parameter values par1 , . .. , par m does not exist, then Aux is 
decorated with a new attribute graph for these parameters, and a key is added to the 
hash table together with ( a pointer to) the new synthesized attribute at the top. The 
<Prterm is reduced and meanwhile the attributes in the new graph obtain a value. 

If, on the other hand, the cache for Aux does contain an entry for ¢2 with parameter 
values par1 . .. par m, then the synthesized attribute in the entry contains the normal 
form of the <Prterm and reduction can be avoided. 

At each visit to a function cache, dependencies are established between the syn
thesized attribute in the entry and the attribute that uses its information. This edge 
replaces the edge from the copy-head attribute containing Aux to this use-attribute. 

Example 5.8 We return to the specification in Figure 5.1 and the picture in Fig
ure 5.7. During reduction of tcp(Program) equation [Tc6] is applied to reduce tc
stm(assign(X,Exp),Tenv), which means that lookup(Tenv,X) must be reduced. If the 
function cache for Tenv contains no entry for lookup X, Tenv is decorated with at
tributes for lookup X. While lookup(Tenv,X) is being reduced intermediate results are 
stored in these attributes. A hash key for lookup Xis added to the hash table, together 
with the synthesized lookup X attribute at the top of Tenv. The remote dependency 
between the attributes tcdecls and tcstm that have been created at edit time is replaced 
by the dependency between the synthesized attribute for lookup X and tcstm . D 

For the specification of the type checker in our running example fine-grain incre
mental rewriting gives rise to memoization of the lookup function: During the reduc
tion of tcp(Program ), a term lookup(Tenv,ld) is reduced at most once for each Id in the 
statements section of the program. In Chapter 7 the performance of coarse-grain and 
fine-grain incremental rewriting is evaluated. The Figures 7.5 and 7.6 clearly show the 
memoizing effect for fine-grain incremental evaluation. 

5.6.2 Updating attributes 

If after the initial evaluation of ¢(T) the text in the editor is modified so that subtrees 
are replaced in T, updating of attributes in T takes place as described in Section 5.3 
for the standard case with copy dependencies. 

Subsequent reduction of ¢>(T') with T' the modified term, is similar to standard 
incremental reduction except when an attribute obtains a new value and the previous 
value is a multiply attribu ted term. In that case the difference between the old value 
OldAux and the new value NewAux is computed and subtrees are replaced in OldAux 
to create NewAux. The algorithm PROPAGATE-TE-UP of Figure 2.11 is applied to 
the synthesized attributes at the nodes where subtrees have been replaced. In this 
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way all upward and horizontal successors of these attributes in NewAux are marked 
as unreliable, and so are their successor attributes in T' . 

Later in the reduction some term 6(NewAux, . . . ) is likely to occur. The resulting 
normal form will be stored in the associated 6-attribute at the top of NewAux. Re
member that the entries in the function cache for NewAux are pointers to <I>rattributes. 
The function cache is updated incrementally during reduction simply by storing new 
attribute values . 

It may happen , of course, that the new value of the 6-attribute is equal to the 
old value. The algorithm PROPAGATE-U1 CHANGED of Figure 2.13 then makes up 
for the cases in which initial propagation by PROPAGATE-TE-UP has marked too 
many attributes in NewAux and T' , by resetting the status of these successors to 
"Unchanged" . 

Example 5.9 If in the program of Figure 5.7 the type of the identifier Xis modified 
during editing, then during reduction of tcp(Program) a new value for tcdecls will 
be computed. We assume that the new type-environment can be obtained from the 
previous attribute value by replacing the Pair containing X. The status of the two 
attributes id-of and type-of of this new pair will become "Changed". The status of 
their upward successors in the type-environment (the lookup attributes) as well as the 
successor in the program tree (tcstm and tcstms attributes) will become "TobeEvalu
ated" . 

The first time the term lookup(Tenv,X) occurs in the reduction its new value will 
be computed and stored in the synthesized attribute. Every other occurrence of 
lookup(Tenv,X) will find this new value in the function cache. 

The first time the term lookup(Tenv,Y) occurs in the reduction it will be detected 
that this value has remained the same, so PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED is invoked. D 

Example 5.10 (Block structure) If the specification in Figure 5.1 would contain 
a block construct, a typical equation to specify its type checking would be 

[Tc7] tcstm(block(Decis,Stms), Tenv) = tcstms(Stms,add(tcdecls(Dec/s,empty-env ), Tenv)) 

where add is a function for the composition of type-environments. Since lookup(Tenv, 
Id) returns the type of the first occurrence of Id in Tenv, the declarations in the inner 
block take precedence over those in the outer block. 

The type-environment attributes at the statements in a block are copies of one 
copy-head attribute. Each block has thus its own attributed Tenv, and its own hash 
table for lookup values. This copy-head is not the tcdecls attribute, as in Figure 5.7, 
but its successor, the inherited attribute for tcstms. Use attributes of a copy-head are 
both the tcstm attributes of statements in the same block and the copy-head attributes 
in the nested blocks. 

When a declaration in a block is altered , the copy-head type-environment changes 
and its use successors, including the type-environments in the nested blocks, are 
marked as unreliable. During reduction, the new value of the type-environments in 
the inner blocks will be computed and their successor attributes will be marked and 
updated , exactly as described for the outer block. D 
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5. 7 Discussion 

The advantages of the method for fine-grain incremental rewriting is that it is automat
ically generated for layered PRSs, and that it requires no extension of the specification 
formalism. Moreover, in order to implement fine-grain incremental rewriting only little 
extra code has to be added to the code for coarse-grain incremental rewriting. 

The principle idea of incremental rewriting being leftmost-innermost rewriting with 
short cuts and side effects for updating attributes is still valid. Consequently, the 
evaluation of attributes is demand driven and the status updating of attributes is 
data driven. In our type check example this means that after a small modification in 
the declarations the following type check attributes in the statements section will be 
re-evaluated: 

Affected19 , the attributes whose value depend on the modified declaration; 
path_to_ rootsAffected19 , the upward successors of these attributes; 
First, the set of attributes of statements or expressions with an identifier that does 

not occur in an earlier statement or expression, and 
path_to_rootsFirst , the upward successors of these attributes . 

All type check attributes in the statements section are visited by the status-propagation 
algorithms. Fortunately, resetting the status of attributes is a very simple operation. 

The method is effective in the first place because of the memoization of lookup 
values. In the second place because after has been determined for an identifier that its 
lookup value has not changed, attributes which depend on that value can be marked 
as "Unchanged". 

5.8 Related work 

5.8.1 Attribute grammars 

Unlike algebraic specifications, attribute grammars maintain a strict separation be
tween the domains of syntax description and semantics description. In attempts to 
solve the problem of aggregate values in attribute grammars either a predefined data 
type is added to the specification formalism or the attribute grammar formalism is 
extended or combined with another formalism. 

In [HT86a] Hoover and Teitelbaum describe how symbol tables can be dealt with 
efficiently in the Synthesizer Generator [RT89a], an attribute grammar based system 
for specifying languages. A special class of data types , called finite functions data 
types, is added to the specification language. A finite function data type can be used 
to represent symbol tables. Predefined operations on the data type for construction, 
updating and lookup have an incremental implementation. Direct definition-use links 
are established between components in the symbol table and attributes depending 
on that component. Difference propagation is used to determine the portion of the 
aggregate value that has changed. 

In [RMT86] the specification language is also extended with a mechanism for defin
ing tables and operations on tables. A special relation is defined between attributes 
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whose values are defined by means of predefined table operations like creating, updat
ing and looking up. This too results in direct definition-use links between attributes 
in the tree. 

In [HT86b], Horwitz and Teitelbaum describe relationally attributed grammars. 
An attribute grammar is augmented with a relational database. Attribute values can 
be used to construct relations and values from relations can serve as input to attribute 
equations. Views on relations are updated incrementally. Among other things, a 
symbol table can be maintained as a relation, with views defined to find the types of 
variables. Changing a variable declaration then causes a change in the symbol table 
which triggers an incremental update of its views. 

5 .8.2 Higher-ord er attribute grammars 

Higher-order attribute grammars (HAGs) have been designed to remove the separa
tion between the syntax description and the semantic description in attribute gram
mars [VSK89, TC90]. In implementing higher-order attribute grammars, Vogt et al. 
[VSK90, Vog93] used, as we did, the principle of applying incremental methods for 
operations on programs and their substructures to operations on attributes. In de
scribing a symbol table by means of grammar rules with attributes for lookup values, 
an incremental implementation of the lookup function is obtained. 

An incremental implementation for ordered higher-order attribute grammars is 
based on caching the results of visit functions for evaluating attributes [Kas80], rather 
than on storing attribute values in a tree. A visit function takes as first parameter a 
tree and part of the inherited attributes of the root of that tree. It returns a subset 
of synthesized attributes. 

An immediate consequence of this is a memoization of attribute values at physically 
different trees with identical structure. In particular, the visiting results for a type
environment are cached and reused upon later visits to a copy of it. 

In their approach all trees with identical structure are shared. The memoization 
effect of the method is therefore stronger than of our method. Especially for block 
structured languages this is an advantage. 

If after a modification in the declarations the resulting type-environment has changed 
the complete statements section has to be revisited. As a result of sharing identical 
trees the unchanged part of the type-environment is maintained. So, when during 
the computation of the new type-check values of the statements an identifier has to 
be looked up in the new type-environment the cached results for the unmodifed part 
of the type-environment can be re-used. Clearly the lookup information in the new 
environment has to be computed once for each identifier. 

Since attribute dependencies do not exist there is no way to indentify parts of 
the tree that need not be visited if the lookup value of an identifier turns out to be 
unchanged. All attributes in the statements section must be evaluated. 

In Appendix B we present a translation of a layered PRS into a strongly non-circular 
HAG , as well as the translation of a strongly non-circular HAG into an algebraic spec
ification which is not necessarily a layered PRS. Each well-presented PRS is equivalent 
to a strongly non-circular attribute grammar and vice versa. It is only logical that not 
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every strongly non-circular HAG can be translated into a layered PRS, since layered 
PRSs are a subclass of well-presented PRSs, whereas strongly non-circular HAGs are 
a superclass of strongly non-circular attribute grammars. 

5.9 Conclusions 

For algebraic specifications in the class of layered primitive recursive schemes a fine
grain incremental implementation can be derived automatically without extending the 
specification formalism and with only small extensions to the algorithms for coarse
grain incremental rewriting. 

For incremental functions that do not apply to a substructure of an edit tree this 
implementation creates an auxiliary attributed tree in addition to the attributed edit 
tree . This is profitable when equal auxiliary trees are used in several places, which is 
likely in the case where auxiliary trees are the values of copy attributes. 

With each auxiliary tree a function cache is associated containing the synthesized 
attributes at the top of this tree. The values of these attributes are the results of 
applying an incremental function to the tree. 

The method provides an efficient implementation of functions like the lookup op
eration on symbol tables in a type checker. Thus it repairs the common shortcoming 
that the basic, coarse-grain, incremental implementation presents when dealing with 
aggregate values. 

We did not pay any attention to the construction of aggregate values. Exploration 
of constructor dependencies , as a generalization of copy dependencies, will probably 
lead to the incremental construction and updating of aggregate values. The com
ponents of a aggregate value are usually constructed from the values in predecessor 
attributes. If dependencies link these values to the exact component in the aggregate 
value , a change in a declaration will yield the modification in the generated aggregate 
value, without extra calculations. The explicit calculation of the tree difference in 
auxiliary terms can then be avoided. 

Moreover, in a block structured program constructor dependencies would provide 
an opportunity to share part of the type-environment of a nested block with the type
environment of its surrounding block. 



Chapter 6 

An implementation of incremental 
rewriting 

The incremental techniques described in the previous chapters of this thesis 
have been implemented in the Asr+SoF meta-environment. The rewrite engine 
of the system implements a leftmost innermost strategy, and provides facilities 
for adding alternative strategies. Incremental rewriting is thus implemented as 
an extension to the standard rewrite engine. 

6.1 Introduction 

We have implemented incremental rewriting as an extension of the rewrite engine of 
the Asr+SDF meta-environment [Kli91]. The AsF+SoF meta-environment is a pro
gramming environment generator based on algebraic specifications. From a language 
specification written in the AsF+SDF formalism, an environment is generated. The 
main components of this environment are a scanner and a parser for programs in the 
specified language, a syntax directed editor, controlled by the scanner and the parser, 
and a term rewrite system. Buttons can be added to the editor, which when pressed 
activate operations, like type checking, compilation, evaluation on the program in the 
editor. The term-rewrite system implements a leftmost innermost reduction strategy 
but is extendible so that alternative rewrite strategies can be added easily. Incremental 
rewriting as described in Chapters 2- 5, is one of these alternative strategies. 

In order to obtain an incremental implementation of an AsF+SoF specification, 
the keyword incremental can be added to the declaration of operators of which the first 
argument is the sort of a term that may occur in the editor, or the sort of a subterm 
of an edit term, typically sorts that occur in the syntax specification of a language. 
Such an operator is then called an incremental operator, and we refer to the sort of 
its first arguments as grammar sort. Other arguments of an incremental operator are 
called parameters. 

A specification with incremental operators must meet certain requirements. Let <I:> 

be the signature of the incremental operators with Eq,p the defining equations, let G 
be a signature formed by the grammar sorts with their constructors, and let S be the 
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program 
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Figure 6.1: Top of a parse tree, with attributes for type check operators 

remaining signature, with Eq the remaining equations. The complete specification, 
(G, S, <I>, Eq, Eq<t>), must then be a PRS or a layered PRS , according to the description 
in the previous chapters. 

We have implemented incremental rewriting for terms like </J(T, t1 , ... , tm), with T 
a term in the editor and </J an incremental operator. A consequence of the properties of 
a PRS is that the first subterm of each incremental term that appears in the reduction 
of </J(T, t 1 , ... , tm), is always a subterm of the edit term T. Normal forms of incremental 
terms and parameters are therefore stored in attributes of the parse tree. To this end, 
we associate with each incremental operator one synthesized attribute, and with each 
parameter of the operator we associate an inherited attribute. When an incremental 
term 'lj;(U, u1 , . .. , um,) appears during rewriting, two situations may occur: reductions 
are performed and the resulting normal forms are stored in attributes of the subtree 
U of the parse tree, or attributes contain previously stored normal forms which are 
used to avoid rewriting steps. 

Attributes are connected by means of dependencies, that are derived from defining 
equations. When the term Tin the editor is altered into T', subtrees are replaced in 
the attributed parse tree of T. Attributes in the parse tree of T', that depend on the 
attributes in the old subtrees are marked as unreliable. During subsequent reduction 
of </J(T', t1 , . . . , tm), reliable attributes are used to avoid rewrite steps, and unreliable 
attributes obtain a new, correct, value. 

Example 6.1 Figure 6.1 shows the top of the parse tree of a program, with attributes 
for the incremental operators tcp, tcdecl and tcstms. These attributes obtain a value 
during reduction of a term tcp(program(Decls,Stms)) . The depicted attribute depen
dencies are derived from the equation 

tcp(progra m ( Decls , Stms)) = test ms( Stms, tcdecls( Decls , em pty-tenv)) 

□ 

The implementation can handle multiple subtree replacements, so that incremental 
re-computation can take place after any number of edit actions. The implementation 
caters for specifications with conditional equations, incremental operators over lists , 
and a varying granularity for incrementality. 

The standard strategy provides an incremental implementation for operators over 
sorts that appear in an editor. For a further improvement of the performance, op
erators of which the sort of the first argument appears as a parameter sort of other 
incremental operators, can be declared to be incremental as well. This results in a 
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fine-grain incremental implementation and can be applied for efficient implementation 
of operators over attribute values that are aggregates. 

The implementation language is LeLisp [LeL90], a Lisp dialect. The basic pro
gramming unit in LeLisp is a function. To avoid confusion between LeLisp functions 
and functions in an AsF+SDF specification, we use operator in this chapter to indicate 
the latter kind of functions. 

Overview of this chapter 

In the remainder of this chapter we discuss the interfaces with the rewrite engine and 
the editor in a programming environment and some non-standard features of the imple
mentation. Section 6.2 discusses the global set up of the extendible Equation Manager. 
Section 6.3 discusses the standard preprocessing of equations and the extensions for 
incremental reduction. In Section 6.4 we describe the standard reduction strategy as 
well as the handles for extending the rewrite engine with alternative strategics. The 
particular extension for incremental reduction is described in Section 6.5. The interface 
with the editor is described in Section 6.6. In Section 6.7 we highlight implementa
tion aspects of non-standard features like syntactic references, varying granularity and 
fine-grain incrementality. Section 6.8 contains some conclusions. 

6 .2 The Equation Manager 

The Equation Manager, EQM for short, is the piece of code in the AsF+SDF meta
environment that analyzes equations, generates the term rewrite system and performs 
the actual rewriting. The Equation Manager has been designed and written by C.H.S. 
Dik. 

Whereas the standard reduce functions implement a leftmost innermost rewrite 
strategy, the Equation Manager has been designed in such a way that alternative 
rewrite procedures can be added easily and, to a large extent, independently. Its ex
tendibility permits on the one hand easy experiments with techniques like lazy rewrit
ing, outermost strategies, higher order rewriting, incremental rewriting, and debug
ging. On the other hand, it ensures clean interfaces between the core of the Equation 
Manager and the various extensions. In Section 6.3- 6.5 a detailed description is given 
of the Equation Manager and the extensions for incremental rewriting. Herc, we first 
give a global description. 

The key idea of the extendible rewrite engine is that a term is reduced by applying 
the particular reduce function associated with the top-operator of the term. During 
preprocessing of equations, each strategy can declare the name of its reduce function , 
and select the operators that belong to it. 

Extending the Equation Manager with a new strategy is done by simply declaring 
the names of hook functions. At certain designated points during preprocessing of 
equations, and at reduction time, control is given to alternative strategies by invoking 
one of their hook functions. 

Data structures for preprocessing, and runtime data structures are extended with 
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an extra field containing a table. Each strategy can add information to these tables, 
with a key that indicates the strategy itself. Only functions that belong to a certain 
strategy are supposed to access the information relevant to that strategy. 

New strategies can thus be defined easily, yet not entirely independently. It may 
happen that different strategies select the same operator. The reduce function of the 
strategy whose hook functions are invoked last , is then associated with the operator 
in question. 

6.3 Preprocessing 

In the Equation Manager, the preprocessing of equations consists of three steps. First, 
each equation is checked and a data structure, EQstruct, is constructed. An EQstruct 
typically contains all parts of the equation such as, left-hand side, right-hand side, and 
conditions, as well as extra information, like error messages related to this equation. 
An extra field in EQstruct is reserved for storing information for alternative strategies. 
This field contains a table. Each strategy can add its own pair with a key to indicate 
the strategy and the information for that strategy as entry. For each alternative 
strategy a hook function is called, to perform additional checks on the equation and 
store extra information. 

Second, all EQstructs are hashed according to the top operator of the left-hand 
side. For each alternative strategy and for each operator, a hook function is called 
with three arguments: the operator, the equations for that operator, and a structure 
with information on all operators and equations of the specification. 

Third, a hook function is called for each strategy so that global checks can be 
performed and information relevant to all operators and all equations can be stored. 

Hence, the designer of an alternative strategy has to define three hook functions 
for preprocessing. We discuss now the ones for incremental rewriting. 

6.3.1 Preprocessing per equation 

For incremental rewriting, we distinguish incremental equations- that is, equations of 
which the top-operator of the left-hand side has been declared as incremental- and 
non-incremental equations. 

For each non-incremental equation, we check that no incremental operator occurs 
anywhere in the equation. For each incremental equation we check that the require
ments for a well-presentable primitive recursive scheme, as formulated in Chapter 2 
are met. For incremental operators over list sorts, checks are performed as described 
in Chapter 4. If equations are not correct, warnings or error messages are generated, 
with suggestions for reparation. 

Information for incremental reduction is stored in the EQstruct for each equation. 
For the right-hand side of the equation, attribute dependencies are derived for the right
hand side of the equation, and for the terms on both sides of each condition as described 
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. For incremental operators over lists , information about 
the attribute dependencies for lists is gathered, as described in Chapter 4. 
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For each incremental term in the right-hand side and conditions, we store the rank 
(child number) of its grammar term relative to the grammar term in the left-hand 
side. For instance, in the equation 

tcp(program (Decls, Stms)) = tcstms(Stms, tcdecls(Decls,empty-tenv)) 

the rank of the grammar term in tcstms(Stms, tcdecls (Decls , empty- tenv)) is 2, i.e, the 
rank of Stms in program (Decls ,Stms). 

If the grammar term is not the subterm of the grammar term in the left-hand side, 
we require that it equals a parameter term in the left-hand side. In that case the 
rank information contains a description of the inherited attribute associated with the 
parameter. A fine-grain incremental implementation will be derived, as explained in 
Section 6.7.3. 

If a grammar term occurs in the right-hand side or condition of an incremental 
equation, and this grammar term is not the subterm of an incremental term, a syntactic 
reference attribute is associated with this grammar term. In Section 6.7.1 we discuss 
the subject of syntactic references. 

6.3.2 Preprocessing per operator 

In the second phase of preprocessing, we determine for each incremental operator its 
grammar sort, i.e. the sort of its first argument. 

6 .3.3 Global checks 

In the third phase, we check whether the set of equations for incremental functions is 
well-presentable. 

The name of the function for incremental reduction is stored for each incremental 
operator. Extra arguments for this function are needed for the creation of attributes 
and attribute dependencies during incremental reduction. These arguments are the 
list of all grammar sorts and the dependency relation for attributes of grammar sorts 
that are lists. For incremental equations with a list grammar sort, information on 
the dependency relation per equation is combined, to yield the dependency relation of 
attributes of the list sort. 

6.4 An extendible rewrite engine 

As mentioned before, the key concept of the rewrite engine of the Equation Manager is 
that a term is reduced by applying the function associated with the top-operator of the 
term. During preprocessing of equations, the name of a reduce function is associated 
with each operator. In this section we explain the default strategy together with its 
handles for allowing combination with alternative strategies. 

Figure 6.2 presents an overview of the internal structure of the rewrite machine, and 
shows both the default rewrite strategy and the extension for incremental rewriting. 
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The double box with ReduceTree , on top of the figure, together with the diamond 
shape, op?, express that when a term is to be reduced the Reduce Tree function checks 
the top operator and chooses whether the function Leftmostinnermost is to be used 
or the function IncReduce. 

6.4.1 Leftmost innermost reduction 

We explain the leftmost tree of Figure 6.2, while ignoring the ellipses with Condinfo 
and Rhsinfo . 

ReduceSon: When reducing a term according to the leftmost-innermost strategy the 
subterms of the term are reduced first by recursively applying the ReduceTree 
function to these subterms. The subterms are replaced by their normal forms. 

Reduce□nce: Next, the function ReduceOnce is applied to the term. The function 
FindEq tries, by means of CheckEq, to find an equation of which the left-hand 
side matches the term and the conditions succeed. 

During matching, Match, a substitution table of variable and terms is built. If 
matching succeeds and conditions are checked by CheckCond, this table is used 
to substitute the variables in the condition in SubsLeft and SubsRight. After 
substitution, each side of the condition is reduced to normal form by applying 
the function ReduceTree. The function Compare compares these two normal 
forms. A condition succeeds when they are equal. 

When an equation has been found with a matching left-hand side and succeeding 
conditions, the term in its right-hand side is instantiated using SubsRhs. Finally, 
the original term is replaced by this instantiated right-hand side. 

Reduction stops when CheckEq does not find an applicable equation. The term 
is then marked as normalized. 

ReduceTree: If the term is not marked as normalized the function ReduceTree is 
called again to further reduce the term. 

6.4.2 Handles for alternative strategies 

Three small extensions to the basic rewrite machine were needed to make it possible to 
use alternative rewrite strategies in combination with the standard reduce functions. 

First , an extra argument is added to all reduce functions , in which information 
could be maintained for alternative strategies. The argument is a table, in which a 
key indicates an alternative strategy and the related table entry indicates the runtime 
data structure for that strategy. 

Second, calls to hook functions of alternative strategies are done by Condinfo , 
before a term on a condition side is reduced, and by Rhsinfo after the right-hand side 
of an equation is instantiated, that is, before reduction proceeds with the instantiated 
right-hand side. The hook functions can update their runtime data structures with 
information from the equation at hand. 
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Figure 6.2: Representation of the internal structure of the rewrite engine of the 
AsF+SoF meta-environment. The tree on the left contains the functions implement
ing a leftmost innermost rewrite strategy. The ellipses with Condinfo and Rhsinfo 
invoke hook functions for alternative strategies. The tree on the right contains the 
functions for incremental rewriting. 
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Finally, to ensure transparency and maintainability, macros for invoking default 
reduce functions or alternative reduce functions are provided. When a reduce function 
is called by means of a macro, standard arguments with standard names are passed 
along. The designer of an alternative reduce function only has to know the names for 
relevant arguments, usually only the term to be reduced, and its top-operator. \i\Then, 
for some reason, the number of arguments for reduce functions is changed, only these 
macros have to be updated. 

Three hook functions must be declared to extend the rewrite engine with an al
ternative strategy: the actual reduce function, a function to be invoked by Condinfo , 
and one that is invoked by Rhsinfo . 

6.5 Extending the rewrite engine 

Incremental reduction has been implemented by extending the rewrite engine with 
functions for reducing terms with an incremental operator. We first discuss the use of 
storage in incremental rewriting. Next, we treat the functions invoked by Condinfo 
and Rhsinfo for updating this data structures with information stored in equations. 
Finally, we explain the incremental reduce functions. 

6.5.1 Storage for incremental reduction 

Our concern is incremental rewriting of an initial term </>(T, t 1 , ... , tm), of which the 
grammar term, T, is the term in the editor. Intermediate normal forms are stored in 
attributes of the parse tree of T. 

Attributes and dependencies 

Attributes have a name, a value, a status, and a graph-id. The name of a synthesized 
attribute for an operator ¢ is the pair (¢, 0). The name of an inherited attribute 
associated with the k-th parameter of¢ is the pair (¢, k). An attribute value is a 
normal form. The status is meant to indicate whether a value can safely be used or 
not. For efficiency reasons explained in Chapter 2, we have two status indications 
for reliable attributes: "Unchanged" and "Changed", and two status indications that 
indicate a value is not reliable: "TobeEvaluated" and "Initial". The graph-id is used 
to distinguish between attributes of different graphs in a multiply attributed tree as 
used by fine-grain incrementality (Section 6.7.3). 

Attributes are connected by means of a dependency graph. When T is edited, 
attributes at the top of a new subtree get status "Initial". Other attributes whose 
value may depend on the modification, are marked as "TobeEvaluated" . When a new 
normal form is stored in an attribute and this new value equals the previous one, 
its status becomes "Unchanged" ; otherwise it is set to "Changed". The status of 
"Changed" attributes is reset to "Unchanged" when reduction is finished. 

Attributes and dependencies are created during reduction. Dependencies are up
dated dynamically for efficiency reasons as discussed in Chapter 3. Incoming edges 
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of synthesized attributes are therefore labeled with the equation that has introduced 
them. 

Runtime data structure 

The runtime data structure contains dynamic information and static information. The 
dynamic parts consists of pointers to attributes and to subtrees of the parse tree: 

• A pointer to the attributed parse tree. 

• A stack of pointers to current tree, a subtree or sublist of the attributed tree that 
corr.esponds to the first subterm/the grammar term of the incremental term being 
reduced. 

• A stack of pointers to the left-hand-side tree, this is also a subtree or sublist of 
the attributed tree, usually the parent tree of current tree. During incremental 
rewriting, subtrees of the attributed tree are visited in an order that is induced 
by the equations that are applied. When an incremental term occurs in the 
instantiated right-hand side or condition of an equation, its grammar term is 
always a subterm of the grammar term of the term matching the left-hand side 
of this equation. Therefore, we keep a reference to this left-hand side tree. 

• A stack of pointers to current attributes, attributes of current tree that are as
sociated with the incremental operator of the term being reduced. 

• A list of changed attributes, attributes whose value has changed and whose status 
has been set to "Changed". 

The static information used at runtime is information created during preprocessing. 
It consists of global information needed for creation of attribute and dependencies , 
which is not stored in EQstructs. 

• The attribute dependencies for incremental operators over lists, needed for cre
ation of attribute dependencies. 

• A list of grammar sorts needed for the dynamic creation of syntactic reference 
attributes, (Section 6.7.1). 

6.5.2 Condinfo and Rhsl;1fo 

During preprocessing, information about attribute dependencies for terms in the con
ditions and the right-hand side term of an equation, as well as rank information for 
the incremental subterms, is stored in the EQstruct of that equation. 

The hook functions that are invoked by Condinfo and Rhs Info use this information 
to create and update attributes and dependencies for the condition term or right
hand side term to be reduced. Moreover, they store rank information in the relevant 
incremental subterms so that the proper rank of an incremental subterm will be known, 
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regardless of the order in which these subterms are to be reduced by IncReduce. 
(Another solution that would achieve the same effect would have been to store a 
pointer to each incremental subterm together with its rank.) 

6.5.3 Incremental reduction 

We are now ready to explain the rightmost part of the tree in Figure 6.2. The function 
IncReduce is applied to reduce terms with an incremental top-operator. First , we 
explain the three steps at the top. 

Getinfo: When incremental reduction of a term starts, the runtime data structure 
is updated. The left-hand-side tree is used to find the new current tree: 

If there is no left-hand-side tree, the first subterm of the incremental term must 
equal the stored attributed term. The pointer to the top of the stored tree is 
put on the stack for the current tree. 

Otherwise, the rank information stored in the incremental term is used to find 
the current tree as a subtree of left-hand-side tree. 

If the grammar term of the incremental term is a sublist or a list element , we 
only know its rank with respect to the surrounding sublist . The left-hand-side 
tree is then a sublist; we use the rank of the first element of the left-hand-side 
tree to compute the absolute rank of the current element or sublist. 

When the rank information contains an attribute indication, then the new cur
rent tree is the value of an attribute of left-hand-side tree. 

Among the attributes of current tree the attributes for the top operator of term 
are selected or created, if they are not present. A pointer to these attributes is 
put on the stack for current attributes. 

Status?: If the status of the current synthesized attribute indicates that the attribute 
contains a reliable value, reduction can be avoided and the function AttValue is 
used to replace the term by the attribute value. Otherwise, the normal form of 
the term must be computed using Doinc. 

Resetinfo: The pointer to the current tree is removed from the stack. When the 
stack of current trees is empty, incremental reduction is finished. The status of 
all changed attributes is set to "Unchanged" , and the status of their "TobeEvalu
ated" successors is set to "Initial". 

The function Doinc interleaves calls to reduce functions with calls to functions for 
retrieving information, storing information, and attribute updating. 

IncSon: First, each subterm is replaced by its normal form; this is done incrementally 
by IncSon. When a reliable attribute status is found for the current inherited 
attribute associated with a subterm, reduction is avoided and AttValue replaces 
the subterm by this value. 
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Otherwise, DorncSon calls the function ReduceSon to find the normal form of 
the subterm. The function Storer stores the normal form in the proper current 
inherited attribute. The new attribute value is compared with the previous 
one. When the new value differs from the previous one, the attribute status 
becomes "Changed" , and the attribute is added to the list of changed attributes. 
Otherwise, the status is set to "Unchanged". Status information is propagated 
to successor attributes. We discuss this in the next section. In Section 6. 7.3 we 
explain what happens when an attributed attribute value changes. 

NewLhs: Before reduction proceeds, the pointer to current tree is put on the stack of 
left-hand-side trees. This is done because the incremental term of which current 
tree is the grammar term, which is going to be matched to the left-hand side of 
an equation. 

Reduce0nce, ReduceTree: The EQMfunctions Reduce0nce and ReduceTree are ap
plied as was done for standard leftmost-innermost reduction. 

Stores: The normal form is stored in the current synthesized attribute. The rest of 
the procedure is similar to Storer. 

RemLhs: Finally, the pointer to the left-hand-side tree is removed from its stack. 

6.5.4 Propagation functions 

Propagation functions are functions that take an attribute in a dependency graph 
and propagate status information in successors of the attribute. For instance, when 
a new attribute value is stored in an attribute and this value equals the old one, the 
status of the attribute becomes "Unchanged" . A propagation function then inspects 
the successors with status "TobeEvaluated". If a successor is found to have only "Un
changed" predecessors, its status is reset to "Unchanged" as well and propagation 
proceeds from there. Propagation functions are implementations of the algorithms 
in Chapter 2, and the algorithm in Chapter 5 for copy dependencies and remote 
successors. 

To keep Figure 6.2 uncluttered we ignored the need for code of status propagation. 
It is possible that in Storer the value of an inherited attribute has not changed, and 
that , as a consequence, the status of the corresponding synthesized attribute is set 
to "Unchanged". In that case further reduction of the term can be skipped , and the 
functions NewLhs , Reduce0nce , ReduceTree and RemLhs need not be applied. 

6.6 Interface with the editor 

In the AsF+SDF meta-environment , syntax directed editors [Koo92b] are generated 
for programs in a specified language. A syntax directed editor uses an incremental 
parse technique that is regulated by a focus. A focus is positioned around a part of 
the text in the editor corresponding to a subtree of the parse tree. Text outside the 
focus is always correctly parsed. Within the focus one can edit text. Upon request , 
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the text within the focus is parsed . Buttons can be added to the editor, that, when 
pressed activate operations, such as type checking, compilation, and evaluation, on the 
program in the editor. More sophisticated facilities for customizing editors [Koo92a] 
can be used to declare operations as so called active tools. Instead of being invoked 
only on explicit request by the user , an active operation is applied automatically after 
each parse. 

For incremental rewriting, information is stored in attributes of the parse tree of 
an edit term. When the term is edited and re-parsed , some information is discarded. 
We now discuss how the remaining information is updated. 

After each parse, the top of a new subtree, i.e , the smallest subtree of a grammar 
sort that contains the modifications , inherits the attributes of the top node of the 
previous subtree. Hardly any attributes have to be created for the lower nodes of 
the new subtree, because attributes and dependencies can be created at run time. 
An exception is discussed in Section 6.7.1. Dependencies between attributes in the 
old subtree and attributes at the top of new subtree, as well as remote dependencies 
between attributes in the old subtree and attributes in the rest of the tree, are removed. 
If the new subtree is a list element that has been inserted, attribute dependencies are 
restored according to the dependencies derived from defining equations for incremental 
operators over lists. 

The status of the synthesized attributes at a new subtree is set to "Initial", and 
successors along a dependency path to the top of the parse tree are marked as "Tobe
Evaluated", as described in Chapter 2. 

6. 7 Non-standard Features 

We discuss in this section some non-standard features and the effects on the imple
mentation. In real-life PRS-like specifications, many sorts used in the specification of 
the syntax of a language are also used in the description of its semantics. We introduce 
syntactic-reference attributes to handle this . Next, we discuss incremental implemen
tation with varying granularity. Finally, we briefly mention some implementation 
aspects of fine-grain incremental reduction. 

6 .7.1 Syntactic references 

In the definition of a PRS (G, S , <I>, Eq, Eq~), the sorts of S and G are assumed to 
be disjoint . However, in existing type check specifications many sorts used in the 
specification of the syntax of a language are also used in the description of its semantics, 
especially trivial sorts like Booleans, natural numbers, and identifiers. 

If the result of an incremental operator applied to some constructor depends directly 
on the value of one of its subterms, a syntactic reference attribute or syntref attribute 
is created at this subterm, together with a dependency from this syntref attribute to 
the attribute for the incremental operator in question. 

Example 6 .2 The following equation specifies the type checking of a declaration that 
consists of an identifier and a type. 
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id 

Figure 6.3: Syntref attributes 

tcdecl(decl(Id , Type) , Tenv) = add(pair(Id, Type), Tenv) 

The result is a type-environment extended with an entry for that same identifier 
and its type. Thus, the value of the attribute for tcdecl depends directly on the 
subtrees Id and Type. Figure 6.3 illustrates how syntref attributes are applied to yield 
the proper dependencies. □ 

A syntref attribute is a synthesized attribute. Its name is (syntref, 0 ), and its value 
is the tree to which it has been attached. At most one syntref attribute is needed per 
subtree. When a syntref attribute is created for the top node of a tree T during 
reduction or at edit time, the attribute dependency graph Dr is extended further by 
adding a syntref attribute to all subtrees of T that belong to a grammar sort. This 
extension is recursively applied to these sons. The syntref attribute at a node is always 
the successor of the syntref attribute of its children. 

6.7.2 Granularity 

Sometimes reduction of a term is so simple that it is not worthwile to store the result 
for incremental evaluation. The granularity of a set of incremental operators can 
therefore be defined by the writer of a specification. One can, for instance, declare 
the type check operators for programs, declarations, lists of statements, and single 
statements, to be incremental, but omit the type check operators for expressions. In 
that case, the sort Exp does not belong to the grammar sorts. 

Several groups of incremental operators with different granularity can be combined, 
e.g, type check operators with the above mentioned granularity, with compile operators 
that, for some reason, are incremental for expressions but not for declarations. The set 
of grammar sorts then includes both Exp and Decls. During preprocessing of equations, 
syntref attributes are associated with grammar terms that are not subterms of an 
incremental term . As a consequence, syntref attributes are automatically associated 
with terms of sort Exp during preprocessing of equations for type checking, and with 
terms of sort Deel during preprocessing of equations for compilation. In this way the 
grain size of the two sets of operators becomes identical. 

For updating attributes after editing a subtree, we take as a starting point the 
smallest surrounding subtree that belongs to a grammar sort. 
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Figure 6.4: Attributed attribute value 

6. 7.3 Fine-grain incrementality 

The standard strategy provides an incremental implementation for operators over sorts 
that appear in an editor. For a further improvement of the performance, operators of 
which the sort of the first argument appears as a parameter sort of other incremental 
operators, can be declared incremental as well. This results in a fine-grain incremen
tal implementation, and can be applied for efficient implementation of functions over 
attribute values that are aggregates. In Chapter 5 we have described fine-grain incre
mentality. The actual implementation follows that description. During preprocessing 
of the equations, information for fine-grain incrementality is gathered when the gram
mar term of an incremental term in a right-hand side or condition equals a parameter 
term of the left-hand side. During reduction, this will result in an attribution of the 
value of the inherited attribute associated with that parameter term. 

Example 6.3 Assume that the operators tcstm and lookup have been declared incre
mental. In the equation below the first argument of the lookup-term is Tenv, which 
is the parameter of tcstm in the left-hand side. During reduction of some term tc
stm( assign(Foo,Exp ), Tenv ) , the value Tenv of the inherited attribute (tcstm.1) will be 
decorated with attributes for lookup. 

tcstm(assign(Jd , Exp) , Tenv) = compatible(lookup( Tenv, Id), tcexp(Exp, Tenv )) 

D 

The attribution of an attribute value differs from attribution of the abstract syntax 
tree of a program in an editor in that several attribute graphs may occur for one incre
mental function with different parameter values. To distinguish between attributes of 
different graphs, attributes are extended with the notion of a graph-id. The graph-id 
is computed from the function name and the parameter values. 

The successors of attributes at the top of an attributed attribute value Aux are 
attributes in another tree: either the abstract syntax tree of a program in an editor 
or another attributed attribute value, if Aux belongs to a subPRS of another subPRS. 
During reduction , the function Storer is used to store a new value in an inherited 
attribute. If the new value differs from the old one and the old value is attributed, the 
difference 6 is computed and subtrees are replaced in the old value so that it equals the 
new one. Attributes at the top of new subtrees are marked "Initial" and propagation 
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functions are applied to set the status of their successors to "TobeEvaluated". If the 
status of attributes at the top of the new attribute value become "TobeEvaluatcd", 
status propagation is continued at the successor of such attributes. 

6.8 Conclus ions 

We have described the implementation of incremental rewriting for conditional prim
itive recursive schemes, based on an innermost rewrite strategy. The implementation 
can handle multiple subtree replacements, incremental functions over lists , arbitrary 
granularity, and fine-grain incrementality. The interface with the standard rewrite en
gine in the AsF+SDF system is simple and elegant, thanks to the facilities for adding 
alternative rewrite strategies provided by the Equation Manager , the piece of code re
sponsible for generating the term rewrite system and performing the actual rewriting. 

In the next chapter we asses the performance of this implementation 
Although Figure 6.2 may suggest differently, the code for the incremental extension 

to the Equation Manager is quite large. This is due mainly to the elaborate analyses 
of equations and the code for creation and updating of attributes and dependencies. 
The number of lines of code for the Equation Manager (EQM) and the extension for 
incremental rewriting (INC) give a rough impression. 

Preprocessing in EQM 1000 lines 
Reduction in EQM 750 lines 
Preprocessing for INC 2500 lines 
Reduction for INC 2300 lines 

In other words, the implementation of the extra functions for incremental rewriting is 
roughly 2.5 times as large as the original, non-incremental, implementation. 
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Chapter 7 

Performance evaluation of 
incremental rewriting 

7.1 Introduction 

To evaluate the performance of the implementation of the incremental techniques de
scribed in the previous chapters, we measured the cost for type checking Pico programs 
on the basis of the Pico specification in Appendix C. 

It is obvious from the theoretical description that incremental reduction reduces 
the number of rewrite steps. Since incrementality inevitably comes with time and 
space overhead for storing additional information, we also discuss the time gain of our 
implementation 

It should be noted that the effectiveness of the method depends largely on the 
particular specification to which it is applied. For instance, when the type checking 
rules cause most language constructs in a program to depend on many other parts of 
a program, our technique is not appropriate for speeding up the process. We believe, 
however, that the Pico type checker is a simple example of a large class of type checking 
specifications with similar incremental behaviour (e.g, most Algol-like languages). 

We present the measurements for type checking Pico programs incrementally. We 
discuss overhead costs for initial incremental type checking, and incremental checking 
after modifications of different sizes have been made to the program. Next, we illus
trate the effect of fine-grain incremental reduction. Finally, we show how much extra 
memory is used for storing information for incremental reduction. 

In our measurements, we concentrate on the effects of incremental rewriting. There
fore , we exclude the time spent on necessary but non-essential tasks: 

• Determination of modifications. In our current implementation these are deter
mined by computing the difference between the original tree and the modified 
tree. In Section 6.6 is explained how the difference can be determined with some 
help from the syntax directed editor. 

• Conversion between term representations. The term representation during rewrit
ing differs from the representation used for attributed trees, which is the one used 
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in syntax directed editors. This requires occasional conversion from one repre
sentation to another. 

All measurements were performed on a Silicon Graphics workstation, type Iris 
INDIGO, running under operating system IRIX Release 4.0.5F System V, with 24 
Mbytes internal memory. 

7.2 Basic Implementation 

Figure 7.1 shows the number of rewrites steps for type checking type-correct programs 
of various lengths as well as the time spent. It presents graphs for non-incremental 
type checking (not-inc), incremental type checking of a program without using any 
preliminary information (init-inc), and incremental type checking after a small mod
ification (inc). Figure 7.2 presents the same information for programs that are not 
type-correct. 

7.2.1 Initial costs 

Description of the test In the test specification the type check functions tcp, 
tcdecls , tcstms, tcstm, tcexp were declared incremental. 

We performed measurements on programs with 10 declarations and various num
bers of statements. In the first test (Figure 7.1) the statements are simple type correct 
assignments like ldl := ld2 , in which the type of both identifiers is natural. In the 
second test (Figure 7.2) the statements are incorrect assignments like ldl := ld2 , in 
which the type of ldl is natural and the type of ld2 is string. 

In all programs we modified the last statement by replacing one identifier by a new 
undeclared identifier. This modification changed the type check value of this statement 
to compatible(natural,lookup(empty-tenv,Newid). It also changed the type check result 
of the whole program. 

Discussion Initial incremental rewriting is the same as non-incremental rewriting 
but with some side effects. So the number of rewrite steps is the same in both cases. 
The overhead time for initial incremental rewriting is the time needed for the creation 
of attributes and their dependencies and storing normal forms in them. 

From the difference between the graphs for non-incremental reduction and for initial 
incremental reduction we can derive that the overhead for initial incremental reduction 
for 140 assignments is approximately 1 second. Apart from the two attributes for tcp 
and tcdecls , a program with N assignments is decorated with 6N attributes. Hence, 
about 800 attributes can be created in 1 second. 

The number of rewrite steps for incrementally processing a small modification is low 
because the type checking of all other statements can be avoided. There is overhead 
time for attribute updating. This includes t ime for status propagation, the costs for 
looking up attributes, and the costs for comparing attribute values. 
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Figure 7.1: Cost of non-incremental type checking of programs (not-inc) , incremental 
type checking without making use of previous results (init-inc) , and incremental type 
checking after a small modification (inc). All programs are type-correct. 
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Figure 7.2: Cost of non-incremental type checking of programs (not-inc), incremental 
type checking without making use of previous results (init-inc), and incremental type 
checking after a small modification (inc). In each program all statements are incorrect. 
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The cost for comparing two attribute values is proportional to the size of the small
est value. According to our example specification the type check value of a type correct 
statement is always true, and so is the type check value of a list of correct statements. 
Hence the overhead time in Figure 7.1 is very small. The type check value of an in
correct statement in the programs of Figure 7.2 is compatible(natural,string) . The type 
check value of a list of such incorrect statements is compatible(natural,string) & (com
patible(natural,string) & ... & (compatible(natural,string) ) ... ); its size is proportional 
to the length of the list. Consequently comparing attribute values is more expensive 
in this case. 

7.2.2 The size of the modification 

We want to know the largest modifications for which incremental processing is still 
profitable. Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 present the number of rewrite steps and the time 
needed for processing modifications of various sizes incrementally. 

Description of the test In the test specification the type check functions tcp, 
tcdecls, tcstms, tcstm, tcexp were declared incremental. 

The first test program (Figure 7.3) has 10 declarations and 100 type correct as
signments of the form ldl = ld2. The modifications replace statements at the end of 
the program by other correct assignments. 

The second test program (Figure 7.4) has 10 declarations and 100 assignments ldl 
:= ld2 , in which the type of ldl is natural and the type of ld2 is string. The modifications 
replace statements at the end of the program, by incorrect assignments ldl := ld3 , in 
which the type of ld3 is string. 

Discussion Clearly the number of rewrite steps for incremental re-checking a pro
gram after a modification of any size is always less than the number of rewrite steps 
needed for non-incremental type checking. 

When considering the time needed we notice that both Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 
show that in a program with 100 statements the crossover point is at about 70 state
ments. This means that incremental processing a modification of less than 70 state
ments is cheaper than completely checking the modified program of 100 statements. 

Note that, after completely replacing a program, incremental costs will be equal 
to the costs for an initial incremental reduction. 

7.3 Fine-grain implementation 

In this section we pay special attention to modifications in declarations. Whereas 
the cost of updating after a modification in the statements is linear in the size of 
the modification, applying the standard, coarse-grain, incremental technique after a 
modification in the declarations will always cause the whole statements section to 
be type checked again. Fine-grain incrementality is an extension of the standard 
incremental technique which is meant to remedy this shortcoming. 
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Figure 7.3: Cost of not-incremental and incremental type checking of a program after 
modifications of various sizes. Before and after the modification the program is type 
correct. 
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Figure 7.4: Cost of not-incremental and incremental type checking of a program after 
modifications of various sizes. Before and after the modification all statements are 
incorrect . 
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By declaring the lookup function on type environments as incremental (see Ap
pendix C) a modification in the declaration of an identifier causes a re-check only of 
the statements and expressions in which this identifier actually occurs. 

7.3.1 Initial costs 

Figure 7.5 shows the initial cost for fine-grain incremental reduction and compares it 
to the cost for non-incremental reduction and standard incremental reduction. 

Description of the test In the test specification the type check functions tcp , 
tcdecls , tcstms, tcstm , tcexp as well as lookup were declared incremental. 

Again we used example programs with 10 declarations and a various number of 
type correct assignments ldl = ld2 . The use of the 10 declared identifiers is spread 
evenly over the statements section. 

Discussion We already mentioned in Section 7.2.1 that the number of rewrite steps 
for initial coarse-grain incremental type checking equals the number of rewrite steps 
for non-incremental type checking. Fine-grain incremental type checking takes less 
steps due to the fact that the normal form of each lookup Tenv for Id is stored in a 
function-cache , the first time it occurs. This normal form is used to avoid rewriting of 
later occurrences of this term. 

When considering the time needed we notice that for small programs (less than 
about 15 assignments) the time for fine-grain reduction exceeds the time for standard 
incremental reduction. This is caused by the creating of an attribute dependency graph 
for the lookup function at a Type-environment for each first occurrence of an identifier 
in the statement section. In larger programs fine-grain reduction is even faster than 
non-incremental reduction. 

7.3.2 Modifying the declarations 

Figure 7.6 compares the various strategies after changing the first declaration. 

Description of the test We used the same specification and programs as in the 
previous section. After a program had been checked, we modified the type of its first 
declaration and re-checked the program. 

Discussion After a modification in the declarations standard, coarse-grain, incre
mental reduction takes almost as many rewrite steps as type checking the complete 
program, because the complete statements section is to be re-checked. It takes even 
more time than non-incremental type checking of the complete program, due to the 
additional overhead for attribute updating. 

As expected, the number of rewrite steps is considerably lower for fine-grain in
cremental rewriting. For programs with more than about 15 statements fine-grain 
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Figure 7.5 : Cost of non-incremental (not-inc), coarse-grain incremental (init-inc) and 
fine-grain incremental (init-finegrain-inc) type checking of programs without using 
previous results. 
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grain incremental (finegrain-inc) type checking of programs after the type of one iden
tifier has been modified 
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incremental rewriting is indeed an improvement. The overhead costs that are v1s1-
ble for smaller programs are due to computation of the differences between the old 
Type-environment and the new one, as well as the subsequent updating of the lookup 
attributes. 

7.4 Lists 

AsF+SoF supports lists sorts, and we performed all tests described in this chapter 
for type check specifications with lists sorts. 

The main effect on the results for incremental rewriting has to do with the absence 
of information on sublists. (See Chapter 4 and the description of the implementation 
in the previous chapter.) 

Because of this, the cost for incremental processing after an element has been mod
ified does not depend on its position, and is always equal to the cost of a modification 
to the last element of a right-recursive list. 

Apart from this, the test results for functions on lists sorts were similar to the ones 
discussed here. 

7.5 Memory 

As already mentioned before incremental techniques inevitably use more memory than 
their non-incremental counterparts, because information has to be stored. Figure 7.7 
shows the amount of memory used for incremental rewriting as compared to non
incremental rewriting. 

Description of the test In the test specification the type check functions tcp , 
tcdecls, tcstms, tcstm, tcexp as well as tcidlist and tcid were declared incremental. We 
used example programs with 10 declarations and an increasing number of correct 
assignments ldl = ld2 . 

The standard garbage collection function in LeLisp [LeL90] provides information on 
memory-space used. We invoked this garbage collector each time after an editor with 
a program text was opened, after the program was parsed and after non-incremental 
or incremental type checking of the program. 

We repeated the tests for fine-grain incremental rewriting (by adding the indication 
incremental for the lookup function) as well as for type incorrect programs. 

Discussion The graph for non-incremental reduction indicates the amount of space 
used for storing the parse tree of the program in the editor. No extra memory is used 
by non-incremental type checking. The additional amount used for incremental type 
checking is spent on storing attributes and attribute dependencies. 

We did not find any significant difference between the space used for fine-grain 
or coarse-grain incremental type checking. Nor between the space needed for correct 
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Figure 7.7: Memory used for non-incremental (not-inc), and incremental (inc) type 
checking of programs 

programs (with small attribute values) and incorrect programs (with large attribute 
values). 

7.6 Conclusions 

Incremental reduction after a modification is often faster than non-incremental reduc
tion, if the modification is not too large. Fine-grain incrementality is an improvement 
over standard incremental reduction. Fine-grain incrementality does not only result in 
efficient incremental behavior after a modification in the declarations, but also causes 
a memoization effect for the lookup function. 

The overhead for handling attributes is acceptable but could probably be made 
smaller. The same holds for the amount of memory used. 

The tests with incorrect programs made clear that large attribute values reduces 
the effect of incremental rewriting. It should be investigated whether the use of more 
detailed information about the dependencies between attribute values and the values 
of their predecessor attributes can improve this situation. Consider, for instance, an 
attribute Att whose value is a free constructor which has the values of its predecessor 
attributes as arguments. In this case we could create constructor dependencies between 
subterm of the value of Att and the values of its predecessors. When one of the 
predecessors changes we can make use of these dependencies in updating the attribute 
value for Att by replacing the subterm related to that value. In this way we can avoid 
the expensive comparison between the old attribute value and the new one. 



Chapter 8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Summary 

We have developed a technique for incremental rewriting for a class of algebraic speci
fications that is especially suited to specifying tools for type checking, program trans
formation , pretty-printing and compiling programs. 

The class is an extension of the class of well-presented primitive recursive schemes 
with parameters (PRSs) . We have exploited the fact that specifications in this class are 
equivalent to attribute grammars of a certain kind, by storing results of intermediate 
rewrite steps in attributes of the parse tree of a term being edited. The incremental 
rewrite strategy is a standard leftmost innermost strategy extended with checks on 
attributes. If an attribute does not contain a reliable value the normal form of the 
term being reduced is stored in the attribute. If on the other hand the value in the 
attribute is reliable this value is used to avoid further reduction of the term. 

The technique handles conditional equations in an efficient way, supports speci
fications with list sorts, and makes use of copy-dependencies between attributes. A 
simple and elegant extension has been described to allow for efficient processing of 
modifications in aggregate values like symbol tables. 

The technique has been implemented as an extension to the rewrite system of the 
AsF+SoF meta-environment. Measurements performed for the type checking of a 
small Pascal like language show that the technique leads to satisfactory incremental 
behavior. 

8.2 Applications 

Now that the incremental implementation is part of the AsF+SoF meta-environment, 
we can give an account of experiences in adapting existing specifications to specifica
tions with incremental functions. 

Algebraic specifications offer a lot of liberty to the user. The main adaptation 
for incremental implementations is to transform the equations for incremental opera
tors so that they meet the restrictions for equations in a layered primitive recursive 
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scheme with conditional equations and list sorts. Error messages and warnings provide 
suggestions to guide the specification writer. 

A very simple modification is to translate equations that are not left-linear into 
left-linear ones, by adding appropriate conditions. 

Equations for incremental functions must be one-step decreasing in their grammar 
arguments, that is, the first subterm, the grammar argument, of an incremental func
tion in the right-hand side or conditions of an equation must be a direct subterm of the 
grammar argument in the left-hand side. Often equations do not have this property. 

The specification must be well-presentable. Although this notion is difficult to 
explain it is a very natural one: most PRS-like specifications are well-presentable, 
Hence, the requirement does not cause many difficulties in practice. 

In general, one can say that it is easier to directly write a PRS-like specification 
with incremental functions than to transform an existing specification into one with 
incremental functions. In spite of this, specifications have been made incremental with 
relatively small effort. We mention three examples. 

Translation of C to Pim Field has specified in AsF+SDF a translation of a subset 
of C to Pim. Pim [Fie92] is meant to be used as an intermediate representation for 
semantic based programming tools. 

The structure of the equations for the compile functions were such that after some 
modifications the functions could be made incremental. 

Pretty-printing Van den Brand [Bra93] has specified a box language and trans
formation rules to generate a default pretty-printer from the AsF+SDF specification 
of the syntax of any language. The generated pretty-printers consist of incremental 
pretty-print functions that map programs and their substructures onto box terms, as 
well as defining equations for the pretty-print functions. 

Translation of Action Semantics to AsF+SDF Van Deursen and Mosses have 
specified in AsF+SDF a translation of Action Semantics specifications into AsF+SDF 
specifications [Mos92, DM93]. The generated environment is a syntax directed editor 
for Action Semantics, with buttons for translating the Action Semantics specification 
in the editor into an AsF+SDF specification. 

The original specification of the translator was not incremental. It took only half 
a day to make the changes necessary to make it incremental. For an Action Semantics 
specification of the dynamic semantics of the toy language Pico, the full translation to 
AsF+SDF takes 6628 rewrite steps and 10 seconds. After modifications in the equa
tions or import structure of the Action Semantics specification, incremental translation 
to AsF+SDF is 7-20 times faster. 

Besides the incremental translation function, two dump functions were specified in 
the translator: one for writing the generated AsF+SDF syntax to a file, and another 
one to do the same for the generated set of AsF+SDF equations. Both dump-syntax and 
dump-equations first invoke the complete translation function , and then takes the first 
subterm (the syntax) or the second one (the equations) of the result. An additional 
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advantage of the incremental behaviour of the translation function is that after one 
dump function has been performed the translation result is retained. Consequently, 
the other dump can be performed in one rewrite step. 

8.3 Limitations 

We list some of the limitations of our approach. 

• Our technique for incremental rewriting applies to a restricted class of algebraic 
specifications only. Algebraic specifications are attractive because of the uniform 
nature of a specification. It is unfortunate that for incremental rewriting we have 
to requiring a PRS structure of the specification. 

• A restriction related to the previous point is that only a limited control of the 
granularity of incrementality is offered. Not every arbitrary function can be 
declared to be incremental. 

• The current implementation is based on a leftmost innermost rewriting strategy, 
which is not always the most efficient one. In order to combine the benefits of 
outermost strategies with incremental rewriting the algorithms for incremental 
rewriting would have to be redesigned, but then they would become less efficient. 

• The implementation is large and therefore difficult to maintain. 

8.4 Further research 

It is desirable to adapt the algorithms for incremental rewriting so that the restrictions 
imposed on specifications for incremental rewriting can be relaxed. There remain 
possibilities for improving the performance of the specification. Final! , we mention a 
different approach to achieve incremental rewriting. 

Non-local dependencies Often, the writer of a specification is inclined to write 
equations for incremental functions over an operator with "grand children"; as in 
equation ¢(p(q(w1 , w2 )), .. . ) = 'lf;(w2 , . . . ). This would introduce a non-local depen
dency between attribute for ¢ at the top of p and attributes for 'If; at its grand child 
w2. Algorithms should be adapted so that incremental rewriting can deal with such 
non-local dependencies. 

Constructor dependencies The performance of the current implementation can 
be improved by exploiting constructor dependencies. Often an attribute value is a free 
constructor which has the values of its predecessor attributes as arguments. Rather 
than recomputing this attribute value when a predecessor has changed, one can simply 
replace the subterm related to that value. In this way we can also avoid possible 
expensive comparisons between the old attribute value and the new one. Constructor 
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dependencies can be thought of as an extension of copy dependencies . Constructor 
dependencies may be especially effective in two special cases. 

(i) The value of an attribute at a list node is constructed from the values of at
tributes in the list elements. In order to compute the constructed value, inter
mediate steps have to be performed for adding the values one by one. These 
steps can be avoided when the constructor attribute value is built or updated 
directly. 

(ii) The constructor attribute value is an attributed term itself. When an attributed 
attribute value changes, the differences between the previous value and the new 
value, now have to be computed explicitly, by comparing the two values (Chap
ter 5). When constructor dependencies are used, these differences can be pro
vided immediately. 

Incremental rewriting versus memoizing It has been shown that the (fine-grain) 
incremental implementation of a lookup function was not only a successful method for 
solving the aggregate value problem in incremental reduction, but also resulted in a 
considerable improvement in the initial reduction, due to a memoizing effect. 

It is not a good idea to offer facilities for both incremental functions and memo 
functions , and let the writer of a specification choose between them. Experience with 
fine-grain incrementality suggests that a small extension to the code for incremental 
rewriting will make it possible to combine the two options smoothly. This could be 
achieved as follows. Assume that a module exists with, for instance, the specification of 
a table data-type with an incremental lookup function. This module can then be used 
in any specification, and the implementation will make the choice between incremental 
rewriting or rewriting with memoization: 

• If the module is used as an auxiliary module in a specification with incremen
tal functions , which directly call the lookup functions, the result is a fine-grain 
incremental implementation, as described in this thesis. 

• If the module is used in an otherwise non-incremental specification or the lookup
function is called by non-incremental functions, the implementation will only 
cause a memo-effect. 

Transforming specifications Our implementation of incremental rewriting is very 
closely connected to one implementation of term rewriting systems. Instead of adapt
ing the term rewriting system like we have done , it may be interesting to transform 
specifications so that any implementation will incrementally rewrite terms over the 
transformed specification. 

An expected disadvantage of this approach is that it will not be as efficient as 
adapting the underlying implementation. 

The advantages of this approach however will be twofold. First, the transformation 
can be specified in AsF+SDF and it is likely that such a specification is easier to 
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maintain than Lisp code. Secondly, the transformed specification will render rewriting 
incremental for any implementation. This is especially interesting since Kamperman 
and Walters [KW93] are currently working on the development of an AsF+SDF-to-C 
compiler. Compiling a transformed incremental specification will yield a C-program 
for incremental rewriting. 
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Appendix A 

Correctness of incremental 
rewriting 

We give a correctness proof of the algorithms for incremental rewriting presented in 
Chapter 2. Our objective is to demonstrate that the result of incremental reduction 
equals the result of non-incremental reduction. 

A.1 Overview of the proof 

A tree can be decorated with dependency graphs for several groups of functions, for 
instance, functions for type checking and function for compilation of a program. In the 
general case these groups of functions can share certain functions. When attributes 
in one graph obtain a value during reduction , other attributes of other graphs usually 
do not. We can therefore not prove that incremental reduction of a term results in a 
correctly attributed tree. Instead, we introduce the weaker notion of safe attributes 
and a safely attributed tree and we will prove that incremental reduction always yields 
a safely attributed tree . 

The proof is constructed as follows. We give a definition of a safely attributed tree, 
and we prove the following steps, for preprocessing of T, reduction of ¢(T, t1 , ... , tm), 
and updating of T after reduction. 

Preprocessing, initial attribution Before any incremental reduction has taken 
place, T is safely attributed and the status of all attributes is "Initial" (Sec
tion A.5.1). 

Preprocessing, subtree replacements Subtree replacements in a safely attributed 
tree T, without attributes with status "Changed", followed by application 
PROPAGATE-TE-UP as described in Section 2.5.2, yields a safely attributed 
tree without attributes with status "Changed" (Section A.5 .2). 

Preprocessing, inherited attributes at the top Resetting the status of inherited 
attributes inh(¢, 1), ... , inh (<f>, m) of the top node of a safely attributed tree T , 
followed by applying PROPAGATE-TE-UP as described in Section 2.5.2, yields 
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a safely attributed tree , in which the status of the inherited attributes for cf> is 
"Initial" (Section A.5.3). 

Reduction Given a safely attributed tree T , in which the status of the inherited 
attributes for cf> is "Initial" , application of REDUCE-START(q;(T, t1 , . .. , tm), T) 
will result in a correct normal form for cf>(T, t 1 , ... , tm), and a safely attributed 
tree T (Section A. 7). 

Reset-changed Application of RESET-CHANGED to a safely attributed tree T , will 
result in a safely attributed tree T, without attributes with status "Changed" 
(Section A.8). 

A.2 The dependency graph 

We recall some terminology for dependency graphs as has been introduced in Chap
ter 2, and we list some properties of the dependency graph. 

A.2.1 Terminology 

Corresponding (inherited) attributes of a synthesized attribute cf> of a tree T, are the 
inherited attributes of the same tree that associated with the parameters for the same 
function cf> : inh(c/>, 1) , ... , inh(c/>, k). The corresponding synthesized attribute of an 
inherited attribute inh( ¢>, j) of a tree T is the attribute ¢ of the same tree. If an 
inherited attribute is associated with more than one paremeter, see Example 2.9, then 
its name is a list , e.g. (inh ('I/J, 1) , inh(x, 1)), and it has several corresponding synthesized 
attributes: one for each entry in the list. 

A direct upper successor of an attribute Att of a tree TAtt is a direct successor of 
Att of the parent tree of TAtt· Only synthesized attributes have upper successors. 

A direct lower successor of an attribute Att of a tree TAtt is a direct successor of 
Att of a subtree of TAtt· Only inherited attributes have lower successors. 

A direct horizontal successor of an attribute Att of a tree TAtt is a direct successor 
of Att either of T ;1tt or of a sibling of TAtt· A horizontal successor of a synthesized 
attribute is an inherited attribute. A horizontal successor of an inherited attribute is 
a corresponding synthesized attribute. 

Similarly we recognize upward, downward and horizontal dependencies. 

We say that an attribu te Succatt is on a upward/ horizontal dependency path from 
another attribute Att , if a dependency path exists from Att to Succatt that consists 
only of upward and horizontal dependencies. 

An attribute Predatt is a horizontal/downward predecessor of an attribute Att , if 
Att is on a upward/horizontal dependency path from Predatt. 
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Figure A.l: Equation and attribute dependencies 

A.2.2 Properties of the dependency graph 

The proofs of the following two lemmas follow directly from the construction of the 
dependency graph as described in Section 2.4.2. We have therefore omitted these 
proofs. Instead figure A. l illustrates the lemmas. 

The following equation is the defining equation eq</>,p· 

Lemma A.I 
Given 

- T; is a direct subtree of an attributed tree T with top constructor p, 
- cf> is a synthesized attribute of T, 

(A.l) 

then cf> has direct or indirect predecessor attributes 'I/; and inh( 'l/;, j) (1 :::; j :::; k) at 
a subtree T; of p, if and only if '1/;(x;, v1 , . .. , vk) occurs in the right hand side of the 
defining equation eq</>,p· 

Lemma A.2 
Given 

- Att is an inherited or synthesized attribute of a direct subtree T; of an attributed 
tree T, 

- cf> is a synthesized attribute at T, and a direct or indirect successor of Att, 
then the set of all predecessors of A tt that are attributes of T, is a subset of all corre
sponding inherited attributes of cf>: inh(c/>, 1) , . .. , inh(c/>, k). 

When proving properties of an attribute w.r.t. a indirect synthesized predecessor 
in a possibly remote part of the tree, we will often make use of intermediate attributes, 
that is, attributes that are on a dependency path from that predecessor to the attribute 
under consideration. 
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Lemma A .3 
Given 

- Att is an attribute of TAu, a nested subtree of an attributed tree T, 
- Att is an indirect successor of a synthesized attribute Synatt in the context of TAu 

in T , 
- A tt is not on a upward/horizontal dependency path from Synatt , 

then an inherited attribute Inhatt exists, which is on a upward/horizontal dependency 
path from Synatt , and a predecessor of A tt. Moreover, Inhatt is an attribute of an 
ancestor of TAtt. 

Proof Since Att is a successor of Synatt that is not on a upward/horizontal depen
dency path from Synatt, at least one downward dependency occurs in every path from 
Synatt to Att. Let Inhatt be the origin of the first downward dependency that appears 
when following the shortest path from Synatt to Att. Inhatt is a predecessor of Att 
and it lies on a upward/horizontal dependency path from Synatt. 

Let T1nh be the tree of Inhatt. Assume that Att is not an attribute of a subtree 
of T1nh• Then Att is either an attribute of T1nh itself or an attribute in the context in 
T of T1nh• In either case the corresponding synthesized attribute of Inhatt is on the 
path from Inhatt to Att. This leads to a contradiction, because in that case a shorter 
path exist from Synatt to Att which follows the horizontal dependency from Inhatt to 
this corresponding attribute. 

Therefor, Att must be attribute of a subtree of T1nh• Hence, Inhatt is an attribute 
of an ancestor of TAtt · □ 

A.3 Correct attributes and correctly attributed 
trees 

In a PRS, the value of a synthesized attribute ¢ of a tree with top constructor p is 
determined by the right-hand side of the defining equation eq</J, p 

Let 'lj;(x;, v1 , . .. , vk) be a subterm of T. The value of an inherited attribute inh('lj;, j) of 
a subtree tree T; of constructor pis determined by the parameter term Vj. 

We give definitions of correct attributes values and correctly attributed trees . Note 
that these definitions only concern the value of an attribute and not their status. The 
status of attributes plays a role in the notion of safe attributes which will be defined 
in the next section. 

Definition A.4 An attribute Att of a subtree TAtt of a tree T is correct w. r. t. T and 
the inherited attributes of T, if a function ¢ for T exists, such that during reduction of 
</J(T, valueinh(¢, 1), . . . , valueinh(<P, m)) the normal for of the term associated with Att 
equals value Att. □ 
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Definition A.5 A tree T is correctly attributed if all its attributes are correct w. r. t. 
the tree and its inherited attributes. □ 

We will often use the phrase "correct w.r.t. T" as an abbreviation for "correct 
w.r.t. T and the inherited attributes of T". 

An attribute can be "correct w.r.t. its direct predecessors". Note that the direct 
predecessors of an attribute are derived from one defining equation. 

Definition A.6 Let T be the right-hand side of the defining equation eq</>,p· A synthe
sized attribute ¢ of a tree T with constructor p is correct w. r. t. its direct predecessors, 
if value</> equals the normal form obtained by replacing in T the associated terms of 
these predecessors by the attribute values. □ 

Definition A. 7 Let VJ(X;, v1 , ... , vk) be a subterm of the right-hand side T of the defin
ing equation eq</>,p· An inherited attribute inh( VJ, j) of a subtree T; of constructor p is 
correct w. r. t. its direct predecessors, if valueinh ( VJ, i) equals the normal form obtained 
by replacing in v1 the associated terms of these predecessors by the attribute values. 
D 

An attribute can be "partially correct w.r. t. one direct predecessor". 

Definition A.8 Let T be the right-hand side of the defining equation eq</>,p· A synthe
sized attribute ¢ of a tree T with constructor p is correct w. r. t. one direct predecessors, 
if after replacing in T the associated term of this predecessor by the attribute value of 
the predecessor, values for the remaining variables in T can be found so that the normal 
form of T equals value</>. □ 

Definition A.9 Let VJ(X;, v1, ... , vk) be a subterm of the right-hand side T of the defin
ing equation eq<f>,p· An inherited attribute inh(VJ,j) of a subtree T; of constructor p is 
correct w. r. t. one direct predecessor, if after replacing in v1 the associated term of this 
predecessor by the attribute value of the predecessor, values for the remaining variables 
in v1 can be found so that the normal form of v1 equals valueinh( VJ, j). □ 

We will often make use of the fact that if an attribute is correct w.r.t. a tree, it is 
also correct w.r.t. a subtree of that tree, provided inherited attributes at the top of 
that subtree are correct in the context tree. Under the same conditions it holds that 
if an attribute is correct w.r.t. a subtree, it is also correct in the context tree of that 
subtree. 

Lemma A.IO 
Given 

- T; is a direct subtree of an attributed tree T, 
- Att is an attribute at a (nested) subtree TAu of T; , 
- A tt is correct w. r. t. T and the inherited attributes of T, 
- all inherited predecessors of A tt at the top of T; are correct w. r. t. T, 

then A tt is correct w. r. t. T; and the inherited attributes of T;. 
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Proof According to Definition A.4 of correct attributes, a function </> on T exists, 
such that during reduction of </>(T, valuei nh(<I>, 1) , ... , valueinh( <I>, m)), the normal form 
of the associated term of Att equals the value of Att. 

Let 'I/; be an attribute of T; s.t. 'I/; is a direct or indirect successor of Att and a 
predecessor of ¢>. 

Reduction of '1/;(T;, valuei nh('I/J, 1), ... , valueinh('I/;, k)) is a substep of the reduction 
of </>(T, valueinh( <I>, 1), .. . , valueinh(<I> , m)). 

Since Att is a predecessor of 'I/;, the associated term of Att will appear in the 
reduction of '1/;(T;, valueinh('I/;, 1), . .. , valueinh('I/;, k)). The normal form of this term 
equals the value of Att. Hence, Att is correct w.r.t. T; and the inherited attributes of 
T;. □ 

Lemma A.11 
Given 

- T; is a direct subtree of an attributed tree T, 
- Att is an attribute at a (nested) subtree TAtt of T;, 
- Att is correct w. r. t. T; and the inherited attributes of T;, 
- all inherited attributes of A tt at the top of T; are correct w. r. t. T and the inherited 

attributes of T , 
then A tt is correct w. r. t. T and the inherited attributes of T. 

Proof An attribute</> of T exists that is a successor of 'I/;. The attributes inh('I/;, 1), 
... , inh ('I/;, k) are correct w.r.t. T. So, during reduction of </>(T, valuei nh (<I>, 1), ... , 
valueinh(<I>, m)) the term '1/;(T; , s1 , ... , sk) will appear. And the normal form of each s; 
equals valueinh (<I>, i). 

Since we use innermost reduction, reduction will then procceed with the term 
'1/;(T;, valuei nh ('1/J, 1), ... , valueinh('I/;, k)). The associated term of Att will appear in 
this reduction and the normal form of this term equals the value of Att. □ 

A.4 Safe attributes and safely attributed trees 

Incremental reduction of a term does not always result in a correctly attributed tree. 
Therefore we introduce the weaker notions of safe attributes and a safely attributed 
tree. Intuitively speaking, an attribute is safe if it either has a correct value, or its own 
status or the status of its predecessors indicate that its value must be recomputed. 

Definition A.12 Let T be an attributed tree. An attribute Att in T is safe if it has 
one of the following properties: 

safe-a Its status is "Initial". 

safe-b Its status is "TobeEvaluated", and its value is correct w.r.t its direct predeces
sors with status "Initial", "TobeEvaluated", "Unchanged". 

safe-c Its status is "Unchanged" or "Changed", its value is correct w. r. t. its direct 
predecessors, and its value is correct w. r. t. T and its inherited attributes. 
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safe-cl Its status is "Unchanged" or "Changed" and its value is correct w. r. t. its direct 
predecessors, and it has an (indirect) inherited predecessor with status "Initial" 
or "TobeEvaluated" at an ancestor node of TAtt· 

D 

Definition A.13 An attributed tree T is safely attributed if each attribute is safe 
in T, and moreover, all successor attributes on a upward/horizontal dependency path 
from an attribute with status "Initial " or "TobeEvaluated" have status "Initial" or 
"TobeEvaluated ". □ 

Note that on the one hand, in a safely attributed tree all upward and horizontal 
successors on a upward/ horizontal dependency path from a "TobeEvaluated" or "Ini
tial" attribute have status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" , whereas on the other hand, 
the status of the remaining successors can be "Unchanged" or "Changed". 

Lemma A.14 In a safely attributed tree, all lower/horizontal predecessors of an at
tribute with status "Unchanged" or "Changed", have status "Unchanged" or "Chang
ed" . 

Proof Follows directly from the property that all upward/horizontal successors of 
an attribute with status "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated" have status "Initial" or "Tobe
Evaluated". D 

Lemma A.15 
Given 

- TAtt is a direct or nested subtree of a safely attributed tree T , 
- Att is an attribute of TAtt , 
- Att has property safe-c , 

then all inherited predecessors of Att at ancestors of TAtt have property safe-c . 

Proof Let Inhatt be an inherited predecessor of Att at an ancestor T1nh of TAtt· 
Since Att has property safe-c , the status of Predatt is "Unchanged" or "Changed" , 
so it either has property safe-c or safe-d . We show that Inhatt cannot have property 
safe-d. 

If Inhatt would have property safe-d , then there is an inherited predecessor of 
Inhatt with status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" at an ancestor tree of Tinh· But then 
this ancestor node of T1nh is also an ancestor of TAtt , and the inherited predecessor 
of Inhatt is also a predecessor of Att so Att would have had property safe-d. Hence, 
Inhatt has property safe-c. □ 

We will often make use of the fact that if an attribute is safe in a tree T , it is also 
safe w.r.t. the subtrees it resides in. And, vice versa, if an attribute is safe w.r.t. 
a subtree of an attributed tree, then under certain restrictions it is also safe in the 
context tree . These properties are shown in the following two lemmas. 
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Lemma A.16 
Given 

- T; is a direct subtree of a safely attributed tree T, 
- Att is an attribute at a (nested) subtree TAtt of T;, 
- Att is safe in T, 

then Att is safe in T;. 

Proof 
(1) Attributes in T;, that have no predecessors in Tare safe in T;. 

(2) For attributes in T; that do have predecessors in T we distinguish four cases 
according to the safety property of Att in T. 

(2.(safe-a)) Att has status "Initial" so it has property safe-a in T; as well. 
(2.( safe-b)) Att has status "TobeEvaluated" and it is correct w.r.t. its direct 

predecessors with status "TobeEvaluated", "Initial" and "Unchanged". The direct 
predecessor s of Att in T; are a subset of the direct predecessors of Att in T. So Att is 
safe-b in T;. 

(2.(safe-c)) Att has status "Unchanged" or "Changed" and it is correct w.r.t. its 
direct predecessors. In particular it is correct w.r.t . its direct predecessors in T;. 

According to Lemma A.15, all inherited predecessors of Att at the top of T; have 
property safe-c in T. So all inherited attributes at the top of T; are correct w.r.t T. 
According to Lemma A.10 Att is correct in T;. 

Hence, Att has property safe-c in T;. 
(2.(safe-d)) Att has status "Unchanged" or "Changed" . Att is correct w.r.t. its 

direct predecessors in T. In particular it is correct w.r.t. its direct predecessors in 
T;. Att has an inherited predecessor attribute in T with status "TobeEvaluated" or 
"Initial". 

(2.(safe-d).1) If Att has an inherited predecessor attribute in T; with status 
"TobeEvaluated" or "Initial", it has property safe-d in T;. 

(2.(safe-d).2) If Att has no inherited predecessor attribute in T; with status "To
beEvaluated" or "Initial", then all its inherited predecessors at the top of T; have 
status "Unchanged" or "Changed" , since they are correct w.r.t. T; they have 
property safe-c in T;. 

We proceed by induction over the length of the longest dependency path between 
Att and its inherited predecessors at the top of T;. 

(2.(safe-d).2.1) Assume the distance is 1. Att is a direct predecessor of 
inherited attributes at the top of T;. Consequently, Att is an inherited 
attribute at a deirect subtree of T;. 

Other predecessors of Att in T; are attributes without any predecessor at 
the top of T;. Therefore they are safe in T;. Moreover they are downward 
or horizontal predecessors. According to Lemma A.14, they all have status 
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D 

"Unchanged" or "Changed". So, they have property safe-c in T. and they 
are correct w.r.t. T. According to Lemma A.10, they are also correct in T;. 

Att is correct w.r.t. T;, because it is correct w.r.t. all its direct predecessors 
and all these predecessors are correct in T; Hence Att has property safe-c. 

(2.(safe-d).2.2) Assume the distance is N and it has been proved that 
attributes with distances < N have property safe-c. 

All direct predecessors of Att either have distance < N or they have no 
predecessor at the top of T;. In the first case they are correct in T; by 
induction assumption. In the second case they are correct in T; according 
to Lemma A.10. 

Att is correct w.r.t. T;, because it is correct w.r.t. all its direct predecessors 
and all these predecessors are correct in T;. Hence Att has property safe-c. 

Lemma A.17 
Given 

- T; is a direct subtree of a safely attributed tree T, 
- Att is an attribute at a (nested) subtree TAtt of T;, 
- Att is safe w.r.t. T;, 
- all inherited predecessors of Att at the top of T;, are safe in T, 

then A tt is safe in T. 

Proof 
(1) If Att has no predecessor at the top of T;, Att is clearly safe in T. 

(2) If Att has a predecessor at the top of T;, we distinguish four cases according 
to the safety property of A tt in T;. 

(2. (safe-a)) Att has status "Initial" so it has property safe-a in T as well. 
(2.(safe-b)) Att has status "TobeEvaluated" and it is correct w.r.t. its direct 

predecessors with status "TobeEvaluated" , "Initial" and "Unchanged". Att has no 
direct predecessors in the context of T; in T, so Att is safe-b in T. 

(2.(safe-c)) Att has status "Unchanged" or "Changed" and it is correct w.r.t. its 
direct predecessors. Att has no direct predecessors in the context of T; in T, so these 
two aspects remain valid in T. Att is correct w.r.t. T; and its inherited predecessors 
attributes at the top of T;. These inherited predecessors have property safe-c in T; 
(Lemma A.15). Hence they have status "Unchanged" or "Changed". 

(2.(safe-c).l) If all these inherited attributes are correct in T, then Att is also 
correct w.r.t. T (Lemma A.11). Hence it has property safe-c in T. 

(2.(safe-c).2) If one of these inherited attributes is not correct in T, then it has 
property safe-d. So, it has an inherited predecessor in T with status "Tobe
Evaluated" or "Initial". This inherited predecessor is also a predecessor of Att. 
Hence, Att has property safe-d in T. 
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(2.(safe-d)) Att has status "Unchanged" or "Changed". It is correct w.r.t. its 
direct predecessors. There is an inherited predecessor attribute with status "Tobe
Evaluated" or "Initial". Att has no direct predecessors in the context of T; in T, and 
all predecessors of Att in T; are also predecessors of Att in T. So all aspects remain 
valid in T. Hence Att is safe-d in T. 

□ 

A.5 Preprocessing 

In this section we show that before incremental reduction of a term c/>(T, t1 , ... , tm) 
starts, T is safely attributed. Preprocessing is described in Section 2.5.2. 

If the term c/>(T, t 1 , ... , tm) is to be reduced before any incremental reduction has 
taken place, the tree T is decorated with attributes with status "Initial". We call this 
a tree with an initial attribution. 

Otherwise, we assume that a safely attributed tree T' exists, and that subtrees are 
replaced in T' to obtain T. The new attributes in a new subtree, as well as the syn
thesized attributes at the place of subtree replacement all obtain status "Initial". The 
algorithm PROPAGATE-TE-UP of Figure 2.11 is applied to the synthesized attributes 
at the top of the new subtrees. 

Next, the inherited attributes inh (ef>, 1), ... , inh (ef>, m) at the top of T obtain status 
"Initial" and PROPAGATE-TE-UP is applied to these attributes as well. 

A.5 .1 Initial attributed tree 

Theorem A.18 A tree T with an initial attribution is safely attributed and has no 
attributes with status "Changed". 

Proof All attributes have status "Initial" and are therefore safe. The successors of 
an attribute with status "Initial" all have status "Initial" as well. □ 

A .5.2 Subtree replacements 

Theorem A.19 Let T' be safely attributed tree, and assume that no attributes in 
T' have status "Changed". When subtrees are replaced in T' yielding T, and the 
algorithm PROPAGATE-TE-UP is applied to the synthesized attributes at the top of 
the new subtrees, then 

-a- the resulting tree T is safely attributed; -b- no attributes in T have status 
"Changed". 

Proof It suffices to prove the theorem for one subtree replacement . Let Newsub be 
the new subtree. 

(1) We first prove that all attributes in T are safe. 
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(1.1) All new attributes of subtrees of Newsub, as well as the synthesized attributes 
at the top of Newsub are safe because they have status "Initial". 

(1.2) All attribute that have no predecessor in Newsub are safe, because they were 
safe in T'. 

(1.3) The remaining attributes are attributes in the context tree of Newsub that are 
successors of attributes in Newsub. In particular, they are successors of synthesized 
attributes of the top node of Newsub. Let Att of tree TAu be a successor of the 
synthesized attribute Synatt of Newsub. 

(1.3.1) Assume Att is on a upward/horizontal dependency path from Synatt. If 
it is visited by PROPAGATE-TE-UP then its new status is "TobeEvaluated". The 
algorithm PROPAGATE-TE-UP does not change the status of attributes with status 
"TobeEvaluated" or "Initial", nor does it proceed with their successors. However, it 
follows from the fact that T' was safely attributed, that all these successors already 
have status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". So Att either has status "Initial", or it has 
status "TobeEvaluated". We distinguish four cases, according to the previous safety 
property of Att: 

(1.3.1.(safe-a)) Its previous status was "Initial", then it is still "Initial", so Att 
still has property safe-a 

(1.3.1.(safe-b,safe-c,safe-d)) In each of these cases the value of Att was correct 
w.r.t. to all direct predecessors, (since there are no "Changed" predecessors). The 
value of none of these predecessors has changed, so this is still the case. The new 
status is "TobeEvaluated", hence Att has property safe-b. 

(1.3.2) Assume Att is not on a upward/horizontal dependency path from Synatt. 
We distinguish four cases according to the previous safety property of Att. 

(1.3.2.(safe-a)) Its previous status was "Initial", then it is still "Initial", so Att 
still has property safe-a 

(1.3.2.(safe-b)) The status of Att remains "TobeEvaluated". The value of Att was 
correct w.r.t. to all direct predecessors, The value of none of these predecessors has 
changed, so this is still the case. Hence Att has property safe-b. 

(1.3.2.(safe-c),(safe-d)) The status of Att remains "Unchanged". The value of Att 
was correct w.r.t. to all direct predecessors, The value of none of these predecessors 
has changed, so this is still the case. 

Lemma A.3 states that an inherited attribute Inhatt exists that is a predecessor 
of Att and that resides on a upward/horizontal dependency path from Synatt. The 
status of Inhatt is "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial", therefore Att has property safe-d. 

(2) Secondly, we have to prove that all attributes on a upward/horizontal depen
dency path of an "Initial" attribute have status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". 

(2.1) Attributes of subtrees of Newsub all have status "Initial" . Their upward/ 
horizontal successors are either attributes within Newsub, in which case their status 
is "Initial", or upward/horizontal successors of synthesized attributes at the top of 
Newsub. We already demonstrated that the status of these latter successors is "Tobe
Evaluated" or "Initial" . 

(2.2) The status of upward/ horizontal successors of "Initial" and "TobeEvaluated" 
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attributes in the context of Newsub , was "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" in T'. Subtree 
replacement nor PROPAGATE-TE-UP has changed this. 

(3) Finally, no attributes in T have status "Changed" , since no attributes in T' 
had this status, and the new attributes have status "Initial" . PROPAGATE-TE-UP 
clearly has not altered the status of any attribute into "Changed" . 

□ 

A.5.3 Inherited attributes at the top of T 

Theore m A .20 Let T be safely attributed, and assume that no attributes have sta
tus "Changed". When the status of inherited attributes inh (¢, 1), .. . , inh (¢, m) at the 
top node of T obtain status "Initial" and PROPAGATE-TE-UP is applied to these at
tributes, then 

- a- the resulting tree T is safely attributed; 
-b- the status of all inh (¢, 1), . .. , inh (¢, m) is "Initial". 

Proof 
(1) First, we prove that all attributes in T are safe. PROPAGATE-TE-UP only 

visits their corresponding synthesized attributes. If the status of such a synthesized 
attribute, Synatt , was "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated" it remains so. Otherwise it is reset 
to "TobeEvaluated" . 

(1.1) The inherited attributes inh (¢, 1), ... ,inh (¢, m) at the top of Tare safe 
because they have status "Initial" . 

(1.2) Every successor Succatt of an inherited attribute inh (¢, j) is safe. We distin
guish four cases according to the previous safety property. 

(1.2.( safe-a)) Its status was "Initial" and remains "Initial". Hence, Succatt still 
has property safe-a 

(1.2.( safe-b)) Its status remains "TobeEvaluated" and its value remains correct 
with respect to its "TobeEvaluated", "Init ial" and "Unchanged" predecessors, since 
no attribute value has been changed. Hence Succatt still has property safe-b. 

(1.2.(safe-c)) Its value remains correct with respect to all its predecessors. Its 
status was "Unchanged". 

If its new status is "TobeEvaluated" , Succatt has property safe-b. 
Otherwise its status is still "Unchanged" . Since neither T nor any inherited at

tribute value at the top of T has changed, Succatt is still correct w.r.t. T. Hence, 
Succatt has property safe-c. 

(1.2.(safe-d)) Note that an attribute at a top node never has property safe-d. So, 
Succatt is an attribute in a subtree of T. Its status remains "Unchanged". Its value 
remains correct with respect to all its predecessors. An inherited predecessor attribute 
at an ancestor node had status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". The status of no such 
attribute has been altered. Hence Succatt still has property safe-d. 

(1.3) Attributes that are not successors of one of the attributes inh (¢, 1), .. . , 
inh (¢, m) remain safe. 
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(2) Secondly, we have to prove that all attributes on a upward/horizontal de
pendency path from attributes with status "Initial" have status "TobeEvaluated" or 
"Initial". For the inherited attributes at the top with status "Initial" this is the result 
of PROPAGATE-TE-UP. For all other "Initial" attributes this was the case before, and 
the status of none of their "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" successors has been altered. 

(3) Finally, it is clear that all inherited attributes inh (¢,l), ... , inh (¢, m) have 
status "Initial". 

□ 

A.6 Store and propagate 

In proving properties of the reduction algorithms, we will make use of the results 
proved in this section. Namely that applying the algorithms STORE-INH-ATT and 
STORE-SYN-ATT of Figure 2.10 for storing a correct attribute value in an attribute 
of a safely attributed tree, and propagating status information preserves safety of the 
tree. The algorithm PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED of Figure 2.13 is invoked by both 
STORE algorithms. We first prove that application of PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED 
preserves safety of an attributed tree. 

A.6.1 P ropagate Unchanged 

Lemma A.21 Let Att-uc be an attribute with status "Unchanged" in a safely at
tributed tree T, then after application of PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED(Att-uc), T is 
safely attributed. 

Proof 
(1) No attribute changes when Att-uc has no successor with status "TobeEvalu

ated" or when all "TobeEvaluated" successors of Att-uc have at least one predecessor 
of which the status is not "Unchanged". When nothing changes T remains safely 
attributed. 

(2) Assume, that Att-uc has successors, whose status is reset to "Unchanged", 
and PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED is recursively applied to these attributes. It suffices 
to prove, that after the status of one of these successors, say Att of tree TAtt, has been 
set to "Unchanged", Tis safely attributed. 

Att's previous status was "TobeEvaluated". All its predecessors have status "Un
changed". 

(2.1) Att itself is safe and has either property safe-c or safe-d: Att 's previous 
status was "TobeEvaluated", so it had property safe-b, hence its value was correct 
w.r.t. all its "Unchanged" predecessor. 

(2.1.1) If all these predecessors are correct , the value of Att is correct as well, and 
Att has property safe-c. 
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(2.1.2) Otherwise, at least one predecessor is not correct: 
(2.1.2.1) Assume that one of its direct upper predecessors, Inhatt , has an incorrect 

value. Inhatt is safe and has status "Unchanged", so it has property safe-d: there is 
a predecessor with status "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated", at an ancestor node of the 
tree for Inhatt. This predecessor is also a predecessor of Att. Hence, Att has property 
safe-d. 

(2.1.2.2) Assume that one of its direct lower or horizontal predecessors, Predatt , 
is not correct. Predatt is either (a) a synthesized attribute at a sibling of TAu , or 
(b) an inherited attribute at TAtt, or (c) a synthesized attribute at a subtree of TAtt· 

Predatt has status "Unchanged" and its value is incorrect, so Predatt has property 
safe-d. Which, in turn, means that there is an inherited predecessor Inhatt of Predatt 
with status "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated", at an ancestor node of the tree for Predatt . 
This predecessor is also a predecessor of Att. We distinguish three cases according to 
the position (a), (b) or (c) of Predatt: 

(2.1.2.2.(a),(b)) Predatt is an attribute at a sibling of TAtt or at TAtt itself. The 
inherited predecessor Inhatt is therefore a predecessor attribute at an ancestor 
node of TAtt, rendering Att to have property safe-d as well. 

(2.1.2.2.(c)) Predatt is a synthesized predecessor attribute at a subtree of TAtt , 
hence Att is a synthesized attributee as well. According to Lemma A.2, the in
herited predecessors of Predatt at TAtt are the corresponding inherited attributes 
of Att. 

Because inherited attributes of Att are direct predecessors of Att, they have 
status "Unchanged" by assumption. So, if Predatt has property safe-d, Inhatt 
is an inherited attribute at an ancestor of TAtt· In that case Att has property 
safe-d as well. 

(2.2) All direct and indirect successors of Att remain safe. We classify them 
according to their previous safety property. Note that only the status of Att has 
changed and no attribute value has changed. 

(2.2.(safe-a)) Attributes with status "Initial" still have this status. Hence they 
keep property safe-a. 

(2.2.( safe-b)) The status of "TobeEvaluated" attributes remains "TobeEvaluated" . 
No attribute value has been changed, so they remain correct w.r.t. their predecessors. 
Hence they keep property safe-b. 

(2.2.(safe-c)) The status of Att remains "Unchanged" or "Changed". Its value 
has not changed, not has the value of its predecessors. So it remains correct w.r.t. its 
predecessors, and w.r.t. the tree. Hence they keep property safe-c. 

(2.2.(safe-d)) We distinguish attributes outside TAtt and attributes inside TAtt· 

(2.2.(safe-d).l) For an attribute Succatt outside TAtt at some tree Tsucc an in
herited predecessor with status "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated" exists at a context 
tree of Tsucc· This inherited attribute is not Att. So its status remains "Initial" 
or "TobeEvaluated". Hence Succatt keeps property safe-d. 
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(2.2 .(safe-d).2) An attribute Succatt inside TAtt at some tree Tsucc has status 
"Unchanged" or "Changed" , and its value is correct with respect to their direct 
predecessors. 

(2.2.(safe-d).2.l) Assume Succatt still has an inherited predecessor at an ances
tor node with status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial", Succatt has property safe-d. 

(2.2.(safe-d).2.2) Assume Succatt has no inherited predecessor at an ancestor 
node with status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". We prove that Succatt now has 
property safe-c: We only need to prove that the value of its direct predecessors 
is correct. 

(2.2.(safe-d).2.2.1) All (direct) lower and horizontal predecessors of Succatt 
have status "Unchanged" or "Changed" (Lemma A.14). None of these 
attributes has property safe-d, because if they would then Succatt would 
have property safe-d as well, which contradicts our assumption . So all lower 
and horizontal predecessors have property safe-c. Hence they have a correct 
value. 

(2.2.(safe-d).2.2.2) All upper direct predecessors of Succatt are inherited 
attributes, of the parent node of the tree of Succatt. Since we assume 
that Succatt does not have property safe-d, the status of these inherited 
attributes is "Unchanged" or "Changed". (Lemma A.15). Moreover, if 
these inherited attributes would have property safe-d so would Succatt , 
hence they have property safe-c. Hence their value is correct. 

(2 .3) Attributes that are not successors of Att are not affected, so they remain 
safe. 

(2.4) In D} all upward/horizontal successors of "Initial" and "TobeEvaluated" 
attributes, have status "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated". This was the case in T. The 
only "TobeEvaluated" attribute that has been changed is Att. However Att has no 
"Initial" or "TobeEvaluated" predecessor. 

□ 

A.6.2 Store in a synthesized attribute 

The algorithms STORE-SYN-ATT and STORE-INH-ATT of Figure 2.10 are applied only 
under special circumstances. We prove that under these circumstances they preserve 
safety of an attributed tree T. 

Lemma A.22 
Given 

- Synatt is a synthesized attribute of Tsyn , a (nested) subtree of a safely attributed 
tree T , 

- all predecessors of Synatt have property safe-c, 
- Newvalue is a correct value for Synatt w. r. t. T and its inherited attributes, 

then after application of STORE-SYN-ATT (Newvalue, Synatt ) 
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-a- T is safely attributed; 
-b- all predecessors of Synatt have property safe-c. 

Proof 
(1) First, Newvalue becomes the new attribute value of Synatt, and the status 

of Synatt becomes either "Unchanged" or "Changed" . We show that after this T is 
safely attributed. 

(1.1) Synatt is safe , with property safe-c: Its new status is "Unchanged" or 
"Changed" . By assumption, its value is correct w.r.t. T. Since all its direct pre
decessors have property safe-c , their values are correct w.r.t. T as well. Consequently, 
Synatt is correct w.r.t. its predecessors. 

(1.2) The successors of Synatt are safe: Let Succatt be a successor of Synatt. We 
distinguish four cases according to the previous safety property of Succatt. 

(1.2. (safe-a)) The status of Succatt remains "Initial" . Succatt keeps property 
safe-a. 

(1.2.( safe-b)) The status of Succatt remains "TobeEvaluated". Its value was cor
rect w.r.t its direct predecessors with status "TobeEvaluated" , "Initial" and "Un
changed". The value of at most one predecessor has changed (namely Synatt), but in 
that case the status of that predecessor has been set to "Changed". So Succatt still 
has property safe-b. 

(1.2.(safe-c)) The status of Succatt remains "Unchanged" or "Changed". Succatt 
remains correct w.r.t . T because neither T nor any inherited attribute of the top of T 
has changed. 

We prove that Succatt keeps property safe-c, by showing that Succatt remain 
correct w.r.t. its direct predecessors: The only predecessor whose status may have 
been changed is Synatt . 

(1.2.(safe-c).l) If Synatt had status "Unchanged" or "Changed" before applica
tion of STORE-SYN-ATT, it had property safe-c because by assumption , all its 
predecessors had property safe-c. Therefore its value was correct, so it was equal 
to Newvalue. Consequently the value of Synatt has not changed. Hence ,Succatt 
remains correct w.r.t. its direct predecessors. 

(1.2 .(safe-c).2) Otherwise Synatt had status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". Con
sequently, Succatt is not a direct successor of Synatt, because all direct successors 
of Synatt are either horizontal or upward successors, and since Twas safe, these 
direct successors all had status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". Hence, Succatt 
remains correct w.r .t. its direct predecessors. 

(1.2.(safe-d)) The status of Succatt remains "Unchanged" or "Changed" . 
Succatt is not a direct successor of Synatt, as mentioned already. Consequently 

Succatt remains correct w.r.t its direct predecessors. 
Succatt has an inherited predecessor of an ancestor tree, with status "TobeEvalu

ated" or "Initial" . No inherited attribute has been altered. So Succatt keeps property 
safe-d. 
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(1.3) Attributes that are not successors of Synatt are not affected. They remain 
safe. 

(1.4) All upward and horizontal successors of "Initial" and "TobeEvaluated" at
tributes, have status "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated": This was the case before. The 
only "TobeEvaluated" attribute that may have been changed is Synatt. However all 
its predecessors of Synatt are "Unchanged" or "Changed" , by assumption. 

(2) Next, after storing Newvalue and resetting the status of Synatt, PROPAGATE
UNCHANGED is applied if the new status of Synatt is "Unchanged". According 
to Lemma A.21 , T remains safely attributed after application of PROPAGATE- UN
CHANGED. 

(3) Finally, all predecessors of Synatt had property safe-c. the dependency graph 
Dr is cycle free. So no predecessor of Synatt is a successor of Synatt. STORE-SYNATT 
has only changed the status of successors of Synatt. So, the status of the predecessors 
of Synatt remains "Unchanged" or "Changed". The value of none of the predecessors 
of Synatt has changed, nor the value of their predecessors has changed. So, they 
remain correct w.r.t. their predecessors. Their values remain correct w.r.t. T because 
neither T nor any of its inherited attributes has been altered. 

Hence, all predecessors of Synatt still have property safe-c. 

□ 

A.6.3 Store m an inherited attribute 

Lemma A.23 
Given 

- Inhatt is a inherited attribute of Tinh, a (nested) subtree of a safely attributed 
tree T, 

- all predecessors of Inhatt have property safe-c, 
- N ewvalue is a correct value for Inhatt w. r. t. T and its inherited attributes, 

then after application of STORE-INH-ATT(Newvalue,Inhatt) 
-a- T is safely attributed; 
-b- all predecessors of Inhatt have property safe-c. 

Proof 
(1) Assume Newvalue equals the previous value of Inhatt. 
(1.1) First, the status of Inhatt becomes "Unchanged" . We prove that after this 

T is safely attributed. 
(l.l.l) Inhatt is safe with property safe-c: Inhatt has status "Unchanged" . Its 

value is correct w.r.t. T. Since we assumed that all predecessors had property safe-c, 
the value of all predecessors is correct w.r.t. T. Conseqently, Inhatt is correct w.r.t . 
its direct predecessors. 

(1.1.2) Attributes that are not successors of Inhatt are not affected. They remain 
safe. 
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(1.1.3) All successors of Inhatt are safe: We distinguish them according to previous 
safety property. 

(1.1.3.(safe-a)) Those that had property safe-a, still have status "Initial", and 
therefore they still have property safe-a. 

(1.1.3. ( safe-b)) These attributes still have status "TobeEvaluated" . Their value 
was correct with respect to their direct "Initial", "TobeEvaluated" and "Unchanged" 
predecessors. No attribute value has changed. Therefore these attributes still have 
property safe-b . 

(1.1.3.(safe-c)) These attributes still have status "Unchanged" or "Changed" . 
Their value remains correct w.r.t. their direct predecessors, because no attribute value 
has changed. Their value remains correct w.r.t. T and the inherited attributes of T, 
beause neither of them has been altered. Hence these attributes still have property 
safe-c. 

(1.1.3.(safe-d)) These attributes still have status "Unchanged" or "Changed". 
Their value remains correct w.r.t. their direct predecessors , because no attribute 
value has changed. 

(1.1.3.(safe-d).l) For an attribute Succatt outside T1nh of some tree Tsucc an 
inherited predecessor with status "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated" exists in the con
text tree in T of Tsucc· This inherited attribute also resides outside T1nh, so 
it is not Inhatt. So the status of this inherited attribute remains "Initial" or 
"TobeEvaluated". Hence Succatt keeps property safe-d. 

(1.1.3.(safe-d).2) An attribute Succatt inside T1nh at some tree Tsucc has status 
"Unchanged" or "Changed", and its value is correct with respect to their direct 
predecessors. 

(1.1.3.(safe-d).2.l) Assume Succatt still has an inherited predecessor at an ances
tor node with status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial", Succatt has property safe-d. 

(l.l.3.(safe-d).2.2.) Assume Succatt has no inherited predecessor at an ancestor 
node with status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". We prove that Succatt now has 
property safe-c: We only need to prove that the value of its direct predecessors 
is correct. 

(1.1.3.(safe-d).2.2 .l ) All direct lower and horizontal predecessors of Succatt 
have status "Unchanged" or "Changed" (Lemma A.14). None of these 
attributes has property safe-d, because if they would then Succatt would 
also have property safe-d, which would contradict our assumption. So, all 
lower and horizontal predecessors have property safe-c. Hence they have a 
correct value. 

(1.l.3 .(safe-d).2.2.2) All direct upper predecessors of Succatt are inherited 
attributes, at the parent node of the tree of Succatt. Since we assume 
that Succatt does not have property safe-d, the status of these inherited 
attributes is "Unchanged" or "Changed". (Lemma A.15). Moreover, if 
these inherited attributes would have property safe-d so would Succatt, 
hence they have property safe-c. Hence they have a correct value. 
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(1.1.4) All upward/horizontal successors of "TobeEvaluated" and "Initial" at
tributes still have status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". The only "TobeEvaluated" 
or "Initial" attribute whose status has changed is Inhatt. By assumption it had only 
"Unchanged" or "Changed" predecessors. 

(1.2) Next, after resetting the status of Synatt to "Unchanged", the algorithm 
PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED is applied. According to Lemma A.21 T remains safely 
attributed after application of PROPAGATE-UNCHANGED. 

(2) Assume Newvalue differs from the previous value of Inhatt. The status of 
Jnhatt becomes "Changed", and PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN is applied. 

(2.1) After this all attributes are safe in T : 
(2.1.1) Inhatt now has status "Changed". Its value is correct w.r.t . T. Since 

we assumed that all predecessors had property safe-c, the value of all predecessors is 
correct w.r.t. T. Conseqently, Inhatt is correct w.r.t. its direct predecessors. 

(2.1.2) Attributes that are not successors of Inhatt are not affected and remain 
safe. 

(2 .1.3) The successor attributes of Inhatt at the top of the direct subtrees T; of T 
are safe: 

After PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN has been applied they all have status "TobeEvalu
ated" or "Initial" . PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN does not change the status of attributes 
with status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial", nor does it proceed with their successors. 
However, it follows from the fact that T was safely attributed, that all these successors 
already have status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". We distinguish them according to 
previous safety property. 

(2.1.3.(safe-a)) Those that had property safe-a, still have status "Initial", and 
therefore they still have property safe-a. 

(2.1.3.(safe-b,safe-c,safe-d)) The new status of these attributes is "TobeEvalu
ated". The value of these attributes was correct w.r. t. their direct "Initial", "To
beEvaluated" and "Unchanged" predecessors. The value of at most one predecessor, 
namely Inhatt , has changed, but its status has changed to "Changed" as well. There
fore these attributes have property safe-b. 

(2.1.4) The other successors of Inhatt in Tinh are safe: let Succatt at some (nested) 
subtree Tsucc be such a successor. Tsucc is a subtree of a direct subtree T; of T. 

Succatt was safe in T; because it was safe in T (Lemma A.16). Succatt is still safe 
in T; because no attribute value in T; has changed. We have proved that all inherited 
attributes of T; are safe in T. According to Lemma A.17, Succatt is safe in T. 

(2.1.5) The successor in the context tree of Tinh are safe: Note that none of these 
successors is a direct successor of Inhatt . We distinguish four cases according to their 
previous safety property. 

(2.1.5.(safe-a)) These attributes still have status "Initial". They still have property 
safe-a. 

(2.1.5.( safe-b)) These attributes still have status "TobeEvaluated". Their value 
was correct with respect to their direct "Initial", "TobeEvaluated" and "Unchanged" 
predecessors. The value of at most one predecessor, namely Inhatt , has changed, but 
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its status has changed to "Changed". Therefore these attributes still have property 
safe-b. 

(2.1.5.(safe-c)) These attributes still have status "Unchanged" or "Changed". 
Their value remains correct w .r. t. their direct predecessors , because the value of 
none of these predecessors has changed. Their value remains correct w.r.t . T and its 
inherited attribute, because neither of them has been altered. Hence, these attributes 
still have property safe-c. 

(2.1.5.(safe-d)) These attributes still have status "Unchanged" or "Changed". 
Their value remains correct w.r. t. their direct predecessors , because the value of none 
of these predecessors has changed. 

These attributes have an inherited predecessor at an ancestor tree, with status 
"TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". Since they are successors of Inhatt, Inhatt is not one of 
these inherited predecessors. So these inherited predecessors still have status "Tobe
Evaluated" or "Initial". Hence these attributes still have property safe-d. 

(2.2) All upward/horizontal successors of "TobeEvaluated" and "Initial" attributes 
have status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" . Because this was the case before, and 
PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN has not changed the status of "TobeEvaluated" and "Initial" 
attributes. The upward/ horizontal successors of the attributes that have been visited 
by PROPAGATE-TE-DOWN already have status "Initial" or "TobeEvaluated", because 
they are the upward/ horizontal successors of the corresponding synthesized attributes 
of Inhatt. 

(3) Finally, all predecessors of Inhatt had property safe-c. The dependency graph 
Dr is cycle free. So, no predecessor of Inhatt is a successor of Inhatt. STORE-SYNATT 
has only changed the status of successors of Inhatt. So, the status of the predecessors 
of Inhatt remains "Unchanged" or "Changed". The value of none of the predecessors 
of Inhatt has changed, nor the value of their predecessors has changed. So, they remain 
correct w.r.t. their predecessors. Their values remain correct w.r .t. T because neither 
T nor any of its inherited attributes has been altered. Hence, all predecessors of Inhatt 
still have property safe-c. 
D 

A.7 Reduction 

The algorithm REDUCE-START of Figure 2.7 is invoked for incremental reduction 
of a term ¢(T, t1 , ... , tm)- In this section we will prove that applying REDUCE
START in the presence of a safely attributed tree, results in a correct normal form 
for ¢(T , t1 , . . . , tm) while T remains safely attributed. 

Before we start this proof, we introduce an extra notion. Recall that we already 
introduced the notion of correct attributes in Section refsec.app.correct and the much 
weaker notion of a safe attribute in Section refsec.app.safe. When an attribute is 
inspected during reduction , we have to be sure that it either has a correct value or 
its status is "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". So we need a notion that is weaker than 
"correct" and stronger than "safe": 
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Definition A.24 An attribute Att in a safely attributed tree T with graph Dr is 
prepared for reduction if it has property safe-a or safe-b or safe-c. □ 

Lemma A.25 Attributes at the top node of a safely attributed tree are prepared for 
reduction. 

Proof The inherited attributes at a top node have no predecessors, so they cannot 
have property safe-d. Since they are safe, they have either property safe-a , safe-b or 
safe-c. □ 

REDUCE-START first invokes the algorithm REDUCE-PARS for reduction of the pa
rameters of cp(T, t 1 , ... , tm) . Then it invokes REDUCE-RHS. We prove in Section A. 7.1 
that after application of REDUCE-PARS, Tis safely attributed and that predecessors 
of¢ that will be inspected during reduction REDUCE-RHS are prepared for reduction. 
In Section A.7 we prove that the reduce function REDUCE that is used for further 
reduction by REDUCE-RHS preserves safety and returns correct normal forms, if all 
attributes are prepared for reduction when they are inspected. 

When proving that the correct normal form is computed we assume that non
incremental reduction of a term as performed by the algorithm NON-INC-REDUCE 
always returns the proper normal form of that term. 

A. 7.1 Reduce parameters 

We prove that application of REDUCE-PARS for inherited attributes at the top of a 
an attributed tree, will preserve safety of this attributed tree, and will result in correct 
normal forms for the parameter terms under consideration. 

Lemma A.26 
Given 

- T is a safely attributed tree, 
- ti is a parameter term of cp(T, t 1 , . . . , tm) without any <P-subterms, 
- the inherited attribute associated with the i-th parameter of¢, inh (¢, i), has status 

"Initial" 
then application ofREDUCE-PAR(ti ,inh(cp, i),T) yields 

-a- a correct normal farm for ti; 
-b- a correct attribute value for inh (¢,i); 
-c- a safely attributed tree T. 

Proof 
The status of inh(¢, i) is "Initial" . The algorithm REDUCE-PAR first invokes RE

DUCE (t i, inh (¢ , i)). Since ti has no <P-subterms, further reduction of ti is by applica
tion of NON-INC-REDUCE. 

-a- By assumption, this computes the correct normal form. 
Next, REDUCE-PAR invokes STORE-INH-ATT. 
-b- inh(¢, i) is the inherited attribute at the top, so any value is correct. 
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-c- According to Lemma A.23, STORE-INH-ATT preserves safety. 

□ 

Lemma A.27 
Given 

- T is a safely attributed tree, 
- ¢(T, t; , . .. , tm) is a <I>-term without <I>-subterms, 
- all inherited attributes inh(¢, i) (1 ::::; i::::; m) have status "Initial", 

then after application of REDUCE-PARS(¢(T, t 1 , ... , tm), T, T) 
-a- the correct normal farms for all t; have been yielded; 
-b- all inh(-ip, i) (l ::::; i::::; m) have correct attribute values; 
-c- T is safely attributed; 
-d- ¢ as well as its predecessors at the topnodes of direct subtrees T; of T are 

prepared for reduction. 

Proof 
(-a-,-b-,-c-) REDUCE-PARS(¢(T, t 1 , . .. , tm) , T , T) invokes REDUCE-PAR for each 

t;. -a-, -b- and -c- follow directly from the previous lemma. 
(-d- .1) ¢ is prepared for reduction because it is an attribute at a topnode of a 

safely attributed tree. 
(-d-.2) All predecessors for ¢ at the top nodes of subtrees of T , are safe: Let 

Predatt be such a predecessor at subtree T;. Predatt can not have property safe
d. Because the only inherited predecessors of Predatt at an ancestor node, are a 
subset of the inherited attributes inh(¢, 1), ... , inh(¢, m). All these attributes have 
as a consequence of successive application of REDUCE-PAR, status "Unchanged" or 
"Changed". Hence, Predatt is prepared for reduction. 
D 

A.7.2 Reduce 

In proving that application of REDUCE-START of Figure 2. 7 returns the correct value. 
We make use of a similar result for REDUCE. 

Theorem A.28 
Given 

- T is a safely attributed tree, 
- T is a term with <I>-subterms over direct subtrees T; of T, 
- all <I>-subterms of T are predecessors of an attribute ¢ of T, 
- all attributes associated with <I>-subterms of T are prepared for reduction, 

application of REDUCE(T, T) yields 
-a- a correct normal farm for T; 
-b- all inherited and synthesized attributes associated with the <I>-subterms in T 

have property safe-c; 
-c- a safely attributed tree T. 
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Proof We prove the theorem by induction over the depth of T. 

(T has depth 1) T has no subtrees. According to property (iii) in Section 2.3, T 

contains no <I>-subterms. Reduction of T is therefore by means of NON-INC-REDUCE. 
By assumption , NON-INC-REDUCE returns the correct normal form for T (-a-) . No 
attributes are associated with T (-b-). Nothing in T has changed during reduction of 
T. Hence, T remains safely attributed (-c- ). 

(T has depth N) Assume the theorem has been proved for any tree with depth 
:S N - 1. We proceed by structural induction over T. 

(T has depth N and T is a constant) 
In particular T contains no <I>-subterms. So this case is equal to the case that T 

has depth 1. 

(T has depth N and T has K Junction symbols) 
Assume we have proved -a-,-b- and -c- for any T with less than K function symbols. 
(N.K.l) Assume Tis not a <I>-term: J(s 1 , ... , sk)- REDUCE is invoked to reduce 

the subterms of T. These subterms contain less than K function symbols. By induction 
assumption, REDUCE returns a correct normal form for each s;, while all attributes 
associated with <I>-subterms of s; get property safe-c , and the attributed tree T remains 
safely attributed. The resulting normal forms are replaced in f(s 1, ... , sk) , yielding 
J(s;, ... ,sU. f(s;, ... ,sU contains no <I>-subterms, hence it is correctly reduced by 
NON-INC-REDUCE (-a-). Nothing changes in this last step. All attributes associated 
with <I>-terms in T keep property safe-c, and T remains safely attributed (-b-, -c-). 

(N.I<.2) Assume T is a <I>-term 'lj;(T;, v1 , ... , vk)- The attributes 'lj; and inh('lj;, 1) , 
... , inh('lj;, k) of T; are, by assumption, prepared for reduction in T. 

(N.J{.2.1) Assume the status of 'lj; is "Unchanged" or "Changed" . 'lj; (T; , v1 , ... , vk) 
is replaced by the attribute value of 'lj; . 

-b- 'lj; has property safe-c because it is prepared for reduction. Hence its value is 
correct w.r.t T and the inherited attributes inh(¢, 1) , ... , inh(¢, m) of T. All attributes 
associated with <I>-subterms in each Vj (1 :S j :S k), as well as the inherited attributes 
inh('lj;, 1), ... , in h('lj;, k) are horizontal predecessors of 'lj;. According to Lemma A.14, 
they all have status "Unchanged" or "Changed". According to the same line of rea
soning, they have a correct value as well. 

-a- By Definition A.4 of correct, the value of 'lj; is the correct normal form of 
'lj; (T;, v1 , ... , vk)-

-c- Nothing has changed in T , so T remains safely attributed. 
(N.I<.2.2) Assume the status of 'lj; is "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". 
(N.K.2.2.1) First , REDUCE-PARS is applied to reduce the parameter terms v1 , ••• , 

vk. For each i, (1 :Si :S k) , REDUCE-PAR(v; , inh('lj;, i) , T) is applied. 

(N.I<.2.2.1.1) Assume the status of inh('lj; , i) is "Unchanged" or "Changed". 

-b- inh('lj; , i) contains a correct value , hence it has property safe-c. 

-a- By Definition A.4 of correct , this value is the proper normal form of v;. 

-c- Nothing has changed , so T remains safely attributed. 
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(N.K.2.2.1.2) Assume the status of inh(ip , i) is "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". 

(N.K.2.2.1.2.1) First , REDUCE(v;, T) is applied. Since v; contains less 
than K function symbols, the induction assumption states that after this 
-a- a correct normal form for v; is obtained. 
-b- attributes for all <I>-terms in V; have obtained property safe-c. 
-c- Tis safely attributed (-c- ). 

(N.K.2.2.1.2.2) Next, STORE-INH-ATT(v;, inh(ip , i)) is applied. 
-a- We already stated that a correct normal form for v; has been obtained. 
-b- By Definition A.4 of correct, the normal form of v; is a correct attribute 
value for inh(ip ,i). 
-c- After reduction of v;, all direct predecessors of inh(ip, i) have property 
safe-c. According to Theorem A.23, after application of STORE-INH-ATT: 
T remains safely attributed. 

(N.K.2.2.2) Next, REDUCE-RHS is applied to ip(T; , v;, ... , vU, with v; the normal 
form of v;. 

D 

(N.K.2.2.2.1) Assume the status of ip is "Unchanged" or "Changed". 

-c- Nothing has changed in T, so T remains safely attributed. 

-b- Since the attribute is prepared for reduction, its value is correct w.r.t. T and 
its predecessor inh( ef> , 1), ... , inh(ef>, m) at the top of T . 

-a- By Definition A.4 of correct, the attribute value is the correct normal form 
of ip(T;, v;, ... , vU. 

(N.K.2.2.2.2) Assume the status of ip is "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" . 

(N.K.2.2.2.2.1) First , REDUCE(ip(T;, v;, ... , vU , T;) is invoked. The depth 
of T; is < N. By induction assumption 
-a- REDUCE returns the correct normal form r'. 
-b- The new value of attribute ip is correct w.r.t T. 
-c- T is safely attributed. 

(N.K.2.2.2.2.2) Next , STORE-SYN(r' , ip) is applied. Theorem A.22 cafl 
be used: because all direct predecessors of ip have status "Unchanged" or 
"Changed", hence they have property safe-c. 
-a- The normal form r' does not change during STORE-SYN. 
-b-, -c- STORE-SYN(r' , ip) results in a correct attribute value for ip, The-
orem A.22 states that after application of the direct predecessors still have 
property safe-c. and T remains safely attributed. 
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A. 7.3 Reduce-start 

Finally, we can prove that application of REDUCE-START to a <J?-term returns a correct 
normal form, and preserves safety of the attributed tree. 

Theorem A.29 
Given 

- T is a safely attributed tree, 
- cp(T, t;, . .. , tm) is a <J?-term, 
- all inherited attributes inh(cp, i) (i ~ i ~ m) have status "Initial", 

then application of REDUCE-START(cp(T, t;, ... , tm), T) yields 
-a- a correct normal form for cp(T, t;, ... , tm); 
-b- a safely attributed tree T. 

Proof 
(1) Assume the status of cp is "Unchanged" or "Changed". This can only be the 

case if no parameters t;, ... , tm are present. The value of cp is returned as the normal 
form of cp(T). 

Tis safely attributed, so cp is safe. cp cannot have property safe-d, because it is an 
attributed at the top of T. So, cp has property safe-c. Hence, the value of cp is correct 
w.r.t T. 

-a- By Definition A.4 of correct , this value is the correct normal form of cp(T) 
-b- Nothing has changed T remains safely attributed. 

(2) Assume the status of cp is "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". 
(2.1) First , REDUCE-PARS is applied. According to Lemma A.27, this preserves 

safety of T. Moreover, all predecessor attributes of¢ at subtrees T; of T, are prepared 
for reduction. 

(2.2) Next, REDUCE-RHS is applied. 
(2.2.1) Assume the status of cp is "Unchanged" or "Changed". The value of cp is 

returned. cp is safe, and it is the attribute of the top of T. So, cp has property safe-c. 
Hence cp is correct. By Definition A.4 of correct 

-a- value</> is the correct normal form of cp(T, valueinh (cp, 1) , ... , valueinh(cp, 1)). 
Hence it is the correct normal form of cp(T, t;, ... , tm)

-b- Nothing has changed T remains safely attributed. 
(2.2.2) Assume the status of cp is "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". 
cp(T, valuei nh (cp, 1), ... , valueinh(cp, 1)) matches the left-hand side of defining equa

tion eq</>,p· Its right-hand side T is instantiated. All attributes associated with <J?
subterms in T arc predecessors of cp at the subtrees T; of T (Lemma A.1). All these 
attributes are prepared for reduction. 

-a- According to Theorem A.28, application of REDUCE(T, T) returns a correct 
normal form of T. 

Moreover, T remains safely attributed with a dependency graph D; , in which all at
tributes associated with T have property safe-c. All inherited attributes inh(cp, 1) , .. . , 
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inh(</> , m) have property safe-c as well. So, all direct predecessors of <P have property 
safe-c. 

-b- According to Theorem A.22, subsequent application of STORE-SYN-ATT(T' , </>) 
preserves safety of T. 
D 

A .8 Reset Changed 

The algorithm RESET-CHANGED of Figure 2.14 is applied to the attributed tree T, 
after a 4>-term <f>(T, t 1 , ... , tm) has been reduced incrementally. RESET-CHANGED 
resets the status all "Changed" attributes to "Unchanged", The status of all "Tobe
Evaluated" successors of these "Changed" attributes is reset to "Initial". We prove 
that given an safely attributed tree, RESET-CHANGED returns a safely attributed 
tree, without attributes with status "Changed". 

Theorem A.30 Let T be a safely attributed tree. After RESET-CHANGED(T) has 
been applied T is still safely attributed, and no attributes in T have status "Changed". 

Proof 
(1) We proof that T is safely attributed. 
(1.1) All attributes in Dr are safe. We classify them according to their previous 

safety property. 
(1.1.(safe-a)) Attributes with status "Initial" have not been changed by RESET

CHANGED so they still have status "Initial". Hence they still have property safe-a. 
(1.1. ( safe-b)) Attributes with status "TobeEvaluated", were correct w.r. t. their 

direct "TobeEvaluated" , "Initial" and "Unchanged" predecessors. 
If a "TobeEvaluated" attribute had "Changed" predecessors , its status is reset to 

"Initial" and it has property safe-a. 
Otherwise, the set of "TobeEvaluated", "Initial" and "Unchanged" predecessors 

has not changed. So it still has property safe-b . 
(1.1.(safe-c)) Attributes with status "Unchanged" have not been changed by 

RESET-CHANGED so they still have status "Unchanged". Attributes with status 
"Changed" now have status "Unchanged". No attribute value has changed, nor has 
T, so the attributes are still correct w.r.t . their direct predecessors, and w.r.t. the 
tree. Hence they still have property safe-c. 

(1.1.(safe-d)) Attributes with status "Unchanged" have not been changed by 
RESET-CHANGED so they still have status "Unchanged". Attributes with status 
"Changed" now have status "Unchanged" . No attribute value has changed, nor has 
T, so the attributes are still correct w.r.t. their direct predecessors. The attribute 
have an inherited predecessors with status "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial" . The status 
of "TobeEvaluated" predecessors may have been altered into "Initial". They still have 
property safe-d. 

(1.2) The successor attributes of "TobeEvaluated" and "Initial" attributes are 
still "TobeEvaluated" or "Initial". This was the case before application of RESET-
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CHANGED. The status of some "TobeEvaluated" attributes may have been altered 
into "Initial". This clearly does not change the property. 

(2) Clearly no attributes in T have status "Changed" after application of RESET
CHANGED. 

□ 
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Appendix B 

Layered PRSs and higher order 
attribute grammars 

We present a translation of well-presented layered primitive recursive schemes as de
fined in Chapter 5, into strongly non-circular higher-order attribute grammars. And 
a translation of strongly non-circular higher-order attribute grammars into algebraic 
specifications. 

Higher order attribute grammars (HAGs) have been designed to remove the sepa
ration between the syntax description and the semantic description in attribute gram
mars [VSK90, TC90]. To this aim so-called Non-terminal attributes, NTAs, can be 
added to an attribute grammar. An NTA is either a non-terminal of the grammar 
which is used as a value in an attribute equation, or an attribute value described by 
means of production rules. The latter kind can be added as extra arguments to con
structors of the underlying grammar. The attribute rules for the constructor specify 
the value of the NTA itself, and of its inherited attributes. 

In translating a layered PRS (G1,S1 ,cJ> 1,Eq1,Eq,p.) with sub PRS (G2, S2 ,cJ> 2 ,

Eq2, Eq,p 2 ) into a HAG, G2-terms will be mapped onto non-terminal attributes. 

Example B.l When translating the type checker specification in Figure 5.1 and 5.4 
the equation 

tcstm(assign(Id, Exp) , Tenv) = compatible(lookup( Tenv , Id) , tcexp(Exp , Tenv )) 

would cause the assign constructor to be extended with a non-terminal attribute 
TENV. lookup is the synthesized attribute of the type-environment. The value of the 
corresponding inherited attribute, ldTENV is the subtree ID of the assign constructor. 
Hence, ID is also used as a non-terminal attribute. The resulting attribute rules are: 

ass;go ,STM - ID x EXP x TENV { 

D 

tcstmsTM = compatible(lookupTENV ' tcexpEXP) 
TENV = TenvsTM 

ldTENV = ID 
TenvEXP = TenvsTM 

141 
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Definition B.l A higher order attribute grammar is strongly non-circular if for each 
node in an (expanded) tree an attribute evaluation order exists that does not depend 
on the particular subtree rooted at that node. D 

B.1 Layered PRS --+ strongly non-circular HAG 

We translate the well-presented layered PRS (G1 , S1 , <I> 1 , Eq1 , Eq,:,,) with a subPRS, 
(G2 , S2 , <I> 2 , Eq2 , Eq,:,2 ) , into a higher-order attribute grammar. The subPRS can be 
layered itself. A non-terminal attribute gets a bar when used as NTA in a production 
rule. 

(1) Translate (G1 , S1 , <I> 1 , Eq1 , Eq,:,,) into a strongly non-circular attribute grammar 
according to the scheme of Courcelle and Franchi-Zannettacci (See [CFZ82] and 
Chapter 2): Synthesized attributes ¢ are associated with incremental functions 
¢ and inherited attributes inh(</J, k) with the parameters of these functions. At
tribute rules for the constructors of G1 are derived from the defining equations. 

Example B.2 The following attribute rules are derived from the equation in Exam
ple B.l. 

assign : STM -> ID x EXP { 

D 

tcstmsTM = compatible(lookup(TenvsTM, ID), tcexpEXP) 
TenvEXP = TenvsTM 

(2) For each occurrence of a function ¢2 E <I> 2 in an attribute rule r of some G 1 

constructor p, the sort of the first argument of this </Jz-term becomes a fresh 
non-terminal attribute and is added as an extra argument to constructor p. The 
attribute rules of pare modified in the following way. 

(a) Add a rule in which this non-terminal obtains a value, namely the subterm 
of the ¢z-term in r. 

(b) Add a rule in which the value of the inherited attributes of the non-terminal 
attribute is determined, namely by the term at the corresponding parameter 
position in r. 

(c) Replace in r the </Jz-term by the synthesized attribute ¢2 of the new non-
terminal attribute. 

Example B.3 In Example B.l lookup is a <I>z-function. Therefore, TE NV is added 
to the constructor. The attributes rules are altered by adding TENV = TenvsTM (a) 
and ldTENV = ID (b) , and by replacing looku p(TenvsTM, ID) by lookupTENV (c). As a 
result we obtain the attribute rules in Example 1. D 

(3) Translate (G2 , S2 , <I> 2 , Eq2 , Eq,:,2 ) into a HAG and merge this HAG with the 
constructors and attribute rules already obtained. For constructors without 
NTAs, merging two occurrences is simply taking the union of the attribute 
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rules. Merging two constructors p : X 0 ----+ Xi x ... x Xn x NT Ai and p : 
Xo ----+ X 1 x ... x Xn x NT A2 with attribute rules Ry, and R~ yields p : X 0 ----+ 

X 1 x ... x Xn x NT A 1 x NT A2 with rules Ry, UR~ . 

The resulting HAG is strongly non-circular. 
Step 1 generates a strongly non-circular AG, according to [CFZ82] . We check that 

step 2 preserves strong non-circularity for the subtrees and NTAs of each constructor 
p. Let 'I/; be the synthesized attribute at a subtree X; or at an non-terminal attribute 
NT A. The predecessors of this attribute at the same subtree are a subset of the inher
ited attributes inh ('I/;, k). Cyclic dependencies are excluded and strong non-circularity 
is guaranteed, when the context tree p(X1 , ... , Xi, . .. , Xn) does not impose a depen
dency from 'I/; to inh('I/;, k). Attribute dependencies are derived from attribute rules , 
which are, in turn , derived from defining equations. We use properties of defining 
equations to proof that an attribute 'I/; never depends on an attribute inh ('I/;, k) at the 
same tree. 

For X; this is the result of the well-presentedness property. Consider a defining 
equation over p like 

(B.l) 

A dependency from 'I/; to some inh ('I/;, k) is derived from this equation only if '1/;(x;, v1, 
... ,vk, · ··,vm) occurs in T and parameter term vk has a subterm '1/;(xi,v~,-- · ,v;,,). 
This can only mean that vk and v~ are not equal, hence that the equation is not 
well-presented. The well-presentedness property states that in T all occurrences of 
parameters of ¢ over the same x; should be equal. 

Well-presentedness does not apply to <l>rterms in the-right hand side of a <1> 1-

defining equation. Suppose 'l/;2(Aux, Wi, .. . , w 1) is a subterm of T, then wk itself can 
contain the subterm 'l/;2(Aux, w~, ... , w;) . This does not introduce cyclic dependencies 
because each occurrence of a <l>rterm yields a separate NTA. So, an inherited attribute 
in h('l/;2, k) at an NTA will never depend on a synthesized attribute, '1/;2 or another one, 
of the same NTA. 

Step 3 applies step 1 and 2 and yields attribute rules for a strongly non-circular 
HAG . Merging these rules preserves strong non-circularity. 

B.2 Strongly non-circular HAG ~ algebraic spec
ification 

A strongly non-circular HAG can be translated into an algebraic specification using 
the following scheme. 

(1) Each synthesized attribute ¢ of a sort X is associated with a function ¢1 . The 
first argument of that function is X. Parameters of this function are the inherited 
attributes of X on which the value of the synthesized attribute depends [CFZ82]. 

Example B.4 From the HAG in Example B.l functions will be created for the type 
check attributes, and for the lookup attribute. □ 
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(2) For each constructor 

p : Xo -+ X1 X ... X Xn X NTA1 X ... X NTAk 

the constructor without its NTAs is added to the signature of the algebraic 
specification. 

(3) Defining equations are derived from attribute rules of constructor p as follows. 
For each rule ¢ Xo = T of p create an equation 

Until there is no attribute or NTA left in T do: 

( a) Replace every inherited attribute of X 0 by the variable y; of the associated 
parameter. 

(b) Replace every synthesized attribute 7/Jx,,i > 0, by a term 7/J1(x;, z1, ... , z1), 
with z1 the inherited attributes that form the parameters of 7/J. 

(c) Replace every inherited attribute of X; , i > 0, by the right-hand side of its 
defining rule. 

(d) Replace every synthesized attribute XNTA; by a term x2 (NTAi, w1 , ... , w1), 
with w1 the inherited attributes that form the parameters of X-

( e) Replace every NTAi by the right-hand side of its defining rule. 

When we apply this scheme to a HAG that is the translation of a layered PRS , it 
returns a layered PRS. The only difference between the original PRS and the new one 
may be the number and order of parameters of the <I>-functions. Useless parameters of 
<I>-functions in the original PRS, that is , parameters that do not occur in the right-hand 
side of the defining equations, will be removed in the new PRS. 

The following example shows that the translation of a strongly non-circular HAG 
that is not layered, results in an algebraic specification that is not necessarily a well
presented PRS. The constructor of a while statement with attribute rules to describe 
its evaluation is taken from an example of an ordered, and therefore strongly non
circular HAG. The constructor whi le is extended with a nonterminal attribute STM. 

STM = if evalexpEXP = true 
then while(EXP , STMS) 
else skip 

while : STM --+ EXP x STMS x STM VenvEXP = VenvsTM 

VenvsTMS = VenvsTM 
VenvSTM = evalstmssTMS 

evalstmsTM = evalstmSTM 
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The attributes of the nonterminal attribute are equal to the ones of the other non
terminals. Applying the above translation scheme with an extra rule for translating 
conditions in rules into conditions for equations, we obtain the following equations for 
an algebraic specification. 

evalexp(Exp, Venv) = true 

evalstm(while(Exp, Stms ), Venv) = evalstm (while (Exp, Stms ), evalstms(Stms, Venv)) 

evalexp(Exp, Venv) =/ true 

evalstm(while(Exp, Stms), Venv) = evalstm(skip ,eval (Stms, Venv)) 

Both equations are allowed in an algebraic specification but they do not belong to 
a layered PRS. Since the evalstm-functions in the right-hand sides are equal to the 
one in the left-hand side their first arguments will not be classified as auxiliary terms. 
Neither do these equations belong to a non-layered PRS. Since the first arguments 
of incremental terms are not subterms of the while-term in the left-hand side, the 
"strictly decreasing property" of PRSs as defined by property (iii.a) in Definition 2.3 
is violated. 
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Appendix C 

Example specification 

This appendix constains the AsF+SoF specification of the syntax and static semantics 
of the toy language Pico. 

module Layout 
exports 

lexical syntax 

"%%" ~[\n]* [\n] _, LAYOUT 

[\t\n] -> LAYOUT 

module Identifiers 
imports Layout 

exports 

sorts ID 

lexical syntax 

[a-z] [a-z0-9]* -> ID 

variables 

Id [0-9']* -> ID 

module Strings 
imports Layout 

exports 

sorts STR-CON STRING 

lexical syntax 

"\"" ~[\"\n]* "\"" -> STR-CON 

context-free functions 
STR-CON 

STRING "I I" STRING 

variables 

-> STRING 

-> STRING {left} 

Str-con [0-9 ' ]* -> STR-CON 

Str [0-9']* -> STRING 

hiddens 
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variables 

Chars [ 12] -> CHAR* 

equations 

[s1] str-con(""" Chars1 """) II str-con(""" Chars2 """) 

str-con ( """ Chars1 Chars2 """) 

module Integers 
exports 

sorts NAT-CON DIGIT 

lexical syntax 

[0-9] -> DIGIT 

DIGIT+ -> NAT-CON 

variables 

Nat-con [o-9']* -> NAT-CON 

module Booleans 
imports Layo ut 

exports 

sorts BOOL 

context-free functions 

true 

false 

-> BOOL 

-> BOOL 

-> BOOL {left} 

-> BOOL {left} 
BOOL "I" BOOL 

BOOL "&" BOOL 

"(" BOOL ")" -> BOOL {bracket} 

variables 

Boo/ [0-9' ]* -> BOOL 

priorities 

BOOL "I" BOOL -> BOOL < BOOL "& " BOOL -> BOOL 

equations 

[801] true I Boo/ = true 

[Bo2] false I Boo/ = Boo/ 

[Bo3] true & Boo/ = Boo/ 

[Bo6] false & Boo/ = false 

module Types 
imports Booleans 

exports 

sorts TYPE 

context-free functions 

natural 

st ring 

compatible "(" TYPE 

-> TYPE 

-> TYPE 

TYPE ")" -> BOOL 

C. Exampl e specification 



Example specification 

variables 

Type [0-9']* --+ TYPE 

equations 

[Typl] compatible(natural , natural ) = true 

[Typ2] compatible(string, string) = true 

module Type-environments 
imports Iden tifiers Types 

exports 

sorts TENV PAIR 

context-free functions 
"(" ID ":" TYPE ")" --+ PAIR 

"identifier" "of' ' PAIR --+ ID 

"type" "of" PAIR --+ TYPE 

empty-tenv --+ TENV 

PAIR "+" TENV --+ TENV 

lookup TENV for ID --+ TYPE 

variables 

Tenv [ 0-9'] * --+ TENV 

Pair [0-9]* --+ PAIR 

equations 

identifier of Pair = Id 

lookup Pair+ Tenv for Id = type of Pair 

identifier of Pair c/ Id 

lookup Pair + Tenv for Id = lookup Tenv for Id 

[n] identifier of ( Id: Type) = Id 

[T2] type of ( Id : Type) = Type 
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module Pico-syntax 
imports Identifiers Integers Types Strings 

exports 

C. Example specification 

sorts PROGRAM DECLS ID-TYPE-LIST ID-TYPE SERIES STATEMENT EXP 

context-free functions 
begin DECLS SERIES end 

declare ID-TYPE-LIST ";" 

ID-TYPE "," ID-TYPE-LIST 

ID-TYPE 

ID " :" TYPE 

STATEMENT ";" SERIES 

STATEMENT 

ID":=" EXP 

---t PROGRAM 

---t DECLS 

---t ID-TYPE-LIST 

---t ID-TYPE-LIST 

---t ID-TYPE 

---t SERIES 

---t SERIES 

---t STATEMENT 

"if" EXP "then" SERIES "else" SERIES "fi" 

"while" EXP "do" SERIES "od" 

---t STATEMENT 

---t STATEMENT 

ID 

NAT-CON 

STR-CON 

EXP "+" EXP 

EXP"-" EXP 

EXP "II" EXP 

"(" EXP ")" 

variables 

Decls [0-91]* 
Id-type-list 

Id-type [o-9']* 
Series [o-9'] * 
Stat [o-9']* 
Exp [0-9']* 

---t DECLS 

---t ID-TYPE-LIST 

---t ID-TYPE 

---t SERIES 

---t STATEMENT 

---t EXP 

module Pico-typecheck 

---t EXP 

---t EXP 

---t EXP 

---t EXP {left} 

---t EXP {left} 

---t EXP {left} 

---t EXP {bracket} 

imports Booleans Pico-syntax Type-environments 

exports 

context-free functions 
"tcp" PROGRAM 

"tcd" DECLS 

"tcidlist" ID-TYPE-LIST in TENV 

"tcid" ID-TYPE 

"tcs" SERIES in TENV 

"tcstat" STATEMENT in TENV 

"[" EXP "]" in TENV 

equations 

---t BOOL {incremental} 

---t TENV {incremental} 

---t TENV 

---t PAIR 

---t BOOL {incremental} 

---t BOOL {incremental} 

---t TYPE {incremental} 



Example specification 

[NIT cl] tcp begin Oec/s Series end = tcs Series in tcd Decls 

tcidlist Id-type-list in Tenv = Tenv1 

tcidlist Id-type, Id-type-list in Tenv = tcid Id-type + Tenv1 

[N1Tc3a] tcidlist Id-type in Tenv = tcid Id-type + Tenv 

[N 1Tc4] tcid Id: Type = ( Id : Type ) 

[NIT cs] tcs Stat; Series in Tenv = tcstat Stat in Tenv & tcs Series in Tenv 

[NITcSa] tcs Stat in Tenv = tcstat Stat in Tenv 

[N1Tc6a] tcstat Id: = Exp in Tenv = compatible ( lookup Tenv for Id, [ Exp] in Tenv) 

[N1Tc6c] 

[ Exp] in Tenv = natural , 

tcs Series1 in Tenv = 80011 , 

tcs Series2 in Tenv = 800/2 

tcstat if Exp then Series1 else Series2 fi in Tenv = 800/1 & 800'2 

[ Exp] in Tenv = natural , 

tcs Series1 in Tenv = Boo/ 

tcstat while Exp do Series1 od in Tenv = Boo/ 

[N1Tc7a] [id] in Tenv = lookup Tenv for Id 

[N1Tc7b] [ Nat-con] in Tenv = natural 

[N 1Tc7c] [Str-con] in Tenv = string 

[N1Tc8a] 

[N1Tc8c] 

[ Expi] in Tenv = natural , 

[ ExP2 ] in Tenv = natural 

[ Exp1 + Exp2 ] in Tenv = natural 

[ Exp t] in Tenv = natural , 

[ Exp2] in Tenv = natural 

[ Exp1 - Exp2 ] in Tenv = natural 

[ Expi] in Tenv = string, 

[ Exp2 ] in Tenv = string 

[ Expl 11 Exp2 ] in Tenv = string 
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Samenvatting 

Het werk dat beschreven is in dit proefschrift is uitgevoerd in het kader van het 
ESPRIT1 project GIPE (Generation of Interactive Programming environments) en 
het NWO project Incrementele programmageneratoren. Binnen deze projecten wordt 
gewerkt aan de ontwikkeling van een generator van programmeeromgevingen: het 
AsF+SDF-systeem. 

In deze samenvatting leg ik eerst uit wat een generator van programmeeromgevin
gen is, wat incrementele technieken zijn en waarom die gewenst zijn in programmeer
omgevingen. Daarna schets ik de incrementele techniek die het onderwerp is van dit 
proefschrift. 

Een generator van programmeeromgevingen 

Onder een programmeeromgeving van een (programmeer) taal verstaan we de verza
meling van alle hulpmiddelen (tools) die gebruikt kunnen word en om programma's in 
die taal te herkennen, controleren, analyseren vertalen of uit te voeren. Voor bekende 
programmeertalen als bijvoorbeeld Pascal en Basic zijn omgevingen beschikbaar voor 
de meeste soorten computers. Voor nieuw te ontwikkelen programmeertalen kan een 
generator van programmeeromgevingen uitkomst bieden. Die creeert een omgeving 
op basis van een formele beschrijving van de syntax van die taal en van de gewenste 
hulpmiddelen. 

Zo'n gegenereerde omgeving bestaat in ieder geval ui t een syntaxgestuurde edi
tor en bevat meestal een typechecker. Een syntaxgestuurde editor is een editor die 
controleert of de tekst die wordt ingetypt voldoet aan de syntax van de gedefinieerde 
taal. Een typechecker voert extra controles uit op syntactisch correcte programma's, 
bijvoorbeeld of gebruikte variabelen gedeclareerd zijn en of ze op de juiste manier 
gebruikt worden. 

In het plaatjc op pagina 162 wordt een programmeeromgeving weergegeven als 
een window met daarbinnen een syntaxgestuurde editor. Het window is uitgerust 
met knoppen waarop gedrukt kan worden als van een programma in de editor de 
types gecontroleerd moeten worden of wanneer het of vertaald moet worden naar een 
programma in machinetaal. 

Het is prettig als het controleren van een programma snel gaat, zodat tijdens 
het intypen regelmatig kan worden gekeken of alles nog klopt. Om die reden zijn 
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de syntaxcheckers in de editors die door het AsF+SoF-systeem worden gegenereerd 
incrementeel. Dit betekent dat wanneer in een programma iets is veranderd niet het 
hele programma opnieuw wordt gecontroleerd maar alleen het nieuwe gedeelte. In 
het algemeen noemen we een methode incrementeel als gebruik wordt gemaakt van 
resultaten van een eerdere berekening om een nieuwe resultaat zo snel mogelijk te 
verkrijgen. 

Het doel van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift is om ook typecheckers en eventueel 
andere gereedschappen die door het AsF+SoF-systeem zijn gegenereerd incrementeel 
te maken. 

Incrementeel syntaxchecken 

De specificatie van de syntax van een taal wordt gebruikt door een syntaxgestuurde 
editor. De syntaxchecker van een editor probeert de tekst in de editor te ontleden. 
Als de tekst een syntactisch correct programma is kan de de structuur van het pro
gramma warden weergegeven in de vorm van een abstracte syntax boom. Wanneer in 
het programma iets wordt veranderd nadat de syntax is gecontroleerd hoeft niet het 
hele programma opnieuw ontleed te worden maar alleen het nieuwe stuk. De abstracte 
syntax boom van het gewijzigde programma wordt dan incrementeel samengesteld. Op 
de bladzij hiernaast staat een voorbeeld van een programma en zijn abstracte syntax 
boom. Als het statement I Y := X + 1 I wordt gewijzigd hoeft alleen het stukje boom 
zonder stippellijntjes te warden vervangen. 

Typechecken 

Een typechecker controleert een syntactisch correct programma verder. Er wordt bij
voorbeeld gekeken of variabelen die in de statements staan wel gedeclareerd zijn en of 
expressies juist getypeerd zijn. 

Het programma in het voorbeeld is goed getypeerd. De variabelen Y en X zijn 
gedeclareerd. Omdat ze allebei type natural hebben is het statement Y := X + 1 goed 
en mag Y met 10 warden vergeleken in Y > 10. Y := X + "aap" zou fout zijn want 
het woord "aap" kan niet bij een getal warden opgeteld. Ook als Y := X + 1 wordt 
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program 

begin 
X: natural , 

I typecheck I Y: natural. 
read X· re~d st ins 

IY=X+ll; 
if (Y > 10) 

then 
write Y 

else 
write X 

fi; 

ip type 

X natural 
ip type 

Y natural 

X 

A 
st ins 

YA if 

X 1 
end 

eJ<;pr st ins st ins 

:;, wr)te write 

y lo y X 

veranderd in Y := Z - 9 is dat statement fout getypeerd. De variabele Z is immers 
niet gedeclareerd. 

Een typecontrole wordt meestal in twee fasen uitgevoerd. Eerst warden de de
claraties gecontroleerd waarbij de informatie over de variabelen in een tabel wordt 
verzameld. Vervolgens warden aan de hand van die tabel de statements een voor een 
gecontroleerd. 

Incrementeel typechecken 

Om incrementeel te kunnen typechecken moeten we de resultaten van het controleren 
van de diverse programma-onderdelen onthouden. We gebruiken daarvoor de abstracte 
syntax boom. Bij iedere knoop in de boom slaan we het resultaat van de typecontrole 
van de onderliggende boom op in een zogeheten attribuut. We bewaren niet alleen de 
diverse resultaten maar ook de extra informatie die gebruikt is bij het controleren van 
een bepaald onderdeel van het programma, zoals de tabel die gebruikt wordt om de 
statements te controleren. 

Op pagina 164 staat zo 'n geattribueerde abstracte syntax boom. Rechts van een 
knoop staat steeds het attribuut waarin het resultaat van een typecontrole kan war
den opgeslagen. De attributen waarin de tabel kan worden opgeslagen zijn aan de 
linkerkant van de knopen getekend . 

De uitkomst van een typecontrole van een heel programma wordt bepaald door het 
resultaat van het controleren van de statements in <lat programma. We zeggen dan dat 
het attribuut bij program afhangt van het rechter attribuut bij de onderliggende knoop 
stms. De pijlen tussen de attributen geven de afhankelijkheden aan . De horizontale pijl 
van het rechter attribuut van de declaraties naar het linker attribuut van de statements 
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lege tabel 

id type 

X natural 
id type 

Y natural 

y io y X 

duidt aan dat de tabel die is samengesteld tijdens het controleren van de declaraties 
wordt gebruikt bij de controle van de statements. 

Stel nu dat iemand J Y := X + 1 J vervangt door I Y := Z - 9 J. De syntaxchecker 
vervangt het overeenkomstige gedeelte van de boom. Daarna is de typecheckwaarde in 
vier attributen ongeldig geworden: namelijk die in de attributen rechts van de knopen 
+, :=, stms, stms en program. 

Wanneer in het gewijzigde programma types gecontroleerd moeten worden kan het 
controleren van de declaraties achterwege blijven, evenals de controle van read X en 
if (Y > 10) then write Y else write X. Het nieuwe statement Y := Z - 9 wordt wel 
gecontroleerd. Het resultaat, fout , wordt opgeslagen in de attributen bij + en :=. Ook 
de drie andere ongeldig geworden attributen krijgen een nieuwe waarde. 

Dit proefschrift 

Dit proefschrift beschrijft een techniek voor incrementeel typechecken, waarom dan de 
ti tel "Incremental Rewriting"? 

Een generator van programmeeromgevingen genereert typecheckers en andere hulp
middelen uit een specificatie. De implementatie van die hulpmiddelen wordt in hoge 
mate bepaald door het specificatieformalisme. In het AsF+SDF-systeem is dat een 
algebraisch formalisme en algebraische specificaties worden bijna altijd geimplemen
teerd als zogenaamde termherschrijfsystemen . Als bij een programma een typecontrole 
wordt gedaan zeggen we dat een term wordt herschreven. Om de typecontrole incre-
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menteel te kunnen uitvoeren hebben we dus een techniek nodig voor incrementeel 
herschrijven. 

De methode om informatie in attributen van de abstracte syntax boom van een pro
gramma op te slaan is niet nieuw. Met name in programmeeromgevingen die beschre
ven zijn met behulp van een antler specificatieformalisme; attributengrammatica's, 
wordt dit vaak gebruikt. Ik heb die methode gecombineerd met termherschrijven. 
Daarbij heb ik dankbaar gebruik gemaakt van een artikel van Courcelle en Franchi
Zannettacci [CFZ82] waarin ze een klasse van algebraische specificaties aangeven die 
equivalent zijn aan een bepaald soort attributengrammatica. Mijn techniek voor in
crementeel herschrijven kan warden toegepast voor alle specificaties in die klasse. De 
meeste specificaties van typecheckers horen daarbij, maar ook specificaties van bijvoor
beeld vertalers en pretty-printers. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt die klasse van specificaties 
gedefinieerd en beschrijf ik de algoritmen voor incrementeel herschrijven. 

In de hoofdstukken 3 en 4 wordt aangegeven hoe de algoritmen uit hoofdstuk 2 
moeten warden aangepast om een wat ruimere klasse van specificaties aan te kunnen. 

Aan alle incrementele methoden die gebaseerd zijn op het opslaan van informatie 
in attributen van een abstracte syntax boom kleeft een groot nadeel. Als een declara
tie van een variabele wordt veranderd moeten alle statements opnieuw gecontroleerd 
warden. Dat is vaak overbodig en duurder clan een niet-incrementele controle. In het 
programma in het voorbeeld blijkt dat als de declaratie van Z : natural zou warden 
toegevoegd bijna alle attributen ongeldig warden. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een oplossing 
voor dit probleem beschreven. 

De diverse technieken zijn geimplementeerd en maken dee! uit van het AsF+SDF
systeem. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt de implementatie beschreven. Ik heb voor een aantal 
programma's gemeten hoeveel sneller een incrementele typecontrole gaat clan een niet
incrementele controle. In hoofdstuk 7 staan de resultaten van deze metingen. 

Tenslotte staan in hoofdstuk 8 de conclusies. De methode blijkt bruikbaar en 
effectief te zijn en is bij een aantal serieuze specificaties met succes gebruikt. 
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